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ABSTRÀCT

Since its emergence nearly three decades â9o, family
systems theory has attracted growing numbers of
theoreticians and practitioners who champion the validity
and effectiveness of the approach. WhiIe research efforts
directed at validating the principles of systems theory have
been evident from the start, appraisals of the relevanb
1Íterature have not been favourable" Such appraisals are,
however, easily discounted. lrfhether highly pessimisÈic or
tentatively optimistic in tone, they have generally
confronted the reader with a mass of contradictory
information that is difficult, if not impossible to process.
Such confusion can be traced to the use of integrative
strategies that are not appropriate for the Iiterature of
interest.

The purpose of the present research was to correct for
past confusion, by integrating the family interaction
literature in a clear and orderly fashion. To meet this
objective, I initiated an alternative review strategy that I
hoped would be more appropriate, namely, meta-analysis(class, 1976). rn light of the breadth of this task, a
decision yras made to restrict this thesis to a number of
'preparatory' projects" These were designed to serve three
interrelated functions. The thesis's first function was to
prepare the groundwork for further meta-analytic steps by 1 )
selecting a seL of 35 study features potentiatly predictive
of study outcomei and 2) by creating a set of coding
conventions that allows for t,he measurement and
quantification of these features. According to a number of
specified criteria, the selection of study features proved
to be sound. IR addition, the coding conventíons were
applied to the family process literat.ure wíth a reasonable
level of reliability. The second function of the research
was a descriptive one, involving the categorization and
summarization of methodological and procedural features of
interest,, What is suggested by Èhe study's data is a
Iiterature decidedly uniform in its choice of methodological
and procedural practices, though less so in choice of
research focí. Thus, family process researchers have been
decidedly rigíd in their use of methodology and paradígm --inappropriately so in light of the complex nature of the
subject maLter. A final objective of the present researeh
was to evaluate the preparedness of the family process
Jíterature for integration, and more speci f ica11y, to
evaluate the appropriateness of meta-analysis as the
integrative strategy of choice. Concerns regarding issues

1V



of concept,ual and statistical adequacy emerged out of the
evaluat i on .
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THE FAMILY INTERACTION LITERATUREI THE STATE OF
THE ART

Since its emergence nearly three decades â9o, family

systems theory has attracted growíng numbers of

theoreticians and practitíoners who champÍon the validity

and effectiveness of the approach. Research efforts

directed towards validating this enthusiasm have been

evident f rom the start. TÞto ma jor bodies of lit,erature have

emerged f rom t,hese ef f orts ¡ 1) tfre f amily interaction

Iiterature (aIso referred to as famity process) that

compares patterns of interaction and styles of communication

in clinical families with those of nonclinical families and

2) t,he family outcome literature that compares the effícacy

of family t,herapy with that of other clinical approaches.

The present thesis is concêrned with the former.

Evaluatíons of the family process literature have not

been favorable. with the exception of Doane (1978a), and to

a more moderate degree, Liem (1980), reviewers of the

process literature have called either for a sharp dampening

of enthusiasm (Frank, 1965; Goldstein & Rodnick,1975¡ ,Jacob,

1975i Jacob & Grounds, 1978) or, ât most, a cautious support

of systems principles (Fontana | 1966; Haley | 1972t Riskin &

Faunce, 1972ì Sanua, 1961¡ Wynne, 1981). The sharp decline

ín interactional research during recent years, noted by

1
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Goldstein and Rodnick in 1975 and again by Liem in 1980'

Iikely reflects such negative appraisal. Àbandonment of the

research domain may, however, be premature, insofar as past

appraisals are open to serious criticism. Whether highly

pessimistic or tenatively optimistic in tone, they have

generally confronted the reader with a mass of contradictory

information that is difficult, if not impossible to process.

Such conf usion can be traced to t,he use of integrat ive

strategies that are not appropriate for the literature of

interest.

The purpose of the present research was to correct for

past confusion, by integrating the family process literature

in a clear and orderly fashion. To meet this objective, I

initiated an alternative review strategy that I hoped would

be appropriate, namely, meta-analysis (Glass, 1976)"

the nature of the inadequacies of past reviews wiII be

clarified in the assessment to follow, âs weII as in the

following chapters on integrative techniques. Before

proceeding in this direction, rY intent is to briefly

present some concepts and principles basic to the family

systems perspective. l Thís will be followed by a discussion

of the difficulties involved in conducting primary research

Since most family Lheorísts and researchers refer at some
point to the basic systems principles, it would be
exceedingly cumbersome to include all such references ín
thís section of the thesís. I have, therefore, been
decidedly spartan in my referencing style here' aqd have
mainly séteãted one or two examples of what I consider to
be clear presentations of the subject matter.
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of theseon family interactions and of

difficulties for the integration

the implications

of f indings. 2

Familv Svstems Principles

The family systems approach contains a broad set of

assumptions about human behavior in general and

psychopathology in part icular (!,tatz1awick, 19771 " A number

of perspectives have contributed to the general family

interaction model. The earliest work emerged out of the

clinical tradition, with research on families of

schizophrenics conducted by Bateson, Lidz, Wynne and Bowen,

among others, providing the initial thrust. In their search

for theoretical foundations, these investigators utilized
the sociological and social psychological formulations of

2 ¡ number of points about the terminology used in this
thesis are in order. First, the terms "family systemsrr,
"family interaction", and "family process" are by and
large used interchangeably to refer to the family process
literature. Second, the term "families" preceded by a
diagnostíc label, ís used as a shorthand for "families
that contain a member who has been so diagnosedt', For
instance, the term "schizophreníc families" refers to
families that contain a member(s) who has received a
diagnosis of schizophrenia " Conversely, the term
"nonclinical families' is used to refer to farnilies in
which no member has received a clinical diagnosis and/or
been in contact with the mental health profession for a
designated time period. The fact that nonclinical
families are defined in terms of what they are not rather
than in terms of what Èhey are underscores the bias in
favor of pathology that permeates psychologyr âs well as
the absence of attention to the attributes of health
(nabkin, 1965i Seeman, 1983). Since famity interaction
researchers have as yet, failed to select their
Ronclinical famílies according to health-related criteria,
the terms "normal" and "healthyt' families are avoided in
Lhis thesis.
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communication theory, information theory and role theory,

along with psychiatric principles and general system theory
principles (ualey , 1967 ¡ Olson , 1970t Riskin & Faunce,

1972). Once articulated, the general model divided into a

number of branches sufficiently diverse to warrant the

proposal of a variety of schemes for classifying family

theory. Most of the suggested schemes differentiate
branches of the general model in reference Lo aspects of

therapeutic practice (Okun & Rappaport, 1980, p. 0g);

specifícal1y, the unit of treatment (OLson, 1970), the role
of the therapist (Feber, Mendelsohn & Napier, 1973), and the

goal of therapy (Group for the Advancement of psychiatry,

1970). Underlying aII such schemes is a concern with the

degree to which theorists consider intrapsychic and

interactional paradigms to be compatible. There are two

ot,her classif ication schemes of which I am avrare that ignore

the issue of paradigmatic compatibility and instead base

distinctions on substantive emphases, those of Ha1ey (1967)

and of Okun and Rappaport (1980),

Despite large theoretical and practical differences, a1l

of t,he branches of the general f amily systems modeI,

regardless of how classified, are Iinked by their emphasis

on family Iife as the prime determinant of psychopathology,

As weII, they ascribe to a common set of underlying
principles deríved from general system theory (Berta1anfly,

1956). The fírst of these principres concerns the nature of
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causality. Consistent with current epistemology, all

systems thinkers rejecl the linear model of causality in

favour of the cybernetic model (watzlawick, 1977). Rather

than cause preceding effect, the two events are seen as

operating within a circular feedback loop and hence as being

interchangeable. In regard to psychopathology, family

systems thinkers reject the traditional unidirectional model

of influence in favour of a bidirectional model" The

identified patient (often the child in the family

literature) is no longer viev¡ed as a passive recipient of

adverse family conditions but as an influential co-

participant in the relationships in which s/ne is involved

(Haley , 1963).

Systems thinkers are not alone in their rejection of the

unidirectional model of influence. Both child study (Fox,

1978; Lytton, 19711 and behaviorally-oriented investigators
(wahler, 19761 have also begun to revaluate family

relationships within a bidirectional framework. There is a

central feat,ure of the systems approach that distinguishes

it from these other schools of thought, however, and that is

Lhe unit of analysis utilized both in theory and in clinical
practice. WhiIe behaviorists have by and large limited

their analysis to simple dyadíc interchanges (ualey, 1971)

ínvolving husband and wife in the case of marítaL conflict'

and parent (generally mother) and child in the case of chíld
psychopathology, systems proponents focus on the entíre
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netv¡ork of interchanges within the family. The emphasis,

moreover, is on the interdependency of these interchanges.

The word "system" in fact refers to just this quality of

interdependency (Watrond-Skinner , 1976). In more concrete

terms, systems proponents maintain t,hat any one component of

the family system, for instance, the mother-chiId

relationship, can only fulty be understood within the

context of aII other components, such as the father-chiId

relationship and the marital relationship. In this sense'

the approach can perhaps best be described as one that

operates within a multi-directional model of infLuence.

Apart from providing a distinctive unit' of analysis, the

family system approach can be further differentiated in

terms of the level of analysis that it imposes on

interactionat materiaL. Rat,her than explaining family life

in terms of specific interactional episodes, the approach

associated with both behavioral and developmental schools of

t,hought, f amily systems thinkers direct their interest to

the operation of higher-order rules or principles that

concisely govern a wide range of specific interactional

episodes. The operation of such principles has been fully

elucidated by Don Jackson in one of his early influential

papers on the family titled þ studv o:[ the Familv (1965).

In thís paper, .Jackson asserts that the f amily is rule

governed in the sense that its members interact in an

organized repetitive manner" That is, from the mass of
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exchanges that occur between family members, recurrent

patterns and sequences emerge that can be identified and

fabelled by observers. More important than the assertion of

rule government i s Jac kson ' s f urt,her assert ion that one

concise body of rules consistently directs aII aspects of

family life.3 Thus, only a relatively small number of

higher-order rules need be inferred to explain the

uncountable number of specific instances of family

interact ion. a

Rules emerge during the course of development of a

famiJ.y, as members go through the process of def ining for
themselves a range of mutually acceptable behaviors and

expectations. These rules dictate family life in the

broadest sense. On one level there are rules that specify

the range of activity and of emotional expression considered

3 this initial assumption of rule government may be seen as
less important than the further assumption of higher order
rule government. insofar as the existence of rules is
automatically assumed for aII phenomena that are
considered amenable t,o scientific investigation. What
musL of course be recognized ís that the family has only
relatively recently been conceptualized "as a meaningfut
unit which can be strategically studied in relation to
psychopathology" (Wynne, 1966 ) and that Jackson's
description of the family as rule governed reflects the
emergence of this new conceptualization.

This premíse of higher order principles lends a cerbain
economy to ínteractional material which mitigates to some
extent the impression of its overwhelming complexity" It
is important to note that such a premise is only held in
certain theories or models. Batesonrs conceptualízation
of "deutero-Iearning" or "learning to learn" and
biologists conceptualization of genetic codes, for
instance, share with systems theory the premise of higher-
order principtes (Jackson, 1977).

4
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appropriate for family participants. On another leveI there

are rules about rules--whether they can be introduced,

commented upon, disagreed with, clarified, negotiated,

modified, violated, etc., and if sor through what kind of

processes (Foley | 1978; Haley, 1963). Family rules are

often not articulated or even known to the participants
(Haley, 1963i Jackson, 1977). once "defined", however, they

are not readily dislodged. Even in the face of persistent

distress and minimal satisfaction, the rule-governed family

system is characterized by a "tough stability" (Bateson,

1 959, p. 128) , a tendency that is referred to as

homeostasis. There are, however' times in the family life

cycle, be they in the form of natural life events (e.g',

birth of the first child, adolescence, and the "empty nest"

period) or idiosyncratic Iife events (e.g., birth of a

handicapped child, premature death of a family member)

during which internal and external factors converge in a vray

that threatens the system's stability (ualey, 1973, pp.

41-64'). These threats take the form of any behavior on the

part of a family participant that either deviates

significantly from the prescribed set of rules or interferes

with the rule-governed behavior of other participants. In

response to such deviations, reçtulatory mechanisms that

serve to restore equilibrium may be brought ínto play

(reldman t 1976; Jackson , 1977; Walrond-Skinner , 19761. The

symptom that brings the family into therapy, be it

depression, psychosis or psychosomatic disorder, is thought



to function in just such a

1 958; Framo , 1972; Minuchin,

& Todd , 1975') .

9

regulatory fashion (Àckerman,

Baker, Rosman, Liebman, MiIman

This view of the symptom as a homeostatic agent vras

introduced in the seminal work on family interact,ions

conducted by Bateson, Jackson, Haley and Weakland ( 1 956) . s

These clin ícians/researchers were alerted to the operation

of such powerful maintenance mechanisms when their attempts

to change the behavior of schizophrenic patients were

consistently met with strong resistance by the family group,

or resulted in the transfer of symptomatic behavior from the

identi f ied patient to another family member. Family

interactionists have since extended this conceptualization

of schizophrenia to a wide range of disorders. Steinglass
(1976) and Marshall and Neil1 (1977), for instance, discuss

alcoholism and obesity respectively within a homeostatic

framework, while Minuchín and hís colleagues discuss

diabetes mellites, asthma, and anorexia nervosa along the

The idea that the symptom serves a homeostatic function
predates the emergence of the family systems model.
Psychodynamic theory also regards the symptom as a
homeostatic agent in that it functions to maintain the
intrapsychic balance. Psychodynamic theory does not,
however, extend this perception of the symptom in
reference to the family. Although the relationship
between symptom and family life ís not the focus of any
explicit theorizing, psychodynamíc theory implies that, at
the same time as it stabalízes intrapsychic processes, the
symptom destabalizes family processes. Thus, family
system and psychodynamic theories differ in their
conceptualization of the symptom partially in reference to
the identity of the structure on which it operates
homeostat ically.

5



same Iínes (Minuchin,

1975) .
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Baker, Rosman, Liebman, Milman & Todd,

Systems theorists are by no means alone ín their

recognition of the paradoxical opposition of family members

to therapeutic intervention. Case histories documenting the

transfer of symptomatic behavior from one family member to

another appeared in journals as early as 1942 (Burgum,

1942, " Freud (1917, p. 459), moreover, commented on the

unexpected resistance of the family to the recovery of the

identified patient, though he failed to incorporate the

family unit into psychoanalytic theory and practice.6

Current concern with family opposition appears in the form

of widespread reports by practitioners of the refusal or

failure of parents to foIlow recommended t'reatment

procedures. Attempts to address the issue on an empirícal

leveI have produced the parental compliance Iiterature"

Apart from the use of the words 'healthy' ,
'ñeurosís' and 'analyst', the following statement
has a decidedly "family systems" tone to it"

No one who has any experience of the rifts which
so often divide a family's wíll , if he is an
analyst, be surprised to find that the patientrs
closést relatives sometimes betray less interest
in his recovery than ín his remaining as he is'
When, âs so often ' neurosis ís related to
conflicts between members of a family' Lhe
healthty party wíI1 not hesitate long in choosíng
between hi s oïrn interest and the s ic k party' s
recovery.

'sick' ,
by Freud
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Despite this widely shared concern, the various schools

of psychotherapy respond to resistance to change in markedly

different manners. A common behavioral response, for

instance, is to view parental opposition as an impediment to

treatment. Attempts to modify a treaLment package into a

more "manageable" format as a way of marshalling parental

compliance is a frequently encountered strategy'

Alternatively, factors aimed at enhancing generalization

from treatment to home setting are incorporated into therapy

in an effort to protect against the remission that often

occurs when the hospitalized patient returns to the family.

In contrast, family syst,ems adherents accept resistance to

change (i.e., tendency towards homeostasis) as a given'

They do not expect the family to carry out a treatment

program designed to eliminate symptomatic behavior, given

the social context in which the symptom operates at the

onset of therapy. For instance, husband and wife may fail

to encourage the autonomy of an overly dependent adolescent

if the resulting increased contact between spouses forces

them Lo confront issues of sexual intimacy and marital

disharmony. Rather t,han attempting to extricate a

particular symptom, family therapisLs work at reconstructing

the social context in which it operates'

In sum, systems theorists perceive the family as an

organ íza:ion whose members constantly interact and influence

each other in complex ways. The form of this influence is
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determined by a set of rules, while the enforcement of these

rules is accomplished through the operation of homeostatic

mechanisms. Apart from incorporating a novel multi-

directional approach to causatity, this view of the family

is distinct both in its unit and level of analysis.

ImplicaLions of the Svstems Perspect,ive

The interactional view of the family has far reaching

implications for theory and therapeutic practicer âs weII as

for research. In regards to theory, it generates an

understanding of personality and symptom formation that

diverges sharply from that of individually focused

perspectives. While acknowledging the critical role played

by the family, individually focused theorists ultimately

view intrapsychíc processes and conflicts as the chief

determinants of personality and psychopathology' Systems

theorists, in contrast, locate the determinants of

personality in external processes ' namely in the

interactions of family members' Through the repeated

occurrence of particular interactíons, patterns of relating

emerge which in turn generate implicit expectations about

how family members behave towards one another (geiht , 19'79).

It is these patterns of relating and expectations about

behavior that constitute personality. Symptomatic behavior

is similarly 1ínked to the interactíonal process in that ít

emerges from and is an expression of widespread disturbances



in family relationships (Feldman,

Minuchin, 1974; Whitaker ,1975) .

1976; Ha1ey,

13

1976¡

The systems perspective also has a direct bearing on the

nature of the therapeutic encounter. To begin with, the

shift in perspecLive from dysfunctional behavior to

dysfunctional interbehavior requires aIl family members to

enter therapy together (Framo, 1976¡ Minuchin,1974l. Thus,

the identified patient is no longer the individual who

happens to manifest pathology, but the entire family unit.
Apart from the social unit of treatment, the interactional
perspective also has implications for the goals of

treatment. Broadly speaking, aII system adherents regard

the reconstruction of the entire pattern of family

interactions as the basic clinical objective. Before such

reconstruction can occur, however, a preliminary objective

must be meL, namely lhe disruption of the family system's

existing homeostasis, with the uItímate aim of re-

establishing homeostasis at a leveI that ís more satísfying
and less disruptive to family members (rotey, 1978)" A wide

variety of techníques have been employed towards this end:

hypnosis, paradoxical procedures, symptom amplification, and

explicit prohibition of certain interactions, to name a few

(seitrt, 19791 .

FinaIly, the systems perspectíve has profound

implícations for research insofar as it demands the creatíon

of new methodologies that are compatible with its basie
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tenets. The enormity of this demand becomes apparent when

one considers the unigue position of family researchers in

psychology. First, they have been unable to take advantage

of methodological skiIIs that have emerged out of monadic

models. In 1963 Ha1ey noted: "There is no adequate

precedent for this type of experiment; the methodology which

has been developed to experiment with individuals ... does

not apply to the measurement of typical patterns of an

ongoing system.rr This sentiment vlas again expressed by

ÀIexander in 1973. In spite of some obvious methodological

advances that have been made in family interaction research

since 1963, it is still largely relevant today. Second,

researchers have had to continually confront and resolve

discrepancies between a deeply entrenched intrapsychic

perspective and a relatively undeveloped interactionaL

perspective. In light of such demands, it is not surpiising
that the links between systems theory and research are often

tenuous.

To begin with, the central systems tenet of

interdependency has by and large been ignored in the

Iiterature. The approach used in the vast majority of

interactional studies basically involves the tallying and

averaging of various coded behaviors, followed by the

statistical comparíson of t,he resulting measures of central

tendency across diagnostic categories, settings r oF

interactional tasks (rox, 1978; Krahn, 1980t Mishler &
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waxler , 1975). Since these summary measures fail to take

into account the position of behavior in ongoing sequences

of events, they ignore the interrelatedness of social

exchange. Thus, while providing general descriptive

informat,ion (e.9., the comparative frequency of conflict in

ctinical and nonclinical families), the typical aggregate

analysis fails to reflect the dynamic quality of family

process (i.e., t,he contingencies within which such conf lict

operates) (l¿ishler & Waxl-er , 19751 . In contrast are those

few studies that have applied sequential procedures to

interactional material. Taking advantage of complex

comput,er technology, these studies (¡'ox, 1978; Krahn, 1980;

Mishler & Waxler , 1975) examine streams of behavior in terms

of their interdependent and sequential nature.

The systems tenet of rule government is similarly not

well reflected in the research. Three general strategies

for extracting rules from interactions have been suggested

by Jackson (19771 ¿ 1 ) through repeated observatíon of family

exchanges, with careful noting of redundancies¡ 2) through

repeated observation of family exchanges, with careful

noting of interactional features that do not appear to
operate and 3) through the introduction into the famíly

system of destabilizing forces, followed by careful

observation of measures taken by famiJ-y members to re-

establish eguilibrium" In other words, observers may be

able to infer the operation of rules by noting the family's



reaction to their violation. Jackson has

this latter strategy may be more efficient

depend on "tiresome long term observation"

family's reaction to rule violations tends

and rather violent 
"
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suggested that

than those that

insofar as the

to be immediate

To my mind, family process researchers have not as yet

successfully incorporated any of these rul-e-extraction

strategies into their investigations. In regards to the

first two strategies, researchers have relied on frequency

counts of interactional features that occur within a single

experiment,al context as a basis from which to infer the

operation of governing principles. This approach places

distinct limits on the process of rule extraction in that it.

only aIlows the individual researcher to comment on t,hose

interactions that occur within hisr/her chosen context,

rather than on higher order principles that operate across a

range of contexts associated with farnily life. Of course,

the practical exigencies of clinical research often preclude

the incorporation of muttiple contexts into a single study"T

This being the case, the onus is on individuals concerned

with the notíon of rule government to systematically compare

various contexts across studies that are identical in aII

7 g small number of researchers have manipulaLed context by
g the differential effects of experimental tasks
1964; Jacob & Davis, 1973; Murrell, 1971, Klopper,
Fríedman & Hughes | 1978; Zuckerman & Jacob, 19791

ings (rox, 1978; O'Rourke, 1963) on interaction
. Apart from Haley, these researchers have
ed their investigations to nonclinical
ons.
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other respects and t,o provide clear evidence of

interactional stabitity across these contexts.

Unfortunately, the strong tendency to shun replication

research in favour of original research operates as much in

the systems f ield as in other areas of psychology (nis¡<in &

Faunce , 1972).

In regards to the third strategy, attempts to introduce

destabilizing manoeuvres are infrequent in family research.

(See Reiss , 1978; and Solvberg and Blakar, 1975 for

exceptions.) This, T feel, reflects the widely voiced

concern that the behavior sampled during research

represents, as much as possible, the behavior that occurs

during the 'everyday 1ife' of the famiIy. Researchers'

moreover¡ s€êflr to have equated the notion of everyday-

family-Iife with stable-family-Iife. Such an equation is,

for example, clearly reflected in Wynne's ( 1 981 ) statement

of methodological goaIs, that calls for the use of

interactional tasks that allow the family to "feel free and

comfortable enough to communicate in a 'naLuraI manner' that

is Iikely t,o be representative of enduring f amily patterns,'l

There are a number of problems with the natural/stable

equation. First, it is not consistent with the

understanding that the lives of alI families, both clinical
and nonclinical, are punctuated with recurrent threats to
stability, often in the form of developmental crises (see
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Haley, 1973, pp. 4l-64).8 Thus, family behavior in the face

of stress or crisis is as much a part of'everyday life'as

family behavior under stable conditions. In addition, the

equation Iike1y impacts on the power of the typical process

research to yield significant interactional differences.

The fact that psychopathology often acquires clinícal

expression during periods of crisis strongly suggests that

differences between clinical and nonclinical groups would

more IikeIy emrge during stress-induction experimental

conditions than during 'everyday Iife' conditions. Results

from a study by Solveberg and Blakar ( 1 975) that

incorporates a stressful/stable manipulation lend support to

such speculations.

There are various other problems specific to family

interaction research apart from those related to the major

systems tenets. Some exploration of their nature is in

order, particularly for the reviewer of the Iiterature,
insofar as these problems have direct bearing on the choice

of procedures used t.o integrate research findings.

8 while both clinícaI and nonclinical families experience
sÍmilar threats to st.ability, family interaction theorists
maint,ain that they can be clearly differentiated in terms
of the effect of such threats on the integrity of Lhe
family unit and in terms of the nature of the homeostatic
mechanisms that are called into play (e.g., symptomat,ic
expression versus the recalibration of the homeostatic
mechanism to a more satisfying level).
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Difficulties Inherent in the Studv of FamiIv I nteract ions

The root of many of the problems encountered in family

research lies in the choice of subject matter, namely, the

entire network of interactions that occur in the daily Iife

of the family. Not only are there an infinite number of

potentially observable behaviors emitted by each member of

t,he f amiIy, but also a complex web of símultaneously

occurring exchanges involving the varíous dyads and triads

that make up the family uniÈ. rnteractions, moreover' occur

across a number of channels of communication, and the type

of information that emerges often varies ¡¡ith the choice of

channel (fox, 1978¡ Riskin & Faunce, 1972). That is,

interactions may contain multiple and at times conflicting
IeveIs of meaning, some conveyed verbally, others tonally'
and still others posturally (ttaley, 1967). Ànother aspect

of family interaction that poses problems for investigation

is its idiosyncratic nature. While other forms of social

exchange involve some idiosyncratic aspects, the intense and

enduring quality of family life promotes the widespread

development of privately understood codes" Unique forms of

expression readily emerge that convey information about a

unique present and a unique past common only to members of a

particular family (Haley, 1963; Winter & Ferreira, 1967) 
"

Furthermore, the form of family communicatíon tends to

become increasingly economical over time in the sense that

small gestures come to convey a lot of meaning. The
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family's reliance on such interactional shorthands is of

course inversely related both to the effort required and the

capacity of the researcher to accurately interpret

interactional data (Jackson , 1977). FinaIIy, the fact that

numerous factors external to the family, in particular those

of a sociocultural nature, have been found to influence

interaction patterns (Sanua , 1961 ) introduces furLher

complexities into the field of inquiry.

Thus, systems researchers are faced with a decidedly

unwieldly subject matter. Add to this the problems

associated with clinical research in general (see Haley,

1963; Rabkin, 1965) and the task of examining interaction

patterns may seem overwhelming. A number of measures

operate to reduce the complexity of interactional research

to manageable proportions. To begin with, researchers often

restrict thei r f.ocus in any one study to one dimension of

interaction considered relevant to psychological well-being.

Certain dimensions have received particular attention ín the

literaturei namely patterns of dominance or povrer

distribution, conflict, âffect and communication clarity
(Jacob, 1975). rn addition, the efficiency and

effectiveness of the family-as-a-working-unit and the

flexibil íEy/rigidity of the family system have been

identified as import,ant ín discriminating clinical from

nonclinical populations (Doane, 1978a). Further reduction

of the complexity of interactional material generally
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results from the imposition of some structure on the free

flow of family process. !{hile there is almost unanimous

agreement on the need for such structure, the question of

what form and degree is most appropriate remains unresolved.

Common to researchers and critics aIike, however, is a

concern that the fantastic richness of family interaction
not be entirely sacrificed to experimental managability and

rigor (Fontana , 1966; HaIey , 1963i 1967; tytton, 1971 ¡

Olson | 1970t Riskin & Faunce, 1972i Watzlawick & 9{eakland,

1977, p. 70). Thusr ân essential goal in systems research

is to achieve a reasonable balance between demands for
manageability and demands for data that reflects family Iife
in a vivid and meaningfuJ. way.s Phrased in somewhat more

concrete terms, the goal of systems research is to gain

access to representative ( i'.e. , not highty atypical )

interbehavior of family members and to lhen find the tools

with which to perceive, organize, record and quantify it
without introducing undue distortion. Further translated,

the task becomes that of choosing methodological tools

approprÍate for int,eractional material and of applying

stat,istical techniques appropríate for the resulting data.

In light of the breadth and complexity of the focus of

inquiry, what may be deemed "appropriate" covers

considerable ground. Consequently, one would expect

e The troublesome nat,ure of this objective has been vividly
described by 9Íatzlawíck and Weakland (1977 , p, 87 ) in
terms of "steering a middle course between the Scylla of
overwhelming complexity and the Charybdis of irrelevant
detaiI."
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Lremendous variability in the methodological features

utilized in process research; variability extending to

experimental tasks used to generate interactional data, to

settings, recording procedures and out,come measuresr âs weIl

as to ranges of behavior and populations sampled. The

impression of an unwieldly research area is t,hus further

he i ghtened.

Three additional difficulties associated with family

interaction research warrant discussion. The first concerns

the development and use of terminology. Although theorists

and researchers have accepted the tenets of the systems

perspective, their efforts to conceptualize issues in

interactional terms have been met with only partial success.

The problem has been that of abandoning the traditional
psychological terminology, which reflects a deeply

entrenched focus on the individual, and replacing it with

the terminology that adequately describes interactional

data. While a new terminology has been developed in

response to this need (e"9", double bind, communication

deviance, martial schism/skew, pseudomutuality, homeostasis,

etc"), it has not been used with a high degree of precision

(Mishler & WaxIer, 1965). The correspondence between terms

and constructs has been far too weak in that different terms

have been used to refer to identical or overlapping

constructs while similar or identical terms have been used

to refer to dissimilar constructs (Riskin & Faunce , 19721,
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A second difficulty concerns the use of operational

procedures. An obvious feature of the family interaction

Iiterature is that researchers have not been successful in

arriving at a sufficient level of consensus regarding the

use of operations. Thus, identical operations have been

used to reflect what appear to be distinct consLructs

(Doane, 1978a, 1978b; Liem, 1980). Moreover, the fact that

researchers have applied a relatively Iarge number of labeIs

to a limited set of operations introduces unnecessary

confusion into the field"

Finally, researchers have not always succeeded in

incorporat ing their interactional perspective into

compatible research designs. Specifically, they have at

times focused on the behavior of individuals that make up

the family unit when the substantive interest clearly
demands that the network of interactions among individuals

be of primary consideration. For example, in order to study

the distribution of power in disturbed and normal famíIies,

it is necessary first to quantify the behavior of each

member of the family in relation to that of other memberso

and then to compare diagnostic categories in terms of the

resulting ratioso Instead, some researchers interested in

povrer distributions have restricted their comparisons to the

behavior of individual family members (e.g., normal father

vs. clinical father). Similarly, in order to investigate

coalitions it is necessary first to compare parent-parent
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and parent-chiId interactions within each family unit, and

then Èo compare diagnostic categories in terms of the

resulting ratios. Some researchers have instead restricted

their analyses to the interactíon of either parent-parent or

parent-child dyads (Doane, 1978a, 1978b; Jacob & Grounds,

1g7g).

We are thus confronted with a body of research that

incorporates a range of conceptual foci, thaL uLilizes a

wide variety of methodological features, and that generates

multivariate data that is Iikely interactive in form.

Moreover, it is marked by a terminology that is imprecise as

welL as by serious problems with operational specification.

Needless to Sây, aII of these characteristics impose

considerable demands upon the reviewer who ís determined to

sort out the unwieldly Iiterature and to extract some

meaningful information from it. As a first requirement,

s/he must come to terms with the weak correspondences found

in family process research between terms' operations and

constructs, and between constructs and designs" In order to

do sor the reviewer might well follow Doane's (1978a, 1978b)

recommendation; namely to classify each study in terms of

hisr/her understanding of its conceptual focus rather than in

terms of the conceptual focus specified by the primary

researcher. FOr instance, if a study on ttcgalitiOnS"

compares the supportive interactions of the parent-parent

dyad across diagnostic categories without attending to
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interfamilial ratios, it would be more appropriat,e to
consider it along with studies onr sây, family affect.

Às a second requiremenL, the reviewer must come to terms

with the variabilit,y in research features. Due to the

multivariate nature of the subject matter r Do single

investigation focuses on more than a small number of the

relevant factors and/or utilizes more Lhan a small number of

the relevant research strategies" Moreover, given that

family research is not directed and coordinated by a central

authority, the choice of factors and methodological features

varies considerably from study to study. Given such

variability in research features, the reviewer cannot expect

convergent outcomes to emerge out of his/her cross-study

comparisons. In other words, coming to terms with

variability in research features and coming to terms with

variability in research findings are one and the same

requirement, This is no mean requirement, given that the

traditional function of research integration has been

primarily to evaluate literatures in terms of whether or not

findings do converge. Once lhe reviewer regards ouLcome

variability as an accepted feature of the family process

Iiterature rather than as a sign of unproductive research,

s/ne is free to explore its sources by taking into account

the var iabi 1i t,y in research f eatures .

Reviewers of the family Iíterature have not met either of

these demands with a high degree of success. Though a
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number of critics have addressed the issue of imprecise

terminology and incompatible designs (Jacob & Grounds, 1978¡

Mishler & Waxler , 1965t Riskin & Faunce, 19721 , only Doane

(1978a) has attempted to incorporate relevant strategies

into her review procedures. ( i . e. , classi f ications

strategies meant to impose some consist,ency among terms,

operations, constructs and designs). The degree to which

she has successfully appl ied such strategies cannot,

however, be easily evaluated since she has unfortunately

failed to describe her system for reorganizing the

literature under appropriate substantive headings in

suf f icient detail (.lacob & Grounds, 1978).1o

The issue of variability in findíngs has been approached

in a particularly unproductive fashion. Reviewers have

responded to it, by emphasizing two aspects of the research,

first its methodological inadequacy, and second, the large

number of relevant features and the degree to which they

vary from study to study. The focus on methodology has as

its basis the understanding that a body of sLudies must be

methodologícalIy rigorous before it can produce consistent

and reproducible findings. Conversely, it is understood

that a failure to attain such rigour insures that findings

will be inconsistent and unpredictable. Thus, the

eontradictory quality of the family process Iiterature has

Doane has responded to my request for the specifics of
her classification strategy by simply reiterating her
caution regarding the face-value acceptance of the labeIs
of research foci provided by primary researchers.

to
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been attributed to a variety of design weaknesses: namely

widespread failure to insure comparability across

experimentaÌ groups in setting, demand characterist.ics and

demographic factors, an insufficient use of blind coding

procedures coupled with inadequate interrater agreement

rates, and a general lack of statistical proficiency (Jacob,

1975; Jones, 1973; Riskin & Faunce, 1972). Accepting the

link between methodologícaI adequacy and consistency of

outcome, some critics have chosen to integrate only that

smaIl subset of the available Iiterature that fully

satisfies their methodological criteria. (".g", Fontana,

1966) ttris strategy can be criticized on at least two

accounts. First, it generally results in a drastic

reduction of the data base coupled with a loss of

potentially valuable information. Second, the link between

methodological rigour and consistent findings in the family

process literature is an assumed one that has not as yet

been empírically validated.

As an alternative response to the issue of methodologY,

critics have entered into their reviews studies of varying

degrees of rigour and have then differentiated among them on

methodological grounds" (e.g., Fontana, 1g66i Jacob, 1975) '
Though never directly expressed, the purpose behind this

approach seems to be to afford the reader the chance to

place greater weight on the sounder research. Given,

however, that the methodological evaluations (usually in
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table form) and the summary of findings are presented

separately, it is unlikely that the reader is able to

coordinate the two sets of information. Of all the critics

in the area, only Doane ( 1 978a ) has chosen not to

differentiate studies on methodological grounds' though she

fails to explain v¡hy.

In regard to the number of relevant factors and their

lack of comparabilíty across studies ' reviewers have

responded with either pessimism or confusion. Frank (1965)

exemplifies the former response by concluding that family

process factors "defy being investigated scientifically and

defy one's attempts to draw meaningful generalizations from

the explorations that have already been done". The more

typical response is a series of shuffles that assumes

something of the following form: ( 1 ) the reviewer

demonstrates his/her awareness of the importance of relevent

factors during a lengthy discussion of methodological and

substantive issues ì (2) in the presentation of empirical

findings that follows, s/he proceeds to ignore the operation

of most factors by relating outcome to only one or two study

characteristics; (3) on the basis of apparent inconsistency

in the data the reviewer concludes that the literature has

failed to differentiate díagnostic groups in terms of their

interaction patterns (4) tfre reviewer then seems to imply

that such conclusions may be unreliable, that different
(i.€", consistent) tíndings might have emerged were there
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techniques available with which to take into account cross-

study differences in sample, design and analytic features;
(5) depending on his/her personal investment in the systems

perspective, the reviewer concludes on one of two notes.

S/he may reiterate that the Iiterature has been largely

unproductive. Alternatively, s/he may highlight any pockets

of consistency and promising trends that emerge in the

review, and at the same time recommend that methodological

improvements and innovaLions be incorporated into future

research.ll with the exception of Sanua's (1961) suggestion

that a central authority be set up to coordinate research

efforts, the issue of alternative approaches to variability
in research features has gone Iargely unexplored.

The reviewer's inadequate response to variabí1Íty is
often reflected in the way s/ne organizes studíes and

presents findings. The most common approach has been to

present verbal synopses of studies that either examine

11 Jacob (1975) provides a good example of this approach"
while the general tone of his review emphasizes the
failure of family research to isolate interactíon
patterns that reliably differentiate disturbed from
nonclinical groups, he is by no means comfortable with
this evaluation of the literature. Specifically, he
wonders whether "many of the observed inconsistencies
across family interaction studies may be a funct,ion of
dífferences in diagnostic status of èxperimental groups,
measurement techniques used in assessment of partícular
domains, dat,a analysis procedures by which results are
evaluated and demographic characterisLics of family
groups." Finally, after promoting the need for improved
methodological standards, Jacob concludes with a
statement that mirrors the pessimism expressed by Frank:
'fit would seem impossible to untangle the inconsistencies
among studies which differ along a number of potentially
influential variables. "
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hypotheses of interest or illuminate certain methodological

or theoretical issues (e.g., Frank, 1965i Goldstein & Doane,

1982; Haley , 1972¡ Riskin & Faunce , 1972, Wynne, 1 981 ) .

These synopses are followed by impressionistic statements

that summarize the body of research as a whole. Since no

attempts are made to organize studies in terms of

diagnostic, demographic and methodological characteristics,
what emerges is a picture of unaccountable and hence

confusing variation.

While incorporating many of the inadequacies just

described, two recent integration efforts in the area, by

Jacob (1975) and Doane (1978a), differ from previous reviews

in three important respects.l2 First, rather than simply

selecting studies that illustrate methodological and/or

12 A number of reviews have since emerged, authored by Liem
(1980), wynne (1981 ), and Goldstein and Doane (1982).
These have been rejected as a base against which to
compare substantive conclusions and review methodologies
for the following reasons: First, wynne, and Goldstein
and Doane did not intend their reviews to be exhaustive
in scope. Rather, these critics have selected studíes
that illustrate methodological and conceptual interests
and concerns, and that identify the types of questions
that are currently under empirical focus. Moreover,
these critics have relied on boundary guidelines quite
different from those seleeted for the present integrative
effort. For instancet a high portion of both sets of
studies rely on individual test protocols or standard
interview responses to draw inferences about
interactional mat,erial rather than oR direet
observational procedures. In addition, m_any of the
selecled studies do not focus on c1Ínical/nonclinical
comparisons but rather on comparisons within
schizophrenic samples, Particular attention is paíd to
EE (expressed emotion) studies that attempt to identify
additudinal factors predictive of schizophrenic relapse.
Liem's revíew, while exhaustive in its coverage, is too
restrictive in its time boundaries to provide a
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conceptual issuesr or that meet rigorous methodological

criteria, both Jacob and Doane have aimed at an exhaustive

coverage of subst,antive fíndings. Second, both Jacob and

Doane have attempted to organize the diverse literature by

focusing on particular features potentially related to

outcome, a strategy used by only one other family process

critic (i.e., Liem, 1980).13 Jacob has organized his review

into four substantive domains, namely dominance, conflict'

affect and communication. He has further subdivided studies

according to the diagnostic category of the clinical

population (disturbed or schizophrenic) and the nature of

the dependent variable (quantitative process, qualitative

process or outcome measures). Thus, rather than simply

emphasizing the importance of diagnostic and measurement

comparability in primary research, Jacob has appropriately

extended these concerns to the integration procedures.

Unfortunately, by Iimiting himself to only three aspects of

13

comparative focus, in that it only contains studies
published between 1975-1979 " Its restrictiveness is
turther ensured by the fact that only 17 empirical
studies were published duríng that tíme period, the
majority of which emerged out of only five {i"çrete
reéearch projects. Moreover, the selection guidelines
used by Liem are similar to those used by wynne' and
Goldstéin and Doane, raLher Lhan to those used in the
present research effort.

Liem has divided her review into two major substantive
areas: deviant role relationships and disordered
communication process. These areas are further divided
into six specifíc topics. In addition, Liem
differentiates communication studies in terms of whether
they examine interactional process or task performance in
a manner consistent with Jacob. In my opinion, Liem has
used a cl-earer organizational scheme than either Jacob or
Doane.
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descriptive and methodological factors that, by his

account, influence the nature of family interactions.
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other

own

Doane's review is, by comparison, slightly less orderly

insofar as she has organized her literature on t,he basis of

onty two study features, namely substantive focus and type

of dependent measure. In regards to substantive focus, she

has been thorough" Two broad substantive categories t

conftict and dominance, and communication, are further

subdivided in her review into seven specific aspects of

interaction. In regards to dependent measures, Doane has

been Iess rigorous. She has disaggregated subsets of

measures considered by her either to be too narrowly defined

or to be tied to constructs in ambiguous and imprecise ways

without fully defining the nature of such measurement

problems. Moreover, like Jacobs, Doane has not taken into

account a variety of factors poÈentiaIIy predictive of

outcome. Consequently, both reviewers have failed in their

efforts to tackle cross-study variation by organizing the

Iiterature into homogeneous subsets.

Both Jacob and Doane differ from previous reviewers in

another respect, namely that their conclusions are based on

quantified information rather than on impression alone'

Specifically, after defining each outcome as either
positively signifícant, nêgatively significant or

nonsigni f icant I a tally is t,aken to determine whether the
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plurality of studies falls into any one caÈegory. If a

modal category does emerge it is accepted as the best

reflect,ion of the relationship between the independent and

the dependent variable under examination. There are a

number of problems associated with organizing the Iiterature
on the basis of significance levels. Setting these aside

for the time being, it is important to recognize that the

method of tallying outcomes used by Jacob and Ðoane

signifies a welcomed first step away from purely subjective

evaluations.

Though Jacob and Doane have utilized similar approaches

and have accessed data bases that overlap to a. large

extentla they have arrived at conflicting conctusions as to
the status of the literature. Doane is in fact the only

reviewer in the area to unequivocally conclude that the

interactions of normal and disturbed famíIies can be

reliably differentiated from one another.

After wadíng through the more vitriolic aspects of their
attempts to address their differences (see Doane (1978b) and

Jacob & Grounds (1978)), what emerges are criticisms that
centre around issues of organization. Both revíewers

14 The bodies of literature reviewed by Jacob and Doane
di f f er ín t.hree respects: 1 ) OnIy DoaRe' s review
íncorporates the communícation deviance research
conducted by V{ynne and his co}leagues 2') Doaners review
includes research conducted af ter .lune, 1973, Jacob's
cut-off date and 3 ) there are differences in the
theoretical and methodological writings referenced by the
two critics.
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dimensions and to

that insures that

to choose

a manner

s imi lar sets of data.

Two responses to the Jacob-Doane debate come to mind.

First, it is a valuable exchange insofar as it highlights a

number of important review requirements as well as the

difficulties involved in meeting them. In particular, ttre

need to classify studies in terms of relevant features and

the need to correct for inappropriate use of terminology and

design come to the fore. Second, the question of whose

conclusions best reflect the data has not and cannot be

resolved, given the type of information presented in both

reviews. Although both Jacob and Doane have made efforts to

organize and quantify their material," their failure to

sufficiently explore sources of variation prevents the

reader from untangling real from apparent inconsistencies.

The summary of findings offered by both Jacob and Doane

actually differ very littÌe in their effect from the

narrative and impressionistíc style of review, in that the

reader is confronted with a huge amount of contradictory

information. The following extract from Jacob's summary of

findings illustrates this weII and leaves Iittle doubt as to

the need for further improvements in the integration of the

family interaction Iiterature. The fact that this extracL

occupies only one-half page out of 1'1 1/2 similar pages of

journal text underscores the extent of the burden stíll

imposed on the reader by this approach to integration.
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been referred to in the

integration are expanded

strategies that follows.

Ouantitative process measures. Five studies
assessed dominance by means of verbal frequency
measures such as successful interruptions, talking
time, statement length, and to whom acts are
directed (cheek , 1964a, 1 964b, 1 965a; Farina &

HoIzberg, 1968; Ferreira et, 41., 1966; Lennard et
al., 1965; Mishler & Waxler, 1968). Of nine total
comparisons, four indicated no reliable
differences between schizophrenic and control
families (Farina & Holzberg, 1968 talking timei
Lennard et a1, 1965- number of communicationsi
Mishler & Waxler, 1968 successful interruptions
and being successfully interrupted for these two
measures the authors reported significant group
di f f erences only when a "weII sibIing" vtas
present). Although the remaining five comparisons
reported significant differences between
schizophrenic and control families, the direction
of such differences was found to be rather
inconsistent across studies. Cheek (1964a, 1964b,
1965b) noted that normal sons participated more
than schizophrenic sons, that schizophrenic
daughters participated more than normal daughters'
and that normal mothers participated more than
schizophrenic mothers (interacting with male or
female children). Ferreira et 41. (1966) observed
that normal children talked more than
schizophrenic children, although interactions
containing male and female children vtere not
analyzed separately. In seeming contrast with
Chee-k ' s resüIts , - Mi shler and Waxler ( 1 968 )

reported that normal daughters participated more
than poor premorbid daughters and spoke in longer
intervals tt¡an good premorbid daughters' whereas
good premorbid fathers spoke in longer intervals
[ttan normal fathers (witfr male children only).
For "acts directed to" data, the same
invest igators reported lhat normal fathers
received more aets than schizophrenic fathers,
which was largely a function of the differential
rate with which schizophrenic and normal sons
directed acts Lo fathers; and schizophreníc sons
received more acts than normal sons from their
parents, fathers, and mothêtrs.



RESEARCH INTEGRATION TECHNIQUES

Over the past decade, a number of critics in the fields
of educational and psychological research have begun to

clearly articulate theír dissatisfact,ion with the slow

accumulation of knowledge in theír disciplines (Glasst 1976,

1977; Kava1e & Glass, 1981¡ tíght, 1978; Light & smith,

1971¡ Pillemer & Light,, 1981¡ Rosenthal, 1978; Smith, Glass

& Mi1Ier, 1980). Basically, they have presented the problem

as a failure to use review techniques suitable for

extracting knowledge from an ever-expanding body of

informatíon. In the present chapter their criticisms of

traditional review techniques are presented, along with

descriptions of the alternative techniques that they have

developed for integrating educational and psychological

I i teratures .

Traditional Approac_treg to Research Inteqration

Narrative Revíews

During the 1940's and 1950's and well into the 1960's,

scholars primarily revíewed the literature narratively by

listing and summarizing those studies that examined the

effects of any of a number of factors on a dependent

36
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variable of interest (Glass, 1976),15 Such an approach was

and is adequate only under limited circumstances¡ when the

number of studies is very small and/or when the pattern of.

outcomes is uniform (t igtrt & Smith , 1971) . Research in

education and psychology is, however, most often

characterized by large numbers and nonuniformity. The

literature is nonuniform in two respects; first, studies in
a particular problem area tend to vary wídeIy in choice of

experimental designs, measurements, classes of subjects and

contexts to name but a few properties. Second, variation in

findings abound. Critics have responded to the welter of

findings by abandoning the straight narrative style of

review in favor of two approaches that attempt to impose

some order on divergent information.

The Favorite Studies Approach to Research I nÈegrat i on

In what can be termed the "favorite studies" approach,

t.he reviewer essentially attempts to create consistency by

examining only a small subset of the available literature
(f,ight & Smith, 1971), This subset is chosen on the basis

of experimental rigor, the assumption being that
'methodological víolations are responsible for much of the

lack of convergence among findings. The expectation is thaÈ

rigorous pruning of studies wiII bear unmarred fruiLs" 1 6

A number of reviews of the family process literature are
essentially narratíve in f orm, f.or ínstane e those by
Frank (1965), Haley (1972) and Riskin and Faunce (1972)"

15
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This expectation would be somewhat reasonable if Iiteratures

could be neatly divided into acceptable and unacceptable

subsets. However, while "good" and "badtt studies do exist,

most could more accurately be placed at some mídpoint on a

scale of excellence. GIass (1977 ) presents a hypothetical

but easily recognizable group of 1 00 studies in which

studies 1 to 10 are weak in representative sampling but

strong in other respects, studies 11 to 20 are weak in

measurement but otherwise strong, studies 21 to 30 are weak

in internal validity alone and so on. Given such a pattern,

Glass argues that the choice of which studies to include in

a revievr is largely left to the idiosyncratic leanings of

the individual critic. Even if sound guidelines were

available for such a choice, contradictory results might

still emerge" The only way to circumvent such an outcome

would be to reduce the Iiterature to one t'brustworthy" study

and !o then abide by its results, the logic of which need

not be commented upon (r,igÌrt & Smith, 19711" The favorite

studies approach to research integration has been subjected

to one other perhaps more essential criticism. G1ass and

his colleagues (GIass, 1976t 1977; Smith, GIass & MiIler,

16 Fontana (1966) provides a clear example of the favorit,e
studies approach in his review of the family process
literature. Other such examples in the family systems
f ield are provided by f.Iel1s and Dezen (1978) and Wells,
Dilkes and Trivelli (1972). The latter review of the
family therapy literature ís a particularly extreme
example of the favoríte studies approach in thaL its
authors were only able to unearth two outcome studies
published ín major journals in social" work, psychiatry
and psychotogy from 1950 through 1970 that met their
methodological standards.
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1980) repeatedly observe that it is an empirical question

whether the results from studies that meet Lhe revieylers

chosen set of methodological standards are at variance with

results from studies that violate these standards. The

phenomenon under review may or may not be sensitive to any

of a number of methodological deficiencies. It is an

important task for the research integrater to determine

whether specific design and analytic features that

characterize a body of Iiterature do in fact covary with

research findings and, if sor to what extent. "Assuming

studies out of existence" (Smittr 6. Glass, 1977, in the

absence of empirical substantiation results at best in a

marked reduction in the revie$¡er's data base and at worst in
distorted conclusions.

One final point concerning the "favorite studies"

approach: along with the expectation of consistency

emerging out of tight designS, is the understanding that

consistency emerging out of any other set of circumstances

is spurious (see Eysenck, 1978)" Glass (1977 ) ínvokes the

law of parsimony in his attack of this position. Referríng

to his hypothetical group of 100 studies, he maintains that
it is not unreasonable that such a collection lend support

to one conclusion in spite of the incorporated admixture of

design flaws, Efforts to counÈer such a conclusion would

involve invoking an embarrassingly large number of multiple
causes (i.e., the observed effect can be caused by weakness
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weakness in data analysis and so
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and testing effects, or by

on).

The Votinq Method

A more flexible approach to the integration of large and

seemingly patternless literatures involves classifying each

study according to outcome ( i.e" , statisticalJ.y signif icant

or nonsignificant) and then examining the relationship

between outcome and one or two chosen properties of the

Iiterature via crosstabulation procedures. GIass (1976')

provides a reference list of such revieyrs. WhiIe labelling

these efforts as "praiseworthy", tr. considers their
methodology inadequate on three accounts, alI of which

result in large reductions in information: 1) Continuous

quantitative information regarding differences in outcome is
reduced to dichotomous measurement. 2) Information on aII
but one or two properties of the studies as weII as

interactions among properties is excluded from

consideration. 3) Multivariate information can not be

accessed via simple two-factor crosstabulation procedures"

A variant of the crosstabulation approach, and the

methodology currently in widest use, has been labelled t,he

"voting method" by Light and Smith (1971) "17 This method can

actually be considered a hybrid between the crosstabulation

17 The most recent reviews of the famil
those by Jacob (1975) and Doane
voting method of integration.

process literature,
1978), utilize the

v
(



procedure and the straight narrative review.
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WhiIe an

a studyassociation is drawn between one property of
(occasionally two) and the statisticat significance of the

outcome, it is often reported in terms of verbal synopses

followed by Êl verbal tally, rather than in terms of

statistical operations. The voting method is described by

tight and Smith-(1971, p. 433) in the following manner:

All studies which have data on a dependent
variable of interest are examined. Three possible
outcomes are defined. The relationship between
the independent variable and the dependent
variable is either significantly positive,
signíficantly negative, or there is no significant
relationship in either direction. The number of
studies falling into each of these three
categories is then simply tallied. If a pluralíty
of studies fa1ls int.o any oRe of these three
categories with fewer falling into the other two,
the modal category is declared the winner. This
modal categorization is then assumed to give the
best est imate of t,he di rect ion of the true
relationship between the independent and dependent
var iable

The voting method is not consídered adequate to the task

of depicting, organizingr oF extracting meaningful

associations from confusing bodies of data. A number of

drawbacks in addition to (and overlapping) those discussed

in reference to the general crosstabulation procedure have

been commented upon by its critics (Glass, 1977; Kavale &

Glass,1981i Light & Smith, 1971¡ Smith, Glass & Miller,
1980)" To begin with are those.problems resulting from the

use of significance levels as a basis for organizing study

outcomes. Such organízation builds in an automatic bias in

favor of large sample sízer âs large-sample studies are more
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likely to attain significance than their small-sample

counterparts. Kavales and Glass ( 1 981 ) illustrate this

weakness of the voting method by describing a hypothetical

body of literature consisting of nine small-sample findings

that approach but do not quite reach significance and one

Iarge-sample finding that does reach significance. They

argue that a conclusion based on a straight tally of one for

and nine against would be decidely counterintuitive. There

is a further limitation to basing decisions solely on

significance levels; such a figure relate Iit.tle about the

strength or importance of empirical relationships under

review" The informative value of significance levels has in

general been highly overrated by researchers (Glass, 1977).

A second criticism of the voting method centers around a

false assumption, namely, that any finding that does not

faII into the modal category is merely a consequence of

sampling variation or undetected experimental error (Light,

1978; Light & Smith, 1971¡ PiIlemer & Li9ht, 1981)o Light

argues t,hat an examination of the distribution of

significance levels from a Iiterature under review reveals

whether or not sueh an assumption is justified. He asks the

reader to consider 189 outcomes of which 58 are positively

significant, 50 are negatively significant and 81 are

nonsignificant, The user of the voting meLhod would Iikely
point to t,he absence of directional consistency among these

outcomes " S/he would then conclude that positive findings
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largely cancel out negative ones, thereby providing Iittle
in the way of evidence in either direction. However, the

large number of positive and negative findings in this
example clearly contradicts a conclusion of random variation
around a true effect of zero. With a two standard error

criterion, one would expect sample variation to yield

approximately five significant outcomes in each direction
rather than 1 08 such outcomes.

Critics who utilize the traditional techniques of

research integration that have just been described generally

end their reviews (as do their readers) on one of two notes:

The more pessimistic among the ranks decry the state of the

art and suggest that the particular area under examination

be abandoned in favor of more fruitful avenues.ls The more

optimistic contingent (and one that seems to be the better
represented) sounds the call for more and better research" I e

Proposed guidelines for future research usually focus on two

sets of criteria, one related to greater methodological

18 Frank (1965) concludes his review of the family process
literature on a particularly pessimistic note:
"Apparently, the factors which play a part in the
development of behavior in humans are so complex that it
would appear that they almost defy one's attempts to draw
meaningful generalízations from the exploration whieh has
already been done."

1s Fontana (1966
reviewers of
a blending o
(1975) stre
methodologica
tone, however
most process

) and Riskin and Faunce (lglZ) are two
the family process literature who recommend
f optimism and critical awareness. .lae ob
sses the need for, and feasibility of,
I improvements in the fietd. His general
, is decidedly more pessimistic than that of
reviewers.
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rigor and the other to greater cross-study standardization.

The issue of methodology has already been discussed. In

regards to greater standardization, critics of traditional
research integration methods have downplayed its import,ance

both on practical and heuristic grounds. ÀIong wth

questioning the feasibility of a centralized authority,
Glass (1977'), for one, feels that such efforts would

ultimately "exert a conservative drag on inquiry.rr2o

The Model of
Reviews

Scientific Growth Underlyino Tradi t ional

As pointed out by Glass and Light and their respective

colleagues (cIass, 1976, 1978t Li9ht, 1978; Light & Smith,

1971¡ PiIlemer & Light, 1981) the traditional approaches to

literature review arise from and are maintained by a

particular way of conceptualizing scientific growth; namely

that knowledge accumulates in a regular hierarchical
fashion, with the results from one study building on those

of a preceding study" Implicit in this conceptualízation is
the belief in the correspondence beLween one true study and

one true outcome. If well designed and executed, that

'true' st.udy is expected to yield consistent results,
regardless of the number of times it, is replicated, ID this

20 In the family process field, Sanua (1965) does explicitly
recommend that a central authority be set up to
coordinate research efforts. Most other process
reviewers carp on the lack of cross-study standardization
but, in contrast to Glass and Sanua, fail to take any
specific stance on the issue.
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scheme, inconsistencies are viewed solely as products of

experimental error and/or sampling varíation. Now, such a

paradigm is more or less accurate, depending on the field of

scientific inquiry as well as on the focus of inquiry within

a particular field. Glass (1978) maintains that it is

important to differentiate among areas of inquiry with

regard to their predictabilit,y. The more predictable the

area, the more orderly the accumulation of knowledge and

hence the more fitting the paradigm. The less predictable

the area, the more variable the outcome and irregular the

accumulation of knowledge; hence the need to modify the

model of scientific arowth. WhiIe research in celestial
mechanics or biology typifies the former patternr âs already

indicated, much of the research in education and psychology

faIls into the latter. Similarly, within psychology,

Iaboratory research on a particular learning theory is more

predictable than family interaction research or therapy

outcome research.

Individuals who conducL research in education and

psychology have long been aware of t,he nature of the inquiry

in which they are involved (see Light & Smith, 1971 for a

discussion of the distinguishing features of educational

research). À highly variable response pattern is an

expecLed feature of the data. In fact, a marked lack of

variation is suggestíve of relationships so well known that

they are no longer interesting as topics for study. The
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task that the researcher sets for him/herstf as a route to

comprehending phenomena is to search for and explain

variation in the data (i.e., to partition the variance).

This search takes place at the design stage (by

incorporating factors Iikely to account for significant
portions of the variance) and at the analysis stage (by

choosing multivariate techniques that afford fuII

exploration of main effects and interactions among factors).

Integration of research bodies can and ought to be

approached in a similar fashion. llhen Iiteratures yield

highty consistent f indings, there is litt1e need for

synthesis; the phenomena under investigation are no doubt

straightforward and welI understood (pitlemer & Light,
1981 ). When, however, Iiteratures yield highly variable

findings, there is a need to thoroughly examine the sources

of the discrepancies. While there is no room to manipulate

design features of completed studies, the fuIl range of

statistical procedures can and ought to be employed t,o sludy

variation in findings (G1ass, 1976t 1978) " Reviewers can

only appreciate the need for such an approach when they

begin to perceive such variation as an index of data that is

multivariate and interactive in form rather than as error;

oFr as phrased by tight (1978), when they begin to view

variation as a signal rather than as noise. Critics of

traditional review methods have been calling for just such a

cognitíve switch. At the same t,ime, they have been
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developing approaches to research integration more

appropriate to problems addressed in psychology and

education. Three such approaches will now be discussed,

with particular attention paid to the approach referred to

as meta-analysis.

ÀIternative Àpproaches to Research Inteqrat:Len

The Combined Probabilities Approach

The aspect of research integration thaL has received the

most persistent attention is one that has long concerned

statisticians and only recently reviewers, namely the

problem of obtaining an overall leve1 of significance from

an aggregate of studies" Rosenthal (1978) references the

work done in the area from the 1930's onward. He also

summarizes nine methods of combining probabilities from two

or more studies Lesting the same directional hypotheses and

specifies each one's advantages and Iimitation. The

combined probabilities approach to research integration has

two objectives. The fírst, which is common to aIl
integration procedures, is to characterize a Iarge mass of

information about relationships in terms of some primary

conclusion ( s) (r,ight & Smith, 19711" The second objective

concerns the gain in power attained through an increase in

the size of the overall sample" tight and Smith discuss the

approach in terms of a marshalling of statistical power.

Gage (1976) conceptualizes it as a means of determining
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whether individual studies, many of which fail to

demonstrate a significant effect' can as an aggregate

acquire sufficient power to support the rejection of the

nuIl at a high level of significance. A problem develops,

however, when attempts are made to combine probabilities of

a group of studies which contain many inst,ances of

significance but fail to demonstrate any directional

consistency" Failure to take into account and adjust for

sources of such inconsistencies either prior to or during

t,he aggregation procedure can result in a combined

probability value which does not accurately reflect either

the whole composite or any of its parts. The cluster

approach to research integration designed by Light and Smith

(to be discussed) provides techniques for taking sources of

variation into account prior to combining probability values

in order to insure against such inadvertent distortion of

synthesized f indings.

Critics who accept the goals of the combined

probabilities approach recognize a number of drawbacks

associated with its use (Cook 6. teviLon, 1980; tight &

smith, 1971¡ Pillemer & tight, 1981¡ Rosenthal, 1978). The

first one is common to all statistical manoeuvres that focus

only on significance; that is, the positive relationship

between attainment of significance and sample size. Because

of such a dependency, these critícs caution against the use

of such procedures without concurrent use of integration
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techniques that focus on other aspects of the data. Glass

(1977 ) carries the point a step further by questioning

whether the consideration of statistical significance has

any place in research integration. Given that liLeratures
under review usually involve large numbers of studies with

correspondingly larger numbers of subjects, he argues that

one can expect the nuII hypothesis to be routinely rejected.

Consequently, he recommends that the concern with

inferential issues be preempted in research integraLion by a

primary concern with descriptive matters.

Another problem for the combined probabilities approach

which is related to the issue of sample size is the well-
known bias in published material in favor of positive

findings.2l This has been labelled by Rosenthal (1978) as

the 'rfiIe drawer problem", The solution recommended by

Rosenthal involves calculating the number of unpublished

studies showing no effect that would have to be "on file" in

order that the positive published outcomes reflect nothing

more than sampling error. This calculation has been dubbed

a fail-safe N (Cooper, 19791. If the resulting estimate is
larger than what might be reasonably expected, the reviev¡er

can feel somewhat confident that an obtained combined

probability value is a valid way of characterizing the

A case has also been made for the possibility of bias
operating in favor of the null. !{hen research is being
conducted on a theory that has fallen out of favor,journal editors may be more interested in publishing
damning than supportive evidence (Rosenthal, 1978).

21
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relationship under review, rather than a mere artifact of

the publishers' selection procedure. Rosenthal cites as an

example of this procedure his synthesis of studies on the

effects of interpersonal expectancy, in which a file drawer

of 50r000 unpublished studies would be needed in order that

the obtained combined p be nonsignificant. Recently Strube

and Hartmann (1983) have recommended that the fail-safe N be

interpreted wíth a measure of caution. These critics point

out that the informational value of the calculation is
largely dependent on the correctness of its underlying

assumption; namely that the sample values used in its
computation are representative of population parameters that

at no point become known"

The Cluster Approach

The c luster approach to t,he rev i ew of 1 i teratures eras

first presented by Líght and Smith ín 1971 " Glass (1977)

later ref erred to t,his present,ation as the f irst instance of

serious attention to the methodological and technical

problems of researeh integration" The paper's distinction
rests on the fact that 1 ) it offers the first cogent

criticism of traditional methods of research integration and

2l it addresses the problem of variation among findings

directly. Rather than dismissing such variation as an

indication of confusion, the authors present guidelines that

enable the reviewer to tease out its sources and hence make

it understandable.
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tight and Smith begin by questioning a standard premise

of reviewers, namely that studies which examine identical

hypotheses utilize samples that are randomly drawn from a

common populat,ion. They argue that a more profitable

starting position is to assume that such studies utilize
natural aggregations within a population that often differ
from one another in discernible and systematic ways. These

aggregations are labelled clusters. The characteristics on

which they differ may be those related to the selection of

subjects, the specific details of the experimental

treatment, or the context within which the treatment occurs.

The task that Light and Smith set for reviewers is to

determine whether clusters do in fact differ from one

another, and if sor to pinpoint the sources of such

differences. If clusters are found to be similar on aII of

a number of specified critería,22 r,ight and Smith recommend

that their data be combined to allow a maximally powerful

test of the relat,ionship under study. If clusters are found

bo differ on any one of the specified criteria, they

recommend that appropriate statistical adjustments precede

aggregation procedures. Failure to detect and adjust for

such differences not only insures conflict, among findings

but more import,ant, prevents the reviewer f rom untangling

22 tight. and Smith (1971\ differentiate among clusters ín
teims of means of variables, variances, relationships
between dependent variable and one or more covariates,
subject-by-treatment interactions and contextual effects(i.e., features that are uniform for aII subjects within
any given cluster).
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real from apparent contradictions.

Although tight and Smith state that an increase in poy¡er

attained by combining data is the "ultimate purpose" of

their procedures, their presentation of the cluster approach

clearly focuses on another objective: to study variations

in patterns of findings that emerge from studies that differ

on a variety of characteristics. This objective is shared

by what clearly has become the most widely used of the

innovative integrative techniques, namely Glass and his

associates' meta-analysis. Before discussing G1ass's

procedures, it, is worthwhile to differentiate between

cluster analysis and meta-analysis on the following grounds:

1 ) Light and Smith are more concerned with methodological

quality than are Glass and his colleagues. Each study

included in a cluster analysis must meet a variety of

standards related to design and instrumentation" In

contrast, G1ass and his colleagues reject any a priori

elimination of st,udies from a meta-analysis. Instead they

recommend t,hat each study be rated on methodological rigor

and that the relationship between degree of rigor and

outcome be empirically examined.23 2) Light and Smithrs

23 Arguements in favor of modifying Glass's full-inclusion-
sampling-strategy have recently been articulated by Cook
and tevíton (1980) and Strube and Hartman (1983). While
continuing to promote the classification of studies on
guality, the critics suggest that renewed attentÍon be
paíd to basic vatidity standards. Such a recommendation
does not, it must be noted, undermine the basic meta-
analytic sampling approach that emphasizes
comprehensiveness. Further discussion of issues relating
to meta-analytic sampling strategies is contained on pp.
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procedures require the use of raw data while Glass's require

the use of group data. The question of whether the increase

in information obtained through the use of original- data

justifies the time and effort involved in its accumulation

and processing must remain unanswered for now insofar as raw

data has largely been unaccessible. This situation may

gradually change as journal editors come to value

integrat ions of research f indings as much as they do

original research. They may then stipulate that researchers

submit original data along with written reports, to be

preserved for the use of both reviewers, and researchers

engaged in secondary analysis. At this time, however, lhe

lack of available raw data detracts from Light and Smith's

recommended procedures. (This is not to say that Glass's

reliance on group data insures the easy integration of

findings. On the contrary, pFimary researchers too often

fail to report the most basic of summary measures utilized
in meta-analysis. ) 3) While cluster analysis attempts to

integrate studies that use identical measures, meta-analysis

attempts to integrate studies that use conceptually-related

measures (Cook & Leviton, 1 980) . This distinction has

implications for t,he types of conclusions that can be drawn

from the integrative procedures. Light and Smithrs use of

identical measures restricts theÍr conclusions to relatively
specific statements about the effects of the treatment

examined in any one cluster (e.g., Head Start programs
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promote reading readiness to a greater extent than other

pre-school programs, under a specified set of conditions).

In contrast,, the use of a range of conceptually related

measures by GIass and his colleagues generates broad summary

statements about whole areas of research (..g',

psychotherapy does have a beneficial effect). Such broad

summary statements can and ought to then be systematically

narrowed down in a meta-analysis by focusing on

progressively more precise questions involving mediating

variables (e.9., the benefits of psychotherapy are more

pronounced with subjective as opposed to behavioral outcome

measures) (Itavale & Glass, 1981) . 4) rtre statistical
procedures used by Light and Smith to study the

relationships between outcome and various characteristics of

studiès are more cumbersome than those used by Glass and his

colleagues. Light and Smith examine the properties of each

individual cluster independently and then compare a set of

clusters in terms of these properties. GIass characterizes

each study in terms of a chosen set of properties and then

simultaneously enters these properties into a síngle

regression equation to study their effect on the magnitude

of the outcome. G1ass ( 1 978 ) champions the use of

staListical regression analysis because it is "efficient,
ftexible and altogether handy". 5) !{hile critical

evaluation of the cluster approach is still missíng (Cook &

Leviton, 1980), meta-analysis has been repeatedly evaluated

since its introduction. Apart from theoretical and
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meta-analysis to substantive bodies of

empirical demonstrations of the utility
approach.
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of appÌications of

Iiterature provide

of this integrative

Meta-ÀnaIys i s

Meta-analysis is defined by G1ass (1977 ) as "the

statistical analysis of the findings of many individual

ânalyses". Its general goal is to describe in quantitative

terms 1 ) an aggregate of findings and 2, the relationships

between findings and characteristics that best define a body

of studies. This goal is accomplished by means of a series

of techniques, beginning with the quantification of study

outcomes and study characteristics and followed by the

quanti f ication of relat ionships between outcome and

characteristics. This latter step involves entering sLudy

characteristics into a regression equation as predictor

variables and regressing them onto study ouÈcomes which

serves as the criterion in the equation.2a In the following

section, the major tasks of a meta-analysis are descríbed in

some detail. Part,icular attention is directed to problems

24 The repetoire of available meta-analytic technigues has
grown sínce t.he integrative approach vtas first
introduced. Such development has taken place ín response
to unique problems associated with each application of
meta-analysis to a new substantive area. Some of t,he
recent ínnovatÍons outlined by Strube and Hartmann (1983)
include multidimensional scaling techniques applied to
the construction of independent variables, and curve
fitting procedures appropriate for studies with
quantitative independent variables.
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inherent in the approach, aII of which have been ackowledged

by Glass and his colleagues. These problems have recently

been elaborated upon by a number of review methodologists

who essentially promote meta-analysis but are concerned

about its irresponsible usage. Recent papers by Cook and

Leviton (1980) and Strube and Hartmann (1983) vtere relied

upon heavily to bring order and direction to this

discussion. These critiques appear to based on a thorough

grasp of both statistical procedures and review objectives"

Samp1e selection Þrocedures. As a first step to a meta-

analysis, the revievrer must decide on a set of guidelines

that will enabl-e him/her to accumulate a body of studies

representative of the research domain of interest. !{hen the

literature is of small or moderate size, the reviewer may be

able to examine and integrate aII relevant material. In

most cases, however, literatures are too large to aIlow such

comprehensive coverage and sampling procedures must be

introduced" !{hile such procedures should idea}ly guard

against the operation of selection bias, current editorial
practices prevent such a condition from being realized.

Editorial policy is first of all biased in the favor of

significant findings (chase & Chase, 19761. Such a bias has

a number of implications for meta-analysis; first, ít

results in overestimations of average magnitudes of study

outcomes and second, it generates a data base marked by

overrepresentation of Type I errors of inference (Strube &

Hartmann, 1983).
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In addition to the bias in favor of significance,

editorial poticy also promotes a bias in favor of studies

that are compatible with the current Zeitgeist, both in

terms of methodology and theory (Strube & Hartmann, 1983).

with respect to met,hodology, the ready entrenchment of

methodological tools into published literatures prior to any

clear evidence of their worth has been identified as a cause

for concern (cotatried, 19771. with respect to theory, the

t.endancy to favor findings supportive of the prevailing

ideological climate while ignoring the less popular results

was first vigorously reviled by Eysenck in 1964. It has

recently come under renewed attack by a number of review

methodologists (e.9., Rosenthal, 1978; Strube & Hartmann,

1983) who have all commented on the political nature of the

publication process.2s zeit,geist bias affects research

integration insofar as it restricts the range of

methodological and theoretícal variables open Èo

consideration (Strube & Hartmann, 1983).

Problems of selection bias cannot be Iinked solely to

editorial policy, The practices of primary researchers also

hamper unbiased research integration, Strube and Hartmann

have drawn attention to the known but oftentimes ignored

25 In a recent meta-analysís of the Iiterature on the
topical issue of sex bias in psychotherapy, smith (1980)
demonstrated that published and unpublished studies can
yíeld average effect sizes of different magnitudes 

"While published studies showed a tendency for therapists
to hold more negative stereotypes of vromen relative to
men clients, unpubLished studies failed to reveal any
such sex-related bias.
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fact that researchers generally fail to include in their

reports aII the outcome information needed for an unbiased

data base. Such incomplete reporting may involve actual

suppression of the null or unexplainable result,s that

detract from a "clean" presentation of findings. Or (more

defensibly to my mind) it may involve a discrepancy between

the amount of statistical information attached to reports of

significance and nonsignificance. The strong tendency to

restrict actual statistical data to reports of significance

while relying on verbal reports of nonsignificance precludes

the incorporation of accurate outcome estimates for

nonsignificant findings into a meta-analysis (Strube 6,

Hartmann, 1 983) . In addition, primary researchers share

with journal editors a reluctance to work outside of popular

theoretical and methodological boundaries and, in so doing,

contribute to Zeitgeist bias. As a conseguence, tired but

reliabte research paradigms tend to dominate journal space

long after their informational value is spent.26

In sum, current editorial and academic practice more or

Iess insures that research integrators are confronted with

educational and psychological literatures that are bÍased ín

terms of informational, ideological, and methodological

content" There are no easy solutions to this problem. wit.h

!{hiIe such rest,ricted research practice provides a
measure of safety to individuals who are forced to
respond to the publish-or-die dictate that holds svlay in
the current academic community, it has an obviously
unhealthy effect on scientific inquiry.

26
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respect to significance bías, Strube and Hartmann have

recommended the establishment of central repositories for

unpublished as weII as published material, coupled with

efforts directed at sensitízing editors and researchers to

the value of complete and detailed reports of findings"

Such sensitization will occur more readily once the call for

some reconsideration of the informational value of

nonsignificance is finally heeded (see Smart , 1964). with

respect to Zeitgeist bias, rather profound changes in the

operating contingencies and values underlying psychological

and educational research are in order. w¡tile awaiting such

remediation, the research integrator must be content to rely

on the following strictly palliative measures: first, s/he

must fu1ly det,ail for the reader sampling procedures and

selection guidelines. Second, s/he must make some

assessment of the impact of selection bias on the

interpretability and generalizability of the conclusions

drawn from the integrative procedures.

SpeciÉiseli-e¡t qf. inclusíon Èb'a.. Af ter deciding on an

appropriate sampling strategy, the meta-analyst must direct

hisr/her attention to the second phase of sample selection,

namely, the precise specification of inclusion criteria.

There is considerable debate among the ranks over the issue

of inclusion criteria (Strube & Hartmann, 1983). On the one

hand there are reviewers who promote the use of restrictive

guality standards. Most meta-analysts, however, have tended
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to follow Glass's guidelines and argue in favor of fuII
inclusion. Support for this position rests on an assumption

of equal methodological bias across studies. Such support

has recently been somewhat weakened by Cook and Leviton
(1980) who question the certaínty of such an assumption,

particularly in reference to literatures that are biased

predominantly in one direction. Under such conditions, Cook

and Leviton argue, the inclusiveness of meta-analysis

relative to typical qualitative reviews may be of limited
value, insofar as the number of studies then becomes a

"conceptual irrelevance". To illustrate the problem of

unidirectional bias, Cook and Leviton cite the work of

Campbell and Erlebacher (1970) and Director (1979) tt¡at

traces the ostensibly harmful effects of compensatory

programs on the widespread use of treatment subjects who

have lower pretest scores than their notreatment controls.

For less vulnerable literatures, Cook and Leviton

recommend continued support for the standard meta-analytic

practice of examining the effect of bias by coding studies

on quality. This approach is most readily executed with

respect to methodological quality (see Glass et. aI., 1981),

Its success is, of course, dependent on the reviewer's

capacity to ferret out methodological and procedural

invalidities. Less easily addressed is the issue of

conceptual quality. Although intuítively it would seem that

the appropriateness of a test of theory ( i .e. , its
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conceptual validity) would have greater impact on the

interpretability of the findings than the slrength of a test
( i . e. , its methodological validity) , meta-analysts have by

and Iarge restricted their attention to nominal,

demographic, and methodological characteristics at the

expense of theoretical characteristics (Cook & Leviton,

1980). This bias no doubt reflects the problems involved in

operationalizing the feature 'theory relevance' or 'theory
appropriateness'. Problems are particularly likely to arise

in substantive areas marked by the absence of a well-
delineated conceptual focus.

Regardless of the difficulty imposed on the meta-analyst,

issues of construct validity can no longer be overlooked.

Indeed the position promoted by Strube and Hartmann warrants

strong consideration; namely that an inability to evaluate a

literature in terms of construct validity should lead the

revievrer to question the preparedness of a research area for

i ntegrat i on .

Ouantification of studv features. As a second step to a

meta-analysis, each study must be characterized in terms of

a set of features thought to be pot,entially predictive of

study outcome. Thus, unlike other integrative techniques

that characteríze literatures on t,he basis of one or

occasionally two properties, meta-analysis provides the

means for describing literatures in terms of as many or as

few features as deemed profitable by the reviewer. The one
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constraint on the number of features is the size of the

sample of findings available for review. If the number of

features is too large relative to the sample size, ttre daÈa

is stretched too thin to afford sufficient povrer to the test

of relationships among outcome and study characteristics via

multiple regression procedures. The choice of features used

to explore a substantive area is based on both theoretical

and methodological considerations. What is apparent is that

the appropriateness of such choices is dependent not only on

the astuteness of the reviewer, but also on the nature of

the literature under review. Appropriate choices are most

readily made with literatures that are weII delineated with

respect to conceptual foci and the methodological

strategies. The adequacy of feature selection is less

reliable with empirical literatures that lack clearly

articulated conceptual foci and that lack a firmly

established consensus among researchers regarding the

appropriate use of research paradigms and methodological

tools" In such cases it is difficult for the reviewer to

make intelligent a priori decisions on either logical or

theoretical grounds about the potential utility of study

characteristics"

Glass (1977 ) points to 'another practical problem

associated with the process of quantifying study features,

one that cenLers on def inition, Àlthough some study

features can always be defined without ambiguity, others
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defy straightforward definition (Gtass, 1977) . Features can

be ambiguous first with respect to their operational

specifications" Difficulties associated with developing

unambiguous operational schemes have, to my mind, been

glossed over in critiques of meta-analysis. The degree to

which unambiguous schemes can be developed is, as with

feat,ure selection, dependent as much on the nature of the

literature under review as on the ingenuity of the reviewer'

While some Iiteratures are best described in terms of

features that are readily operationalized and readily

translated into quantifiable units, others may be more

usefulty described in terms of features that demand

subjectively-toned definitions and that cannot be

automatically Iinked to the natural number system. Some

assessment of Lhe ambiguity of the definitional scheme

applied to a substantive area is always in order. The use

of at least two independent coders followed by the

calculation of inter-observer reliability coefficients

allows for such assessment,

Study features can also be ambiguous with respecL to

their definitional boundaries. This problem is best

elucidated through exampleo It would tikely arise, for

instance, when attempting to characterize a therapy outcome

literature in terms of the feature 'time spent in therapy'.

The reviev¡er may be uncertaín whether to operationalize

'time' in terms of number of actual hours of therapist
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contact, number of hours spent in a 'therapeutic' setting
(e.g., hospital), number of weeks during which a therapeutic

contact is maintained, etc. with respect to this source of

ambiguity, GIass suggests classifying each feature in as

many erays as needed to capture it fully and to later

eliminate dístinct,ions that prove to be irrelevant.

A study feature may be defined as irrelevant under a

number of conditions. First, it may be so defined when it
proves to be stongly related to another study feature. Such

redundancy can be readily assessed through the construction

of a correlational matrix into which is entered the entire

set of predictor variables. A feature can also be defined

as irrelevant if information needed for quantification is

characteristically too scanty to accommodate the use of

missing data techniques in correlational procedures utilized

during meta-anaIysis.27 g'inaIIy, irrelevance can arise if

there is a marked lack of variaLion across studies with

respect to feature categories. An assessment of the latter

two sources of irrelevance can readily be accomplished

through an examination of the frequency dist,ributions of the

various categories of each study featuren A reviewer can

routinely expect the weeding out of some of his/her selected

27 Incomplete and imprecíse reporting styles affecL the
quantification of both study features and study outcomes"
However, while strategies exist for estimating outcome
magnit,udes on the basis of partial Ínf ormatíon ( see
following section) as well as for assessing the effects
of such estimation procedures on the interpretability of
findings, Do such compensatory or protective strategies
exist with respect to study features.
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study characteristics following such assessment. 28

In sum, the quantification of study features in a meta-

analysis entails, first, the selection of a set of features

potentially predictive of study outcome and second, the

creation of coding conventions that allow for the

operationalization of such features as weII as for their
translation into numeríca1 units. 9lhile the adequacy of

feature selection is ultimately revealed during the

lattermost stages of a meta-analysis (".g., by the results

of the regression analyses), some initial appraisal is in

order before further integrative procedures are brought into
ptay. Such an appraisal entails 1 ) an assessment of

feature redundancy expressed in terms of intercorrelations
among study features and 2, an assessment of feature

irrelevance expressed in terms of frequency distributions of

feature categories. The serviceability ( i .e. reliability)
of the coding conventions must also be appraised before

further integration takes pIace"

to

of

Ouantification of study outcomes. The thírd major step

a meta-analysis involves the translatíon of each fínding

a study into a common metric.2e For experimental studieso

28 A poínt worth noting heres a thorough examination of the
frequency distributions of feature characteristies
functions not only to tease out irrelevancei it also
allows the reviewer to take into account the effect of
the shape of predictor variables on the interpretatíon of
regression coefficients used Ín the meta-analysís to
study the relationship between study characteristics and
outcome.
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each f inding i s expressed in terms of Cohen' s rrdrr stat i st ics

(1977), which is known as the effect size (ns) in meta*

analytic parlance. The ES is defined as Lhe difference

between the mean of an experimental and a control group

divided by the within-group standard deviation which is

assumed to be homogeneous. ln other words, the ES defines

in standard score fashion the position of an experimentaL

group relative to that of a control" Once an ES is

calculated for each f inding, the distribut ion of such

measures can be readily described in terms of its mean'

variance and skew. Furthermorer âD average ES can be

graphically depicted in terms of the overlap of average

control and average treatment distributions. If normality

of distribution of scores within individual studies is

assumed, the revievrer is able to compare performances

between two groups in terms of percentages under the curve c

Average ESs can be calculated for entire data sets as v¡ell

as for various cross-sections of the data"

In the meta-analysis of correlational studies involving

continuous variables, each findíng is expressed in terms of

a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. When,

however, correlational studies involve independent variables

that assume a dichotomous or polychotomous form' findings

The basic unit on which meta-analysis is carried out is
the subject of some debate. while Glass supports the use
of each finding of a study as the chosen unit, a concern
with violating the assumption of independence in the data
has prompted Rosenthal (19791, for one, to endorse the
use of the study as the unit of choice.

29
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must be algebraically translated into ES measurement.

Expressing such findings in terms of an association between

several levels of an independent variable and a continuous

dependent variable is unsatisfactory. Such a measure may

reflect a complete set of conditions specific only to a

partÍcu1ar study or group of studies, and is t,heref ore not

directly comparable to measures from studies which examine

only a subset of those conditions (Glass , 1977).

Proponents of meta-analysis have supported the use of

both the effect size and the product moment correlation
coefficient for aggregation purposes on two accounts; 1 )

They index the strength of the relationship between

dependent and independent variables and 2) Their magnitude

is not affected by the size of a study's sample. This

latter advantage has recently been disputed by Hedges (1981)

who has argued that sample size does influence ES in two

respects. The f irst concerns the degree of bias

incorporated into ES calculations. Hedges has demonstrated

that smaIl samples yield ES statistics that overestimate

their population parameters. Sample size furthermore

inf luences the precision of ES calculations insofar as J.arge

samples generate more precise information than small

samples. Fortunately, Hedges has provided rneta-analysts

with means of controlling for the ínfluences of sa*pie size,

First, a correction factor which is based on the degrees of

freedom of a sample's standard deviation is the suggested
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treatment for sample-size bias. Second, the differential

weighting of studies by sample size is the suggested

treatment for the unequal precision of ES estimates. By

incorporating Hedgesrs suggestions into the quantification

of study ouLcomes, the reviewer is able to retain his/her

confidence in the ES as the common metric of choice.

Although the ES provides a basis for aggregating data

that is conceptuatly straightforward, problems with its

execution frequently arise (GÌass, 1977 i Smith' Glass &

Miller, 1980). First, studies often fail to contain the

means and standard deviations that permit its easy

calculation. Fortunately, however' various algebraic

manipulations compensate for incomplete data reports.

Provided that the n's of experimental groups are knownt a

variety of data features such as F and ! ratios as well as

some multiple comparison statistics can be used to calculate

accurate effect sizes. 9{hen the information reported is too

scanty to allow the data to be recast into exact ES terms,

Glass and his colleagues provide methods for determining

conservative estimates (GIass, 1979; McGaw & G1ass, 1980¡

Smith, Glass & MiIIer, 1980). Of course the more complete

the reports of findingsr the greater the degree of precision

built into these estimates. As already indicated (p"

60-51 ), the strong tendency on the part of primary

researchers to restrict reports of nonsignificance to verbal

statements impacts particularly strongly on the accuracy of

a meta-analytic data base.
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A second calculation problem arises when the within-group

variances of experimental and control group prove to be

heterogeneous. The reviewer is then forced to decide which

variance is most appropriate for the ES denominator, knowing

that the choice can have a pronounced impact on the

magnitude of the calculation. The problem of heterogeneous

variances is particularly irksome for the reviewer insofar

as it does not lend itself t,o any definitive soluLion" A

discussion of alt the conditions and complications

associated with heterogeneous variances is beyond the scope

of this paper. The reader is referred to McGaw and Glass

(1980) who address such matters thoroughly. The choice of

an approach to heterogeneous variances most appropriate for

any one substantive area is best made with reference to the

dat,a character i st ic s of that area .

Àpart from calculation concerns, the meta-analyst is

confronted with issues of statistical validity during this
phase of integration. Problems emerge under two sets of

conditions (Strube & Hartmann, 1983)¡ 1) when the primary

researcher has applied statistical tests that are

inappropriate for the question at. hand; and 2') when the

primary researcher has violated the statistical assumpLions

underlying his/her chosen procedures. with respect to

inappropriate statistical Lests, it is sometimes possible to

reconstruct appropriat,e comparisons from the data, The

feasibility of such secondary analysis is of course a direct
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impact of statistical violations on ES

generally }ess open to amelioration,

inferential statistics must be relied

calculat ions.
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of findings. The

calculations is
particularly when

upon for these

Thusr âs is necessary at the single-study level, the

meta-analyst must be concerned when quantifying study

features and outcomes with issues of methodological,

conceptual, and statistical validity.

Application of inferential techniques to meta-analvtic

data. Once the reviewer has addressed validity-related

concerns, s/he can feel free to imptement the fuII range of

statistical methods subsumed under the rubric of meta-

analysis in an effort to tease out meaningful patterns from

the data. The first set of procedures generally brought

into play are descriptive in nature (."g., calculation of

average ESs, calculation of means, variances and skews of ES

distributions). It is strongly recommended by Glass and hís

colleagues that the descriptive phase of a meta-analysís be

followed by an inferential phase (e.9., use of ANOVA'

multiple-regression techniques, etc,). The introduction of

this second phase of statistical analysis gives rÍse to a

number of concerns, the most pressing of which centers on

the violation of a statistical assumption underlying

inferential techniques, namely that of independence in the

data. Àt least five different sources of violation in Smíth
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and Glass's (19771 integration of the psychotherapeutic

outcome Iiterature have been identified by Landman and Dawes

(1982): 1) multiple measures taken from the same subject;

2) measures taken at multiple points in time from the same

subjects ¡ 3) nonindependence of scores within composite

outcome measures that incorporate single measures taken from

the same subjects i 4) nonindependence of studies that

results when identical or overlapping samples participate in

more than one article. Meta-analysts can routinely expect

any or all of these sources of nonindependence to plague

their efforts. Particularly vulnerable are those research

areas in which samples are hard to acquire and in which

experimental procedures are highly time consuming; hence the

desirability and/or necessity of overusing samples and

measures.

The problem of nonindependent results in meta-analysis

unfortunately presents no definitive solution. Landman and

Dawes (1982) describe a number of strategies that correct

for the dependence that results from the use of multiple

measures, none of which are without obvious drawbacks. Two

of these strategies involve the use of each finding of a

study as the basic unit on which meta-analysis is carried

out, and two involve the use of a single t'representative"

outcome measure per study" Each finding can be incorporated

into a meta-analysis if the reviewer 1 ) introduces a

complex statistical procedure that adjusts for
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nonindependence (e.g., the Tukey jackknife method, the

generalized least squares method) or 2') is willing to

accept a "simple but risky'r solution in which statistical
independence is falsely assumed. GIass (1977), for one,

promotes the use of the latter strategy, while advising that
possible distortion resulting from the statistical violation
be considered in the interpretaton of findings. Reasons for
his choice, apart from Lhe benefit accrued from limiting the

complexity of an already unwieldy task, are never clearly
articulated by him.

The two strategies that extract a single measure from

each study involve 1 ) the pooling of all the individual ESs

within a study in order to arríve at an average ES figure
for each study (e.g., Ku1ik, Kulik, & Cohen, 1979) or 2)

the selection of a single independent measure from each

study that, according to some predetermined basis, best

represents the study's objective (".g, Cooper , 1979) " The

use of a pooled ES has been criticized because of the

associated likelihood of collapsing across study features of

interest (Glass , 1977). As to the selection of the single

"best" measure, there is often no clear logical or

theoretical grounds on which to base such a choice (Landman

& Dawes, 1982).

The choice

independence

reference to

of

in

the

an 'appropriate' solution for violations of

a meta-analysis can best be made with

nature and the degree of the violation that
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exists in the literature under review. There are likely

instances in which the violation is so extreme that the

interpretations of any inferential statistics that emerge

during meta-anatysis must be made with extreme caution.

An additional less frequently addressed concern regarding

the application of inferential techniques to meta-analytic

data also centers on violations of an underlying assumption,

in this case that of randomization. Strube and Hartmann

identify two sources of this violation; firstr âs already

indicated, meta-analytic samples are not randomly selected

from a known universe of published and unpublished findings

and 2) subjects of a meta-analysis (i.e", study findings)

are not randomly assigned to leveIs of independent variables
(i.e., categories of study features). Such nonrandomization

places meta-analysis squarely within the boudaries of quasi-

experimental and nonexperimental designS, with the latter

designator like1y being Lhe more appropriate one" Distinct

Iimitations are consequently placed on the nature of the

conclusions that can be drawn. ID particular, restraint

must be exercised with respect to unwarranted causal

conclusions. Put into more cgncrete terms, the reviewer

must take care to avoid equating relationships between study

features and outcome magnitude that emerge during a meta-

analysis, with relationships that emerge from studies in

which the manipulation of such features has been

i ncorporated i nto t.he exper ímental des i 9n . glhat meta-
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analytic relationships do provide are prompts for further

exploration withín a true experimental context. Thus, the

incorporation of inferential techniques into meta-analysis

serves an important hypothsis-generating function.

Moreover, it affords the reviewer the opportunity to make

relatively precise statements that would not otherwise be

possible. In recognition of such benifits, revíew

methodologists generally support its judicious use.

Criticisms of meta-analvsis. Apart from lhe

methodological and theoretical limitations and hurdles that

have been acknowledged by íts inventors and promoters, meta-

analysis has been the target of a number of criticisms
directed at its very foundation. Both GaIIo (1978) and

Rimland (1979) , f or instance, have challenged t,he

interpretations that Smith and Glass (1977 ) have gleaned

from their statistical manoeuvres. Ga1lo and Rimland have

in turn been criticized for their misuse of statistÍcal
information by both Kalat (1980) and Glass and Smith (1980)

respectively. Of more general relevance are those

criticisms directed at the logic of meta-analysis. A st,rong

objectíon is taken by Gatlo (1978) to what he considers an

inappropriate equating of a "hodgepodge" of dependent

measures in meta-analysis through the translation of highly

divergent terms into a standardized metric " GaIIo argues

that such a procedure ignores the different contexts within

which measures are taken, and by so doíng yields aggregated
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findings that are stripped of any meaning. Truer ân ES of

.68 on a pencil-and-paper t,est of manifest anxiety may have

markedly different implications from an identical score on a

behavioral measure of anxiety. Combining the two scores

into an average ES clearly does result in a loss of

information, though not necessarily in a loss of meaning.

This loss of information is of course the cost to be paid

whenever large bodies of findings are collapsed into more

manageable and hopefully informative terms. Furthermore,

whíIe the nature of the dependent measures may be ignored in

the calculation of an average ES, meta-anaJ.ysis can readily

study such differences by regressing t'type of measure" onto

study outcome.

An attack on meta-analysis by Eysenck ( 1978 ) also

warrants attention if only because of its prominence in the

Iiterature. RelabelIing the approach as I'meta-siIIiness",

Eysenck proceeds in a characteristically acerbic but

uncharacteristically obtuse fashion. To my mind, he seems

either to be unf amiliar wit,h, to ignore r oE to misunderstand

the purpose of the statistical operations utilized by Glass

to integrate findings. The thrust of his criticism centers

on the perceived failure of meta-analysis to attend eiLher

to the quality of design or the quality of outcome measures

( in particular the subjectivity of measures) " When

reviewing literatures, complex statistical operations are

consequently wasted, accordíng to Eysenck, on what is likely
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to be valueless data. À similar criticism of meta-analysis

is expressed by Mansfield and Busse (1978) " As already

indicated, however, GIass and his colleagues repeatedly

discuss the very issue of quality variation in considerable

detail in their vrritings as well as provide procedures for
assessing and controlling for such variation through the use

of regression equations. Moreover, they clearly state that

the recommendation that less than perfect studies be

incorporated into a review does not imply in any sense

support for low standards of research (Class, 1976, 1977¡

Glass 6. Smith, 1978; Kavall & Glass, 1981¡ Smith, Glass &

Miller, 1980). In their response to Eysenck, Glass and

Smith (1978) are thus put in the embarrassing position of

having to address what by and large can be reduced to an ad

hominem attack"

To meta-analvze or not to meta-_ê-ne!JE_e" Meta-analysis

has, at this point, acquired enough credibility to just,ify

its place among innovative íntegrative approaches. What now

needs to be addressed centers ]ess on issues of rationale

and more on issues of appropriate application.
Specifically, there ís a need to delineate conditions under

which meta-analysis becomes the integrative strategy of

choice. Particularly useful to this task is a recent paper

by Cook and Leviton (1980)" This paper's importance rests

on the fact that ít not only enhances an understanding of

meta-analysis, but also unexpectedly prompts a
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reconsideration of traditional techniques. Cook and Leviton

organize their paper around the three major crit,icisms of

lraditional reviews that have been repeatedly expressed by

meta-analysts: 1 ) that the magnitude and direction of

effects are ignoredt 2) ttrat a strong selection bias

characterizes samples of studies under review, and 3) that
the import,ance of contingency-specifying interactions are

ignored. Cook and Leviton's primary objective is to

evaluate the nature of these criticisms: whether they are

intrinsic to traditional reviews or whether they merely

reflect t,he poor practices of reviewers who use qualitative
rather than quantitative techniques. They furthermore are

concerned with comparing meta-analysis with traditional
reviews in terms of these same criticisms. Cook and Leviton

conclude that the disenchantment with traditional reviews

can to a large measure be attributed to poor practices. The

persuasiveness of their conclusion rests not only on logical
considerations but also on citations of excellent
qualitative reviews that do not incorporate the

aforementioned inadequacies (e"g., that make extensive use

of magnitude estimates, Lhat do use information abouL the

direction of results, that utilize exhaustive samples or

that are self-corrective with respect, to sample bias, and

that do detect interactions) 
"

Cook and Leviton

is not vrithout its
furthermore conclude

unique limitationsn
that meta-analysis

Specifically they
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focus on limitations that can be traced to: 1 ) faulty data

bases (e.9., unequal methodological bias across studies,

bias in favor of methodological and procedural

consíderations at the expense of conceptual considerations)

and 2') faulty practices by its users (e.9., inappropriate

selection procedures, inadequate coding conventions). while

such Iimitations do not suggest that meta-analysis be

abandoned, they do present substantial risks for
integratíon. These risks are reinforced, moreover, by the

fact that the limitations of meta-analysis tend to be

shadowed by the apparent "objectivíty", "precision" and

"scientifism" of the approach. In other words, the use of

rigorous quantitative techniques is as likely to have

"mischievous" as beneficial consequences if readers are

lured into accepting statistical information that ís based

on procedural invalidity. This concern is shared by Strube

and Hartmann ( 1 983) afso recommend that vigilance be

exercised in response to the "seductive" nature of

quant i f icat ion .

In Iight of the potential drawbacks of meta-analysis as

weII as the potential ut,ility of traditional techniques, the

reviewer is once again faced with a choice between

qualitative and quantitative reviews. The basis for such a

choice rests, according to Cook and Leviton, on the

perceived complexíty of the area under review. In areas in

which rnulLíple variables with multípIe leveIs operate, the
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revievrer may find it worthwhile to utilize meta-analysis,

both for the sake of efficiency and to avoid "cognitive
overload". Given that t,he reality of cognitive overload in

psychology and education vras the major

initial work quantitative revievrs,

assume that

on

Cook

analysis for many of the Iiteratures in

and Leviton support

thrust behind the

it seems safe to

the use of meta-

these disciplines.

In addition to the criterion of complexity, criteria of

methodological and conceptual adequacy are strongly

implicated in Cook and Leviton's discussion. These issues

have been elaborated upon by Strube and Hartmann (1983) who

focus as well on the extent to which statistical validity is

upheld in a research domain. More specifically, both Cook

and Levíton and Strube and Hartman maintain that, in cases

in which extreme sorts of methodological and/or conceptual

anö./or statistical invalidity pervade the data base, the

otherwise sound meta-analytic practice of categorizing

studies with respect to quality considerations is of

limited, if âDy, utility. Thus, ât lhis point, meta-

analysis can be recommended for complex multivariate

Iiteratures that satisfy some minimal validity standards.

9lhiIe deviating somewhat from GIass's original guidelines,

such boundary specifications remain consistent with the

original conception of meta-analysis,

To summaríze, meta-analysís

advantages over traditional styles

provides a

of research

number of

integrat ion
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as weII as over some of the more progressive approaches.

First, the use of statistical procedures on either entire
literatures orr as is more often the caser on selected

subsets of the literature reduces the subjective bias that

operates in both the narrative and the favorite studies

approach to review. Second, the use of a range of complex

statistical tools allows the examination of multiple factors

and of interactions among factors. In contrast, the use of

simple crosstabulation procedures places limíts on the

number of factors that can be examined as well as on the

type of statistical information that can be extracted from

that data. Third, unlike reviews that define study outcome

in terms of significance IeveIs, meta-analysis translates

outcome into ES terms. The strength of the relationships

between study features an'd study outcome is thereby indexed

and the bias in favor of large sample sizes reduced.

Fourth, unlike the clusLer approach which depends on t,he

availability of raw data, meta-analysis can use any of a

variety of inferential statistics in its calculationsn As

welI, the stat.istícaI procedures employed in meta-analysis

to study complex data patterns are more elegant than those

used in cluster analysis.

In spite of these attractive features, meta-analysis

not without its inadequacies" Specifically, it provides

very best only partial solutions to the problems

heterogeneous varíances and nonindependence in the data,

1S

at

of

As
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weIl, it retains a bias in favor of statistically

significant findings. Furthermore, meta-analytic procedures

cannot override Iimitations inherent either in the data or

in the practices of its users. As to the criticisms that

have been advanced by its detracLors, many seem to reflect

inadequate comprehension of statistical properties and

techniques as weII as misinterpretations of the objectives

of reviews. The recent critiques of meta-analysis advanced

by Cook and Leviton and by Strube and Hartmann are

exceptions. In addressing the potential limit.ations of the

approach, these critics stress that quantification in and of

itself does not protect against the procedural invalidity

often found in traditional reviews. Having expressed this
reservaLion, t,hey go on to recommend that meta*analysis take

its place among rigorous integrative techniques, to be used

selectively and intelLigently on research areas that readily
induce cognitive overload.

PU¡.pqÊ_e of I nvestiqat ion

The object of this research was to integrate the family

interaction Iiterature in a clear and orderly fashion" Past

reviews of the Iiterature have fared poorly on both

characteristics. Whether highly discouraging or promising

in tone, they have generally confronted the reader wíth a

mass of contradictory information that is diffícult, if not

impossible to process, The conclusion that must be
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extracted from these reviews is that family interaction

research has failed to yield any evidence that differences

exisl between the patterns of interaction of clinical and

nonclinical families" Two possible reasons for this failure

can be identified: 1 ) both the complexity of the subject

matter and the lack of a well-established methodological

tradition have placed unprecedented demands on the primary

researcher. Hence, studies do not often adequately tap

theoretical tenets; and 2) the integrative strategies that

have been relied on by past reviewers have been

inappropriate for the area of research" In this thesis I

began to address the lattermost source of difficulty by

applying an alternative strategy that I hoped would be more

appropriate for the family interaction Iiterature. This

broad objective vras broken down into a number of parts: 1)

the identification and collection of aII published studies

that compare the interaction patterns and styles of

communication of clinical families with those of nonclinical

controls; 2) the identification and quantification of a set

of study features potentially related to the magnitude of

study findingsi 3) the translation of each study outcome

into a standardized metric that reflects the magnitude of

the statistical effect; and 4) the examination of the

relationships between the selected study features and the

magnitude of study outcomes by means of a variety of

statistical techniques subsumed under the rubric of "meta-

analysis" 
"
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In light of the breadth of this objective, I chose to

restrict this portion of the research to the first and

second of the designated tasks. The choice of tasks was

made on the basis of my understanding of the procedural

sequence underlying meta-analysis. That is, I felt that

important decísions regarding tasks 3 and 4 (i.e., re the

nature of the selected statistical strategies; re the

appropriateness of introducing further integrative measures)

could best be made wíth reference to the data that emerged

from tasks 1 and 2. Concerns with task manageability lead

me to restrict the scope of inquiry in yet another sense.

WhiIe fulLy recognizing the importance of incorporating

statisLical and conceptual concerns into the selection of

study features, the primary focus of this thesis was

methodological and procedural" More specifically, while a

small portion of the selected features have some bearing on

conceptual validity (these will identified as such in the

Method section to follow), no attempt was made to

disaggregate the Iiterature on the basis of theory

relevance, In Iight of the problems family interaction
researchers have encountered in developing research

paradigms reflective of systems tenets and in reaching

consensus about t,he appropríateness of the available
paradigilsr I felt that the Lask of operatÍonalizing 'theory
relevance' would constitute a thesis in and of itself. I

did hope, however, that a careful reading of the Iiterature

during this phase of the research would provide some
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direction for further work on conceptual issues by helping

me assess the feasibility of devising an operational scheme

for theory relevance. SimilarIy, with respect to

statistical issues, I hoped that a perusal of the literature
would reveal- the nature and extent of the statistical
violations in the family interaction data base, and at the

same time provide direction for possible compensatory

strategies.

The present research v¡as designed to serve three

interrelated functions. Its first function vras to prepare

the groundwork for further integrative steps. Such

preparation entailed: 1 ) the selection of a set of study

features potentially predictive of study outcome, coupled

with some initial assessment of the usefulness of the

selection, and 2l the creation of a set of coding

conventions that allows for the measurement and

quantification of study features, coupled with some

assessment of the degree to which the conventions can be

reliably applied to the family process Iiterature.

The second function of the research was a descriptive
one, involving the categorization and summarization of

methodological and procedural features of interest. Such

information is important for those who intend to study

family process by empirical meanst it helps pinpoint those

aspects of research that have been both over and underused,

thereby allowing for the efficient use of research resources



while protectíng against

information.
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the accumulation of redundant

À final objective of the present research was to evaluate

the preparedness of the family process Iiterature for
integration, and more specifically, to evaluate the

appropriateness of meta-analysis as the integrative strategy

of choice" This lattermost function was as much dependent

on impressionistic information as on quantitative results,



METHOD AND RESULTS

Boundaries of Review

Selection Strateqy. The family interaction literature,

as already indicated, is a research domain marked by weak

correspondences between constructs, operational procedures

and research desigñs, as well as by the unsystematic use of

Iabels of constructs and operations. As a consequencer Do

reliable guideposts in the form of standard operations

and/or research paradigms are available to direct the

identification and collection of relevant studies. Faced

with such a literature, the reviewer can proceed in one of

two ways. First , s/he can evaluate each potential study in

terms of the extent to which it incorporates systems tenets

into its operational procedures and research designs (i.e.,

in terms of its theory-relevance and theory-appropriateness)

and then use that evaluation as a basis on which to separate

out " illegitimate" from "legitimate" sysLems research.

There are a number of disadvantages associated with this

strategy which are similar to those outlined by Glass (1976,

1977 ) in reference to the use of methodological rigour as a

selecLion criterion. Apart from resulting in a loss of

potentíalIy valuable data, the use of theory-relevance as a

selection crit,erion places undue reliance on the reviewer's

86



idiosyncratic evaluation of

tenets into research efforts.
empirical exploration of the

study outcome.
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the incorporation of systems

In addition, it precludes any

effects of theory-relevance on

As an alternative strategy, the revievrer can include in
his/her survey all studies that have been designated by the

primary investigator as t'famiIy process research". There is
an obvious risk associated with accepting the reviewer's

appraisal of hisr/her work at face value. !{hat it produces

is a collection net that readily traps appropriately-
Iabelled but theoretically irrelevant studies, while readily
excluding innappropriately-IabeIled but theoretically-
relevant ones. In spite of this risk, the label-based

strategy was chosen to direct the collection of studies in
this review because of the protection it offered against

data loss. At the same time the following compensatory

measures were introduced to help offset the strategy's
inherent disadvantage. First, studies were cLassifíed ín

terms of a number of methodological and design features that
have some bearing on theory relevance: namely, the

composition of the family unit participating in research,

the family unit on which measurement is taken, and the

incorporation (or lack thereof ) of between-subsystem

comparisons in measures of family interacLíon,

respectively. Unfortunately, no attempt was made to
incorporate a direct measure of theory relevance into the
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coding scheme in spite of the feature's obvious importance.

Às already indicated, such a procedure would constitute a

thesis in itself. As an additional protection against the

face-value acceptance of the designations of primary

researchers, Doane's (1978a) recommended classification
strategy was adopted; that is, an attempt was made to
reclassify studies when necessary under designations other

than those supplied by the primary researchers, in an effort
to impose some consisLency among constructs, operational
procedures, and research designs. The details of this
procedure are provided in t,he section on Substantive Domain

to fo1low.

To reiterate, in the present review the collection
procedure was guided by the designation of "family process"

research (or an equivalent term such as t'family interaction"
or "family systems" ) as supplied by the primary

investigator. This st,rategy is consistent with the

guidelines for integration recommended by GIass and his

colleagues insofar as it does not involve any a priori
decisions regarding the legitimacy of individuaL studÍes" À

variety of secondary selection criteria were then applied to
the resulting body of literature in an attempt to mold the

integrative effort into manageable proportions. These can

be divided ínto two categories; criteria for inclusion and

criteria for exclusion. They are as follows:
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Crile¡ia for rnclusion. 1 ) rn keeping with the most

recent reviews of the family process Iiterature, the present

int,egrat ive ef f ort vras restr icted to studies that assess

interactional datar âs opposed to individual, retrospective,

or attitudinal data. Studies included in t,he revievr were

conseguently those that utilize direct observational

procedures associated with systems research, rather than

clinical hist.ories, case reports, psychodiagnostic

material3o or self-report measures. Such procedures involve

the systematic observation and recording of patterns of

interaction of family members as they engage in some task

designed to generate interactional data.

2) Only those studies that compare

patterns of a clinical category with t,hose

control $rere considered f or integrat ion 
"

restrict their comparisons to clinical
therefore not assessed.

30

t,he interact ion

of a nonclinical
Studies that

subgroups were

A distinction must be made between two types of
"psychodynamie" studies that have been identified as
family research. First there are those studies that
employ projectíve techniques for the personality
assessment of individual family members. Data from sueh
studies are subjected to traditíonaI projective scoring
procedures. On the basis of the resulting individual
protocols, global judgements concerning psychodynamic
processes are then extended to the family as a whole. In
contrast are Lhose studies that employ projective
procedures to stimulate interactions and that approach
the resulting data in terms of interactional coding
schemes. Only the latter type of projective study was
incorporated into the thesis.
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3 ) The review yras in addition limited to studies that

present clinical information in discrete rather than

continuous terms, t,hereby excluding the small number of

studies that correlate patterns of interaction with degree

of adjustment or degree of risk. A point worth mentioning:

studies that fail to include a nonclinícal comparison group

or that define psychopathology as a continuum, do not in and

of t,hemselves fail to qualify either as systems research or

as material for meta-analysis. They v¡ere excluded from the

review because the common metric deriveable from their data

is not readily compared to the common metric most

appropriate for the majority of available family process

studies, namely ESs that express differences between a

discrete ctinical category and a nonclinical control in

standard deviat,ion units.

4) To be incorporated into the review, studies had to

present thei r f indings in quant í f ied t,erms. A number of

family process stuðies report, the use of coding systems that

Iend themselves to quantification, only to then present

their findings in terms of verbal transcripts followed by

impressionistic interpretations. These were deemed

unsuitable. One further stipulation regarding

quantification¡ the review was restricted to those studies

that report statistical information in terms that allow ESs

to be calculated, namely as means and standard deviations or

as any of the alternative statistical measures that are
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appropriate for the solution of equations provided by Glass

and his colleagues (Glass, 1980; Smith, Glass s. Miller,
1980). There was one exception to this rule, made in
reference to verbal reports of findings. Although it is
sometimes possible to translate simple verbal reports of

significance into conservative ES estimates (by setting the

p value at .50 in cases of nonsignificance and at .05 in
cases of significance), this thesis gras restricted to
outcomes expressed in numerical terms. No attempt was made

to correct for incomplete reporting styles by obtaining
unpublished statistical information; evidence suggests that
such efforts tend to be both highly time consuming and

highly unproductive (see Glass, 1977). FinaIIy, in an

effort to simplify the task at handr Do attempt was made to
take advantage of instances in which the reported

information allows for additional analyses and,/or for
analyses more appropriate to the research question of

interest. The above decisions regarding outcome information
yrere made with the understanding that the judicious use of

verbal reports of findings and of secondary analyses could

always be introduced at a later stage of integration.

5) One final inclusion criterion: while recognizing its
effect on the representativeness of the sample of studies,

concerns with both feasibilíty and expense dictated that the

review be restricted to published material contained in

English language journals.



CriLeria for Exclusion. The following classes

studies were not incorporated into the review:
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of f ami Iy

1 ) Studies that are not concerned with a comparison of

interaction patterns across diagnostic groups were excluded

from consideration. Five categories of such studies were

identified: a) studies that examine the validity of systems

principles (e.g., the stability of interaction patterns)

independent of psychopathology; b) studies that develop or

refine ínteractional tasks or coding procedures within the

context of pilot research ì c ) studies that compare

interactional tasks, settings or data collection procedures

independent of diagnostic considerations; d) studies that
compare the efficacy of family therapy with other forms of

clinical intervention, and e) the large body of studies

t,hat examine parent-child (generally mother-child)

interactions from a child development perspective. This

lattermost exclusion warrants some comment, particularly in

light of the fact that previous critics have strongly
recommended the incorporation of the child development and

family interaction literatures into a single review (see

Fox, 1978) " !{hile recognizing that the two fields share a

concern with interactions, and indeed focus on variables

that overlap to some degree, the methodologies with which

they examine family interaction are too distinct to allow

for any tidy integration of findings. While systerns

research is most often designed to test specific hypotheses
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about dysfunctional interaction within the family, child
development research is designed to increase understanding

of the process of child development through the accumulation

of normative data (nrahn, 1980), My decision to exclude

interaction studies that emerge out of the child development

perspective was thus based on methodological considerationsi

it in no lday suggests that I oppose the pleas for greater

cross-discipline fertilization that have been voiced by

critics of both the child development and family interaction
fields of study (e.9., Fox, 1978i O1son, 1970t Riskin &

Faunce, 1972).

2l The body of research that examines communication

deviance by means of what Wynne and Singer term the

"Predictive Method" was not assess.ed. While such research

is concerned with interaction patterns, the dependent

measure is the extent to which blind ratings of interactions

of various diagnostic categories are correct beyond chance

expectancy, rather than the extent to which interaction
patterns differ across diagnost,ic categories.

3) The few studies that analyze interaction patLerns by

sequential procedures vrere set aside because their outcomes

(in the form of time lag correlations) are not readily

eompared with those derived from the more common aggregate

procedures, This exclusion is unfortunate because of the

obvious imporLance of this Iine of research ( see

Introduction, pp. 16-171,
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In sum, to qualify for the integration, empirical studies

had to 1 ) be labelled in a manner suggestive of the

researcher's identification with a family systems

perspective; 2) compare the interaction patterns of

clinical families with those of nonclinical familiest 3)

collect data by means of direct observational procedures;

and 4\ contain statistical information needed for the

computation of effect sizes"

Search Procedures. A combination of computer and manual

search procedures was used to access the relevant

Iiterature. A free text search of the Psychological

Abstracts data base executed by computer yielded

disappointing results, both in terms of an abundance of

irrelevant references and in terms of its failure to

generate known, Iet alone unknown, data sources" In

contrast, the reference lists of previous reviews, in

particular those of Riskin and Faunce, Jacob, and Doane,

served as major data sources. A manual search of the

Psychological Abstracts accessed a number of studies

published af ter t,he cutof f date of Doane's 1978 review

(i,e., 1977) 
"

Seventy-seven references thaL met the specified coRtent-

related inclusion criterÍa (as opposed to statístically
related) were retrieved through these search procedures.

Subsequent screening of these studies in terms of the

adequacy of their statistical reports, reduced the initial
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set to a final set of 46 studies. A list of these studies

is contained in Appendix A. To be included in the final
set, a study needed to contain only one usable outcome

measure; the presence of nonusable reports of findings
(however many) did not serve as grounds for exclusion.

Thus, the family interaction data base tas substantially
reduced on statistical grounds. While such a reduction is
not unusual in the meta-analytic literature, it was

particularJ.y unwelcomed here because of its anticipated
effect on the capacity to meet some of the research

objectives associated with later stages of integration;
specifically to put some cl-osure on the Jacob/Doane debate

and, at the same time, to compare the traditional review

strategy utilized by Jacob and Doane with a meta-analytic

one. In order to meet these objectives, the data bases of

the three relevant reviews would have to overlap to a

reasonable degree. While the operation of similar content-
related inclusion criteria in alI t,hree reviews insured some

degree of overlap, the idiosyncratic operation of

statistica] criteria in the present review imposed an upper

Iimit on such overlap. A comparison of relevant

bibliographies reveals that 52.6eo of the 57 studies reviewed

by "lacob, and 47.1eo of the 51 studies reviewed by Doane have

been incorporated into the present integrative efforL,
While far less than desirable, such percentagês, I feel,
a1low for valid (though perhaps tentative) comparisons of

both review conclusions and methodologies.
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Selection of Relevant Studv Features. The final- set of

45 studies yielded 809 units appropriate for use in the

present research (i.e., outome measures that lend themselves

to ES calculations). Each of these units was characterized

according to a variety of features lhat potentially

influence the magnitude of study findings. These features

v¡ere chosen to serve three major integrative functions, only

the first of which was of immediate concerns 1 ) to provide

descriptive information by allowing for the categorization

and summarization of the characteristics of the family

process literature; 2) to provide dimensions around which to

group studies during the calculation of average ESs

performed on various cross-sections of the Iiterature; and

3) to serve as predictors in the regression equations

utilized during the latter stages of the meta-analysis.

Guidelines for the selection of study characteristics
took a number of forms. First, a preliminary survey of the

l"iterature suggested distinctions both in theoretical focí

and methodologies adopted by primary researchers. The use

of review papers helped clarify these distinctionsn In

particular, Mishler and Waxler's (1965) excellent review of

principle theories of family interaction helped delineate

the range of substantive foci that come under investigation.
Review papers that emphasize methodological considerations
(Fontana , 1966i Frank | 1965i ilacob , 1975¡ Jones , 1973¡

Rabkin, 1965) were also helpful in suggesting ways to
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distinguish among studies on the basis of data collection

procedures and validity and reliability standards. Riskin

and Faunce's (1972) comprehensive methodological critique
proved to be the essential reference for the task of

selecting features for investigation"

A couple of points should be made regarding the list of

study features. First, the reader will no doubt be struck

by the large number of features that entered into

consideration. While this large number reflects the

multivariate nature ot. farnily process, it presents obvious

problems for the stability of the statistical operations

involved in a meta-analysis. This is particularly true in

Iight of the fact that my survey of the family process

lit,erature yielded at best adequate rather than plentiful

data with which to perform such operations. My reasons for

selecting a Iarge set of features for initial consideration

were primarily practical. To begin with, it was difficult

to make intelligent a priori predictions as to which and how

many of the selected features would prove to be either

redundant, nonvariable, or nonscorable -- attributes that

woutd result in their exclusion from the feature set.

Moreover, the relatively unknown and decidedly tortuous

nature of the research territory made it dífficult to

separate out essential from nonessential features on either

logical or theoreticat grounds" Thus, rather than risk

being left with either too few features to afford an



adequate exploration of the family interaction

or with a nonessential set of features, I decided

at aII, in the direction of excess.
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I i terature ,

to err, if

A second point concerning the list of study features; no

attempt v¡as made to select features that are mutually

exclusive. Two kinds of interdependency can be identified
in the feature set ! f irst, there is methodological

interdependency caused by research otijectives that dictate
methodological choices across a variety of study

characteristics. A primary concern with experimental

precision, f.or instance, is of ten associated with the joint

use of experimental tasks that are high in structure, and

outcome measures that are low in inference. Thus, some

overlap between the features Task Structure and Inference

LeveL could be expected. Second, a certain amount of

interdependency was built into the coding scheme. For

example ¡ õ 'nonscorable' code on the feature Sex of the

Focal ChiId automatically results in a 'no' code on the

feature Sex Specificity. SimiIarIy, a 'noninferential' code

on the feature Inference Level results in a 'nonapplicable'
code on the feature Presence of Reliability Coefficient" An

important statistical need was thus introduced; namely to

assess interdependency among study features, Such

assessment would be particularly important during later

stages of integration, when concerns with statistical
efficiency and power dictate that redundant features be
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eliminated from inferential analyses, and when information

about interdependency guides both the choice of regression

solutions and the interpretation of resulting semi-partials.

Relevant Studv Features. The selected study features

were divided into four groups: those relating !o 1 )

methodological tools, 2) sample composition, 3)

methodological rigour and 4) research focus. A description
of each feature, the rationale for its inclusion, and the

data on the distribution of its categories wilI be presented

shortly, along with the conventions that vrere used to assist
in its coding and the reliability data pertaining to such

conventions. Thus, contrary to standard format, Method and

Result sections are combined in the present manuscript.

This alternative format was chosen for the sake of improved

readabi 1 i ty.

One characteristic of the coding scheme warrants a

comment here; namely its oftentimes simplistíc form. In

particular, díchotomous variables have been constructed ín
cases in which logical considerations might well support the

construction of more finely graduated scales. Demands for
such simplification came from two sources: 1 ) a need to

reduce the complexity of a decidedly unwieldíng task and 2l

a concern with the statistical stability of data generated

from the coding scheme. Since such stability is in part

dependent on a sufficient number of instances of each leve1

of the study features, it was important to limit the number



of levels associated with each

coding form and of t,he coding

Appendices B and C respectively.

feature. A

appendix can

copy of

be found
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Trainino in the Use of the Codíno Scheme. Training in
the use of the coding scheme involved its independent

applícation by two coders to four family interaction

studies. These studies v¡ere eliminated from the present

review on st,at i st ical grounds. They were chosen f or

training purposes because they incorporate features typical
of the interactional literature, as weII as a number of

features idiosyncratic enough to broaden the boundaries of

training.

Independent application of the coding scheme was followed

by meetings between the two coders, during which requests

for clarification by the second coder vrere answered, and

during which negotiation over divergent judgements took

place. Guideline revisions were often made on the basis of

these negotiations. Thus, construction of the coding scheme

and training in its application unfortunately overlapped to

some extent. Concerns with time and expense introduced

additional limitations into the procedures. To begin with,

criterion protocols were at no point established for

training purposes. As a consequenC€¡ training sessions v¡ere

less systematic than desirable. In addition, retraining

sessions were not introduced at any point to protect agaínst

observer drift.
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Reliabilitv of Codinq Conventions " A subset of 25

studies y¡as used to assess the degree to which the

judgements of the two independent coders converged. This

subset is identified in Àppendix A. For the purposes of

reliability assessment study features were differentiated on

the basis of two considerations: 1 ) ttre nature of their
numerical properties and 2) whether they are study-wide or

measure-specific. The former distinction determined the

choice of statistical operations, while the latter

determined the number of coding occurrences that entered

into the reliability calculations. with respect to

numerical distinctions, f eat,ures with underlying

distributional properties were assessed in terms of both

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (r) and

interrater agreement, ratios. Features with nominal

properties vrere assessed only in terms of ínterrater

agreement ratios. For the purposes of such ratios, the

judgements of one coder on any particular feature were

charted against the judgements of the second coder on that

same feature. This procedure generated matrices whose

constituent celIs reflect both convergent and divergent

judgements" Such matrices v¡ere particularly useful because

they allowed me to readily compute simple agreement ratios,

by dividing the combined frequency of convergent-judgement

cells by the total cell frequency. Moreover, they allowed

me to readily track down sources of interrater

nonreliability by examining the row and column values of



heavily populated divergent-judgement celIs.
one such matrix is presented in Appendix D for
purpoSes.
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An example of

clarification

with respect to the study-wide/measure-specific

distinctíon, it emerged out of a concern over the fact that
for some features I a single judgement pertains to aII
outcome measures contained in any one study, while for other

feaÈures independent judgements have to be made for each

outcome. This distinction is important insofar as a true
assessment of the reliability of a coding scheme should be

based on the number of actual judgements that are made,

rather than the number of data points that emerge from such

judgements. Consequently, ân attempt was made to separate

features into study-wide and measure-specific categories.
This separation, however, proved to be somewhat problematic.

There are, to begin with¡ â number of features that can be

classified as study-wide for most but not all of the studies

under review. For example, for the many studies that rely
on a single experimental task to generate interactional
data, judgements regarding the features Task Structure,
Emotional Tone and Task characteristics remain constant

across all outcome measures. However, for the small number

of studies that utilize more than one interactional tasko

judgements pertaining to the task-related features may vary

across outcomes derived from the distinct tasks. There are

in addition¡ â number of features (e,g", Demographic
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Comparability, Subject Expectancies, Setting) for which a

single judgement pertains to all outcomes contained in

studies that examine only one clinical sample in comparison

to a nonclinical control. When, however, studies examine

more than one clinical category, and when moreover, these

categories differ with respect to t,he features of concern,

coding judgements may vary across outcomes derived from the

different clinical samples. One further problem entered

into the study-wide/measure-specific distinction. Since

only 25 studies v¡ere coded for reliability purposes, there

lras Iimited data available for the study-wide assessment.

In response to the above difficulties, a decision y¡as

made to assess the reliability of features that are clearly
measure-specific with reference to the entire data set

(n=410). Features that can by and large be classified as

study-wide but that at times function as measure-specific

werer oÍr the other hand, assessed both with reference to

'actual' judgements (n=25) and with reference to the entire
data set. This double assessment was introduced partially

to protect against a small N assessment by providing a large

I comparison, and partially to arrive at some estimation of

the degree to which one could expect nonreliability to

impact on the actual data base. In addition, it generated

reliabitity boundaries for those features that defy easy

classifícation with respect to the study=wide/measure-

specific distinction. Lists of study-wide and measure-

specific features are presented in Appendix E.
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Some comments regarding the treat,ment of missing data in
the reliability assessment is in order here. Data was, in

some instances, designated as missing when a feature was

either not reported in the study or when, for reasons

specified in the coding conventions, information pertaining

to the feature $¡as judged to be nonscorable. The resulting

'unknown' and 'nonscorabler ratings functioned as missing

data during the calculation of Pearson rs where their
inclusion would have disrupted the distributional quality of

the f eatu.res of concern. Such ratings did not, however,

function as missing data during the calculation of

interrater agreement ratios, where they were readily

incorporated into the existing nominal framework.

There was a second circumstance under which data was

designated as missing, namely when only one of lhe two

coders judged a particular study outcome as appropriate for
ES purposes. (This resulted in the exclusion of an entire
case from the data set.) Of the 529 outcome measures coded

by at least one coder, only 410 v¡ere coded by both coders.

Thus there v¡as more than a slight measure of disagreement

between coders regarding the appropriateness of the

available statisticaL information. The extent of such

disagreement could doubtless have been reduced had ES

guidelines been more fuIIy specified. While both coders

relíed on a common set of guidelines contained in Glass's

1977 document (Integrating Findings: The Meta-Analysís of
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Research), instructions pertaining to the use of the

document were teft open-ended (i"e., with the help of the

guidelines, select all outcome measures that you feel can

Iikely be translated inlo ES terms.) Moreoverr Do attempt

was made to equate the two coders on statistical acumen.

Thus, the many subtleties of the statistical guidelines may

not have been equally accessible to both coders.3 1 Finally,
the fact that coders vlere not provided with written
definitions or instructions concerning'redundant' measures

added to the idiosyncratic usage of outcome information.32

Data designated as missing on statistical grounds was not

incorporated into reliability calculations. Had it been

included, the resulting coefficients would have been

difficult to interpret, insofar as they would have

simultaneously reflected the adequacy of the coding

conventions and of the statistical guidelines.

31 r have
of the
own.

every reason to belíeve
second rater, Dr " Hans

that t,he stat i st ical
Beihl, exceeds that

grasp
of my

32 The second rater, tor instanee, consistently excluded the
'inferior' member of pairs of measures contained in some
of the studies on the grounds of redundancy, with
inferior/superior being dèfined in terms of wñether or
not covariate procedures were applied to correcL for the
presence of unmatched samples. Ir on the other hand,
included both 'inferior' and 'superior' members of such
pairs in the data base, This latter inclusion pattern
should have been built Ínto the research guidelines
because it provides data needed to test fo.r the effect of
sample comparability via meta-analytie procedures. A
number of such decisions regarding measure redundancy
only emerged with any clarity during the course of
coding, as I became more familiar with the subtle
characteristics of the literature.
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In sum, the presence of missing data in the present study

can be attributed to three sources: 1 ) tt¡e incomplete

reporting styles of primary researchers; 2) the nature of

the coding conventions; and 3) the use of insufficiently

detailed guidelines concerning the appropriateness of

statistical information. Missing data was not incorporated

into any of the reliability computations.

Features Relati¡tg to Methodoloqical Tqqlç

In selecting a method for measuring family interaction,

the researcher must confront choices relating to

experimental tasks, outcome measures' and research settings.

Such choices are based mainly on professional judgements

concerning the capacity of methodological fe.atures to yield

data that validly reflects the theoretical premises and

substantive interests of the researcher ' Empirical

foundations for such judgements are at this point largely

undeveloped.

À. Tasks Used to Generate I nterac t ional Data

a) Task Structure. The nature of the experimenta] tasks

utilized in family process research can be described in

terms of a number of dimensions. First, tasks vary in theír

degree of structure. At one extreme are highly

circumscribed tasks that Iimit the form and range of

subjects' interchange, An often cited example of a highly
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structured task is the coalition game designed by Haley

(1963), in which the communication of family members is
limited to button pushing. The pattern recognition task

devised by Reiss (1967), the map task reported by Solvberg

and Blakhar (1975) and the twenty question task deveJ-oped by

Mosher and Hornby (1976) are similarly high in structure.
Researchers advocate the use of highly structured tasks for
a number of reasons. Of greatest importance is the fact
that such tasks are thought to increase the probability of

occurrence of theory-relevant behavior (gett , 1964). In

addition, their capacity to readily generate Iow-inference

measures has been viewed with favour. In spite of such

advantages, the choice of highly structured tasks is not

made without reservations, Their sensitivity to clinical
phenomena as welI as their capacity to reflect the real-life
exchanges of family members has been repeatedly questioned

(e.9., Riskin & Faunce,1972; Smith, 19711, even by those

who endorse their use. Ha1ey (1963), for inst,ance,

emphasizes their potential to either obscure or distort the

interactional process. He nonetheless has preferred t,he

risks involved in testing wit.hin a "restricted communicatÍon

sett ing" to those involved in t,he collect ion of more

"naturalistict' forms of data. Given that even elementary

bits of behavior such as who-speaks-to-whom are open to
multíple interpretation, Haley argues in favour of

strategies that rigourously reduce the complexities of

family exchange, such as those that simplify the data in
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the assignment of highty circumscribed

Researchers who prefer semi-structured or loosely

structured tasks do so because of the presumed capacity of

such tasks to elicit relatively natural forms of exchange.

In making such a choice, the researcher may be willing to

sacrifice some experimental control in order to capture some

of the richness of famity interaction. (Researchers always

have the option when using loosely structured tasks of

simplifying observations post hoc by focusing on 1ímited

aspects of int,eraction and/or by utilizing coding schemes

that consist of low-inference measures.) WhiIe examples of

loosely structured tasks can be found in the family process

literature (..g., Hansen, 1968; Lennard, 1961), there is
little if any use of purely naturalistic observations. The

experimental tasks most readily associated with family
process research are the semi-structured ones. The various

Êorms of the Resolution of Difference Techniques (nOt)

initially developed by Strodbeck (1951), the PIan Something

Together task from t,he longer standardized interview

designed by Watzlawick (1966), and the Create a St,ory around

TAT Cards used by Winter, Ferreira and Olson (1966) and

Stabenau, Tupin and Pollen (1965), among others, are all
examples of semi-structured tasks"

In Èhe present research studies were classifíed in
of the degree of structure of their interactional
according to Èhe followíng set of conventions¡

terms

Èasks
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Hiqh Structure. Tasks are coded as high structure when a
variety of restrictions placed on family part,icipants result
in a type of interaction quite unlike that which occurs in
the family's everyday life, both in terms of its form and
content. Restrictions may be placed on the physical
positioning or movement of family members by, for instance,
prescribing seating arrangements. Or the number of channels
of communication generally available to human interactants
may be limited. Visual communication, for instance, may be
blocked by the appropriate placement of visual barriers or
by having famii-y members communicate from separate rooms by
microphone and receiver. Alternativelyr vêrbal
communication may be prohibitedr oE restricted to only one
aspect of speech suèh as questions or yes/no responses.
Strict cont,rol over family interactions may also take the
form of directives concerning the number of family members
able to participat,e al any one point during the experimental
proceedings or the order in which they participate.

Medium Structure. Tasks that are coded as medium
structure are characterized by a specific set of
instructions that direct the content of family exchanges and
by a specific set of stimuli that provide a basis around
which t,o focus exchanges. Such tasks do not, however, apply
any restrictíons to the form of family exchange.

Low Structure. Tasks are coded as low structure when
they leave research subjects free to direct both the form
and content of family interactions. If experimental stimuli
are introduced (".g., toys, juice and cookies, blackboard),
they serve Iargely to "naturalize" the experimental context
rather than to provide a basis around which to direct
exchanges.

The codíng of the feature Task Structure was reasonably

sLraightforward. The problems that did arise can be linked

to the few idiosyncracies in the literature that went

unnoticed during the development of the coding conventions,

Scoring problems Þrere created, for instance, by those

studies that util ize a number of interactional tasks that

differ with respect to structure while failing to analyze

the data in terms of task. One obvious soluLion to such a

problem would be to rely oR a 'nonscorable' code. No such
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coding

c reate

of thefor the inadequacies

A second problem arose with respect to those studies that

rely on videotape to collect interactional material. To

fully benefit from the use of videotape it, is necessary that

all family members remain within the camera's lens range at

all times. This can only be accomplished by placing

restrict,ions on the physical movements of study

participants. Insofar as physical restrictiveness is
incorporated into the definition of 'high structurer, the

use of videotape as a data collection devise automatically

results in a 'high structure' classification. However, in
cases in which the use of videotape is accompanied by the

use of tasks that in all respects ( save physical

restrictiveness) meet the definition of '1ow' or 'medium'

task structure, strict adherence to the coding conventions

seems inappropriate, Thus, ât this point, two revisions of

the coding conventions can be recommended: 1 ) A nonscorable

category should be added to the feature Task Structure and

2') The 'high structuref def inition should be amended to take

into account the unique features of videotape usage"

The frequency count of Task StrucLure yielded the

following information" Of the 809 coding occurrences, there

are 1 01 instances (12.5e") of hiqh structure, 594 (73.Lvo) of
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medium structure and 111 (13.7eo) of low structure. Thus,

much of the family process literature can be characterized

in terms of medium structure. This imbalanced distribution
suggests one of two possibilities. It may point to the

failure of the coding conventions to capture relevant

distinctions in the literature. Or, more Iikely, it may

point to an overuse of a methodological strategy, and to an

incomplete exploration of a methodological feature that has

received considerable attention in family process critiques.
In either case, the usefulness on Task Structure for the

purposes on a meta-analysis of the collected literature is

somewhat restricted by the uneven representation of its
categories" An examination of the feature's effect on study

outcome remains viable, however, particularly in light of

the fact that it was coded with a reasonable level of

reliability. For the measure-specific calculations a

Pearson Ë of .84 and an interrater agreement rat,e of. 91 .Zeo

emerged. The study-wide calculation yielded an agreement

rate of 849o "

h) Emotional Eone of þþ.. Apart f rom degree of

strucLure, interactional tasks can be differentiated in

terms of their emotional tone. Efforts to modulate

emotional tone reflect a concern with the capacity of tasks

to elicit uninhibited and meaningful exchange. While this

criterion has been discussed largely in reference to the RDT

and its variations, it can be applied to other interactional
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tasks as well. Some investigators have favoured the use of

emotionally charged RDT items because of their presumed

capacity to highlight areas of both friction and harmony

that might otherwise go undetected under Iess evocative

stimuli (see Haley, 1967). others, however, have criticized

the use of "controversial" items on the gounds that they

call into play family taboos and defenses, thereby

inhibiting a free flow of communication. Ferreira and

Winter (1968), for instance, support the use of ostensibly

"neutral" items to encourage maximal freedom of expression.

These investigators are furthermore of the opinion that

truly neutral issues rarely exist in family life, and that

highly revealing exchanges occur around the most trivial of

subjects.

Given a preference for a partícular emotional levelr ãn

investigator must anticipate difficulties in creating an

interactional situation that assumes the desired tone,

t{ithout knowledge of the family's unique past and present,

s/ne might easily labe1 as neutral an issue thal serves as a

major battleground on which relationship-related struggles

are fought. Alternativelyr âo ostensibly controversial

issue may go uncontested in an otherwise disharmonious

family environment" To circumvent this problem, Goldstein,

Judd, Rodnick, ÀIkire and Gould (1968) have suggested thaÈ

highl"y relevant idiosyncratic issues be desígned for each

family that participates in a study" while such a strategy
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assessment, it
comparisons made

Many investigators who use particular sets of RDT items

fail to state the reasons for their choice. While this may

simply suggest an incomplete reporting style, it more likely
reflects an assumption that is widely held by family

interactionists; namely that family behavior is so basic and

pervasive that it is likely to emerge regardless of the

particular content of an exchange (see Riskin & Faunce,

1972). While this assumption has been questioned (Fontana,

1966) only Ha1ey (1967 ) has subjected it to empirical

assessment, at least in regards to the RDT. Using a variety
of low-inference measures ( i.e. , calculations based on

frequencies of audible sounds and who-speaks-to-whom

sequences), Haley concluded that families respond similarly
to neutral and controversial questionnaire items.

There is another possible explanation for t,he cavalier
attitude regarding RDT item selection" It may reflect the

fact that investigators who use the RDT insist that the

resulting conversations remain within the context of

"everyday" exchange, regardless of the choice of items"

Thus, built into the procedure are distinct timits that
preclude the exploratíon of the full range of emotional tone

in family process research"
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Hiqhtv Emotional. Tasks are coded as highly emotional if
they engage research families in interactions around issues
that are profoundly important in family life: issues
concerning parental control, children' s compliance, spousal
roles and the like. Such t,asks can also be identified in
terms of their emphasis on interpersonal and affective
issues relating to family Iife as opposed to instrumental
issues. Moreover, the relevance of these issues to the
research farnilíes is explicitely acknowledged in task
instructions.

Studies included in the

in terms of their emotional

Moderately
emot ional í f

Emot ionallv
neutral if they
generally thou
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present research were classified

tone according to t,he following

Emotional. Tasks are coded as moderately
, like highly emotional tasks, they engage

research families in interactions around interpersonal and
affective concerns. Moderately emotional tasks can be
distinguished from highly emotional tasks insofar as their
instructions allow respondents to distance themselves from
the issues in hand. That is, the personal relevance of such
issues to the research families is neither directly
acknowledged in task instructions nor directly reflected in
task stimuti. Examples of moderately emotional tasks are
ones that use projective stimuli depicting family
experiences, and tasks that require subjects to comment on
norms and values relating to family life rather than on
their actual experiences.

questionnaire items that request subjects' opinions on car
colors, dinner menus and the Iike, games ínvolving
identification of visual designs). of course labelling a
task as emotionally neutral does not ímp1y thal the
experience of partic ipating in the task ís neutral.
Regardless of the nature of the task stimuli, family
members' reactions to being observed and evaluated may be
highly emotional.

Neutral " Tasks are coded as
focus on experiences and issues

ght of as central to family

emot ionally
that are not
lif e (e.g.,

coding of EmoLiona1 Tone

1 ) incomplete reporting

insuf f iciently detailed

the logic underlying the

Problems encountered during the

can be

styles

coding

traced to three souces:

of primary researchersi 2l

conventions and 3) flaws in
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choice of conventions. Reporting styles are incomplete in

two respects. First, descriptions of task instructions are

often omittedr ffiâking it difficult, in the case of the RDT,

to determine whether families are asked to focus on actual

experiences or on abstract values. As a consequence the

high/moderate distinction becomes problematic. Second, RDT

items are often described very generally in Lerms of "family
problem situations". In such cases it is difficult to

determine whether the term 'problem' is meant to serve as a

general label for RDT ítems or as a specific label for
emotionally charged items. !.?hile the second coder seems to

have chosen the latter interpretation, my choice ( in

retrospect possibly a poor one ) was to avoid the

interpretive dilemma by creating a 'nonscorable' coding

category.

wit.h respect to the comprehensiveness of the coding

conventions, it vras only during the course of coding that I

realized that, in cases of Iow task structure, it is

difficult to decide on an appropriate category for Emotional

Tone. Insofar as the primary researcher leaves the

experimental context by and large open-ended under such

circumstances, emotional tone remains undefined. Two

possible responses to this situation come to mind¡ 1 ) to

decide that Emotional Tone becomes irrelevant under such

conditions and that a nonscorable code is most appropriate

and 2) to amend the 'neutral' definition to include open-
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ended or unspecified conditions. The fact that I chose the

first alternative while the second coder chose Èhe latter of

course lowered interrater reliability. There is a second

sense in which coding conventions are insuff iciently
detailed. As in the case of Task Structure, coding problems

arose with studies that collapse the data across a number of

interactional tasks that differ with respect to Emotional

Tone. Again, the use of a 'nonscorable' code seems

appropriate under such circumstances.

With respect to the logic underlyíng the coding

distinctions, exposure to the literature during coding led

me to question the legitimacy of the family value/family
experience distinction incorporated into the definitions of

'high' and 'moderate' emotional tone. Apart from the fact
that the scanty reporting of task instructions often makes

it difficult to detect this distinction, it seems that
whether a family relates to a task in terms of actual

experiences or in terms of abstract values depends not so

much on t,he instructional focus as on the overall
experimental context. Moreover, what remains an abstract

issue for one clinical category may readily be responded to
in light of actual experience by another. Thus, it may be

more important to classify tasks in terms of their relevance

to research families than with reference to Lhe real

experience/abstract value distinction 
"
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The above impressions that emerged during the process of

coding can be translated into the following recommendations:

1 ) Explicit instructions for coding Emotional Tone under

conditions of low task structure should be incorporated into
the coding conventions to protect against idiosyncratic

responding. In this regard expansion of the neutral

category to include instances in which emotionaL tone is
l"eft open-ended might, be preferred over the use of a

nonscorable category. 2) Some reconsideration of the real

experience/abstract value distinction is in order.

Modifications of the high and moderate categories would

likely follow such reconsideration, along with the

introduction of an addition feature(s) that measures the

relevance of the interactional task to research

participants.

Results of the frequency and interrater reliability
analyses support these impressions. Of the 809 coding

occurrences, there are 197 instances (24.4eo) of highly

emotional, 205 instances (25.3e") of moderately emoLionalo

and 198 instances (24.Seo) of emotionalty neutral tasks,

along with 209 (25.geo) nonscorable codes. Thís distribution
suggests that, within the boundaries imposed by the current

family process methodology, all levels of the feature

Emotional Tone have received adequate empirical

representation. The distribution at the same tine. suggests

the need to look for ways of reducíng usage of the
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through an elaboration of the coding

Problems with the use of the nonscorable category are

also reflected in the reliability data. WhiIe a comfortable

Pearson Ë of "94 emerged, interrater agreement rates using

both the measure-specific and the study-wide data base are

only of moderate size, namely, 60. Seo and 68e" respectively.

The discrepancy between t,hese figures warrants some

explanation. The high g value can be accounted for by the

fact that the nonscorable category was excluded from the

calculation in order to retain the distributional quality of

the variable under examination. The moderate agreement

ratios, on the other hand, can be accounted for in terms of

disagreeme.nts between coders regarding the use of the

nonscorable code. Examination of lhe matrix designed to

display both convergent and divergent judgements in fact
reveals that alI divergent ceIIs involve the nonscorable

code.

c) Cateoo¡:Leg of Task Stimuli" Along with structure and

emotional tone, interactional t,asks vrere categorized in

terms of their stimuli characteristics. Four categories

were incorporated into the coding scheme. One category

consists of those tasks that utilize verbal stimuli to
generate verbally expressed differences (e.g., RDT and its
variations), while another consists of tasks that utilize
projective stimuli to elicit such differences (..9., joint
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construction of TAT stories and joint interpretation of

Rorschach cards). A third category consísts of more general

verbal exercises (e.g., PIan Something Together task), while

a fourth consists of efforts to engage family members in a

game situation (".g., Strauss's SIMFAM, Haley's coalition
game ) .

As with the feature Emotional Tone, problems were caused

for the coding of lask Characteristics by 1 ) studies thaL

collapse data across a number of interactional tasks that

differ with respect to the feature and 2) studies that

utilize a task that is low ín structure, thereby leaving the

characteristics of the task undefined or open-ended. The

fact that I responded to these situations by relying on a

nonscorable code while the second coder stayed withi.n the

boundaries of the available categories, led me to anticipate
problems with reliability. The recommended solution is

similar to that presented for the feature Emotional Tone;

namely that explicit instructions for the coding of Task

Characteristics under multiple-task and low-structure

conditions should be incorporated into t,he coding

conventions via the use of 'nonscorable' and 'open-ended'

categor i es .

My own efforts to apply the coding conventions for Task

Characterístics lead me, in addition, to recommend a general

fleshing out of the coding guidelínes. Unlike those

features whose characteristics are fully specified in the
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Coding Àppendix, aII information pertaining to Task

Characteristics is contained on the actual coding form.

More details, particularly with respect to the categories
tgeneral verbal exercises' and 'game situations', would

facilitate the coding task.

An additional impression emerged during the course of

coding that ran contrary to expectations; namely Lhat, in

spite of talk of abundant methodological variability by

critics of family process research, the majority of

researchers have restricted their attention to one of two

procedures: the RDT and the Consensual Projective. Thus,

two of the features categories (i.e., verbal stimuli, and

projective stimuli designed to elicit verbally expressed

differences) are highly uniform in composition.

An examination of both the frequency and the interrater
reliabilit.y data support the above impressions. The

frequency count of Task Characteristics yielded the

following distribution, Of the 809 coding occurrences,

there are 297 instances (36.7s,) of verbal stimuli and 193

instances (23.9>") of projective stimuli designed to elicit
verbally expressed differences, along with 25 instances
(3.1eo) of general verbal exercises, 111 instances (13.7eo) of

game situations and 183 (22.6eo) nonscorable instances. A

number of comments can be made about this distribution,
apart from the obvious overuse of the nonscorable category.

Fírst, the marked underrepresentation of the general verbal
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exercise category, reflecting either insufficiently detailed
conventions ot t more likely, the scanty use of the category

by family researchers, poses a problem for confident

interpretation of the effect of the category on study

outcome during later stages of integration. Nonetheless,

adequate representation by the remaining three categories

suggests lhat Task Characteristics remains a viable feature

for integrative purposeso Interest in it is, however,

limited by the boundaries imposed by the restrictive
exploration of methodology by family researchers. In other

words, the fact that two interactional procedures dominate

the literature has implications for the breadth of the

conclusions that can be drawn regarding the effect of Task

Characteristics on family interaction.

With respect to the feature's reliability, moderaLe

agreement rates emerged both from the study-wide (72e") and

measure-specific (74"4e") computations in spite of the poorly

deLailed coding conventions, Examination of the appropriate
judgement matrices revealed thatr ês anticipated, â1I of the

weII-populated divergent cells involve nonscorabLe

judgements, save one that involves general verbal exercise
j udgements .
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B. Outcome Measures

a) Inference Level of Outcome 4eaqures. The form of data

generated by interacLional tasks provides a number of

dimensions on which to differentiate individual outcomes.

First, outcomes can be categorized on the basis of the level

of inference of their measurement technique. As already

implied in t.he section pertaining to task structure '
reliance on noninferential measures tends to reflect the

researcherrs concern with experimental ri9or, while reliance

on inferential forms of data suggests a concern with the

pithiness of interact ional mater ial- . llhi Ie a number of

fine-grained distinctions can no doubt be made with respect

to inference 1eveI, a simple two-category classification Yras

adopted for the purposes of the present research. Its

conventions were as follows¡

Noninferential. Outcome measures that require the
observer to-imply conduct a f requency count of an objective
event without making any decisions as to its quality are
coded as'noninferential' (e.g., interruptions, statements
received, talking time, number of correspondences between
indivídual members' guestionnaire responses and 9r9up
responses, number of adiectives incorporat'ed into a story).

I nfer nl--ial
not only to de
evaluate its n
(e.g., agreeme
and confusion

. Outcome measures that require the observer
termine the occurrence of an event but also to
ature subject,ively are coded as 'inferential'
nts, yielding, empathy, degree of vagueness
ín joint, family TAT)"

The coding of the feature Inference Leve1 posed few

problems. Relevant information was always reported and the

coding requirements did Iittle to tax the decision-making

capacities of the coders" The healthy Pearson Ë of ,91 and
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interrater agreement rate of 96.1eo, along with the absence

of nonscorable judgements, attest to this. Grounds for

indecision arose only with respect to a few process measures

that incorporate both inferentíaI and noninferential

measurement phasesn An example of such a measure is one

employed by (Farina, 1960) ttrat requires the coder first to

evaluate the leniency of father's and mother's responses to

offspring prior and subsequent to a joint interactional
session by means of a rating scale (inferential phase), and

second, to compare the degree to which spouses yield to one

another following the joint session, with yielding being

defined in terms of pre-post differences in the spouses

respective Ieniency ratings (noninferential phase). white

both coders responded appropriately to the subjective

component of this measure (and others like it) by selecting

the inferential code, explicit instructions pert,aining to

'mixed' measures should be incorporated into the coding

conventions to protect against idiosyncratic responding.

The frequency count of Inference Level indicates a

somewhat surprising preference for inferential measures on

the part of famity researchers (58.3e"), coupled with

adequate representation by noninferential measures (41 
"7eol .

Thus, both frequeney and reliabitity data suggests that
Inference Level is an appropriaLe candidate for further
analyses" Whether its coding conventions need to be

elaborated upon to allow for finer distinctions among

measures requires some further consideration.
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Þ) Process Versus Product Measures. Outcome measures can

in addition be described as dealing either with the process

or the product of an interaction. This distinction may be

important insofar as the two types of measures may yield
very different sorts of information. Though it can be taken

for granted that the process of an interaction has an effect
on the product, the form of the effect may not be readily
predictable. For example, a family interaction that is
characterized by frequent disagreements need not result in a

group product whose form directly mirrors those

disagreements. The product of such an interaction may be

one that can best be described as a nonproduct due to the

failure on the part of family members to reach any

agreement, or one that can be described as dictatorial
insofar as it reflects the opinions and decisions of only

one member of the family, or one that can be described as

democratic in that it, closely reflects the opinions and

decisions of the majority of family members.

In addition to incorporating the above rationale into Ehe

coding guidelinesr ârì att,empt was made to f urther clarify
the process/product distinction by way of the following
examples;

Examples
yielding,
rece ived,

of process measures_!
ac knowledgments ,

talking time, button

agreements,
interrupt ions,

pushes.

disagreements,
statements

Examples of produc! measureË: number of correspondences
between individual members' questionnaire responses and
group responses, number of adjectives incorporated into a
story, degree of vagueness and confusion in family TÀT.
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In retrospect, these examples $tere misleading. Although

researchers have indeed tended to apply different sets of

measures to process and product material, the

process/product distínction IogicaIly rests not so much on

the choice of measure as on the locus of the interactional

informat,ion. It also became apparent during coding that the

distinction is only straightforward under specific

conditions, namely, when task instructions explicitely caIl

for the creation of a joint family product, or when the

outcome of a game sítuation is defined in terms of wins and

Ìoses.

In spite of problems inherent both in the coding

guidelínes and in the feature's conceptualization,

erocess/eroduct yielded a respectable 89.3eo interrater

agreement rate. With regard to frequency information, a

strong preference for process measures emerged (82"6e" of the

909 coding occurrances), coupled with very moderate usage of

product measures (17 "3eo). Such a distribution reflects the

emphasis on ongoing interactions and the rejection of

'static' indications of family exchange that has held s!úay

in family research during the last two decades. What the

distribution suggests is the need to explore more fu1ly

sources of ínformation apart from the ongoing interactíons

of famíly members, À glaring inadequacy of family research

is the absence of any empiríca] exploration of Èhe
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t,he product of such interaction.
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of family interaction and

c) Global Ratinq Measures. Outcome measures can also be

differentiated in terms of their underlying measurement

operations" Two broad categories of operatíons can be

identified in family process research: 1) estimation of the

quantity of an interactional attribute of interest in a

specified unit of analysis (generally the entire
interaction) in terms of a position on a rating scale and 2)

evaluation of a specified unit of analysis (generally an

utterance, speechr or interaction) in terms of the presence

or absence of an interactional attribute of interest. This

distinction was incorporated into the present research under

the feature Global Rating in acknowledgement of the distinct
requirements the two forms of measurement impose on the

coder of behavioral data (see Wiggins, 1973). Given that
rating scales used in family process research are alt
inferential, a decisíon vras made to exclude noninferential
measures from consideration when examining this feature,

Thus, three feature categories were incorporated into the

coding schemes yes-rating, no-rating and nonapplicable (for

use with noninferential measures).

!{hile I experienced very few problems coding Global

Rating, an unsatisfactory 64.4eo interrater agreement figure

emerged from Ehe data" This figure prompted close

inspection of the appropriate judgement matrix. Two heavily
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populated cells were revealed, the first accounting for

1 5 " 9e" of the 410 coding occurrences, the second f or 14.Aeo.

The first of these divergent ceIIs crosstabulates my

nonapplicable judgemenLs with the no-rating judgements of

the second coder. The composition of this celI suggests

that the second coder may have relied on the no-rating code

rather than on the nonapplicable code for many

noninferential measures. While correct in essence, such

judgements are not in keeping with coding instructions. The

presence of the second well-populated divergent ceIl
suggests that more fully specified codíng definitions should

be incorporated into the Coding Àppendix. Like Task

Characteristics, all information pertaining to GIobal Rating

is contained on the actual coding form.

The frequency count of GIobaI Rating yielded the

following distribution. Of the 475 relevant coding

occurrences, there are 410 (86.3e") no-rating judgements and

65 (13.7e") yes-rating ones. This scanty use of rating

scales by family researchers is consistent with t,heir

general devaluation in psychological research. Some family

process researchers have, however, recently begun to
question the current status of rating scales. Rískin

(1983), for one, has suggested that, along with providing an

efficient measurement alternative, rating scales may be more

appropriate for the coding of family interactions than some

of the more molecular measurement devices.
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C. Experimental Settinq

Family process investigators have conducted research in a

variety of experimental settings: the home, the hospital-
based laboratory and the laboratory based in a research

center. These settings differ in their similarity to the

family's everyday environment and in their restrictiveness,
and probably generate different expectations on the part of

those being observed. Moreover, the effects of setting may

be more pronounced for some clinical categories than for

others. The fact that family researchers do not usually
present reasons for their choice of setting, and at times

f ail to control f or this f actor across experiment,al groups,

suggests that practical considerations override concerns

with such possible differential effects. Although no

attempt has been made to explore possible differences in the

effect of setting on clinical and nonclinical families, some

effort has been made to examine the effect of setting on

nonclinicat families ( i.e. , Bronfenbrenner , 1977 î Krahn,

1 980; O'Rourke , 1 963 ) . In keeping with these efforts,
setting was incorporated into the present research as a

study feature. Thus, the groundwork was prepared for

examining during later stages of integration the featurers

overall impact on family interactíon as well as its
differential impact on the ínteractions of various c1ínical
categories (in terms of the statistical interaction between

the features Setting and Diagnostic Category), In addition
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to the three categories home, Iaboratory-based-in-a-

research-center, and hospital laboratory, unknown and

nonscorable categories were introduced for studies that fail
to present relevant information or that t.hat fail to control

for setting across diagnostic groups"

The coding of Setting was troublesome only in one

respect. Because the name of an institution ís often the

only information provided, it was di ff icult (without

actually inquiring into the nature of each specified
institution) to determine whether the experiment yras

conducted in a research-center laboratory or a hospital

Iaboratory. This problem is clearly reflected in the

appropriate judgement matrices. Of the 410 measure-specific

and the 25 study-wide judgements, 195 and '10 respect,ívely

are divergent vrith respect to the two classes of

laboratoriesn A decision was consequently made to collapse

the two categories into a single 'Iaboratory' setting for
the remaining analyses. This resulted ín an improvement in

the interrater agreement f igures f rom 4"1 .1e" to 94.6>o f or the

measure-specific analysis and from 56e" to 96e" for the study-

wide analysis.

The frequency count of Setting yielded 27 instances

(3.3eo) of home setting, 624 (77 "zeo) ínstances of laboratory

setting, 24 (3e") unknown codes and 134 (16.6e") instances of

nonscorable or noncontrolled settings. Of the 675 scorable

coding occurrences, 92"Leo àÊ€ accounted for by laboratory
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setting judgements. This distribution points to a number of

problems in the family interaction literature. First, the

16.6eo nonscorable figure suggests there is room for the

improved methodological controf of settíng. Second, in

spite of the widely voiced concern about tapping into

'everyday' family Iife, researchers have been very reluctanL

to leave the conveniences of the laboratory and enter into

the family home. Finally, both the lack of variability

coupled with the insufficiently detailed reporting of

Setting suggests that the feature may not be partícularly

useful for later stages of int.egration, except perhaps with

reference to methodological control.

D Natural i st ic,/Controlled Cont inuum

Many of the issues relating to t,ask assignment, setting,

and outcome measures that I have discussed can be

conceptualized as aspects of one common íssue, namely the

relative merits of naturalistic versus controlled

experimentation. WhiIe this broad issue is of concern in

all branches of psychological research, it particularly

comes to the fore in an area that attempts to describe

something as complex as interactional data. Consequently'

the field is peppered with promotions of various points on

the continuum, wíth the majority of critics favouring some

appropriate balance between the precision that is deríved

from controlled experimentation and the richness that is
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derived from more naturalistic approaches (e.g., Lytton,

1971i Olson , 1970; Riskin & Faunce , 1972¡ !,latzlawick &

Vleakland, 1977). These critics do not, however, provide any

clear guidelines for attaining such a balance. Thus, the

choice of a particular leveI of methodological strucLure

must often be made with an uncomfortable awareness of its
inadequacies (see Haley (1962) for the clearest articulation
of this dilemma). Apart from classifying studies on the

basis of task structure, inference level of outcome measure,

and experimental setting, an effort was made to Locate

studies on the naturalistíc/controlled continuum in terms of

these three characteristics. while a multi-level variable
would no doubt best suit this objective, concerns with

statistical povrer and task manageabiLity prompted me to use

the following dichotomous coding scheme. Studies Ìrere

classified as 'controlled' if they received at least two of

the following ratings: High Structure, Noninferential, and

Laboratory Setting (either based in hospital or research

center). Studies were classifíed as 'naturalistic' if they

received at least two of the following ratings; Medium/tow

Structure I Inferential, and Home Setting. Given the

coarseness of the coding scheme, it is worth pointing out

that the labeIs rcontrolled' and 'naturalistic' are more

suggestive of general direction on the

natural istíc/controlled continuum than of actual position.
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An alternative perspective to the issue of degree of

methodological control has been suggested by Hughes and

Haynes (1978). These critics maintain that the issue is not

that of choosing one end of the control continuum over the

other, but of choosing a control strategy that is most

effective for lhe research question of interest. If, for
instance, parental compliance is being investigatedr ân

unstructured free play situation might be less useful than a

structured situation in which parents are instructed to
encourage their child to engage in an unreinforcing task"

If, on the other hand, the flexibility of interaction
patterns is the research focus I a loosely structured

situation that allows for the emergence of a variety of

behaviors might be preferred over a rigourously structured

one.

The issue of the goodness-of-fit between methodological

control and research focus can be approached in a number of

wayso Fírst, (and perhaps most desirable) studies can be

coded for fit on the basis of logical considerations, and

the effecL of this feat.ure on study outcome then examined

via correlational procedures. However, one could expect to

encounter considerable difficulty in devising a reliable
coding scheme for this feature" As an alternative strategy,
some information about the form of control most appropriate

for specific substantive areas (rather than for individual
studies) can be empirically acquired via regression
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procedures in either of two vrays. First, separate

regression equations can be constructed for each substantive

area, ' with degree of methodological control ( i .e. ,

controlled vs. naturalistic) serving as a predictor in each

equation. Second, interaction vectors can be constructed

from coded information pertaining to substantive focus and

methodological control, to be used as predictors in an

overall regression equation. The incorporation of the

feature Naturalisticr/Controlled ínto the present research

prepares the way for such exploration.

Insofar as reliability of Natural ístíc/Controlled is
jointly dependent on the reliability of its three

constituent features, problems with coding, above and beyond

those associated with the three features, were not

anticipated. Some additional error yras expected to enter in

during the process of converting three codes into a single

code. Reasonable 89"8eo and 88e" interrater agreement f igures

emerged from the measure-specific and study-wide

calculat ions respect ively, along with an r of , .79,

Moreover, the distribution of the feature's categories is
reasonably weII-balanced. Of the 809 coding occurrences,

there are 327 instances (40 "Leo) of controlled and 447

(55.3eo) of naturalistic experiment,ation. Thusr on the basis

of the reliabíIity and freguency data, the feature

Natural istic/Controlled appears to be a suitable candidate

for integrative purposes. Whether the combining of the



various aspects of degree

advantage is another issue,

meta-analytic procedures.

conrol has any

be determined by

To summarize, frequency and reliability data by and large

support the viability of the set of features relating to

methodological tools for later stages of integration.
Imbalances in the distributions of feature categoríes tvas,

however, identified as a source of concern, specifically
with reference to Task Structure, erocess/eroduct, Global

Rating, and Setting. It was suggested that such imbalances

are more reflective of the nature of the research domain

than of problems with the coding conventions. OnIy in the

case of Setting was there serious guestioning of the utility
of the feature for further analyses. With regard to

measurement reliability, the coding conventions yielded

moderate to hígh leveIs, with interrater agreement figures
ranging from 60.seo - 91 .zeo for measure-specif ic calculations
and f rom 68eo to 96e" for study-wide calculations. Pearson gs

range in value from "79 to .94n For all features, save

Setting and Naturalistíc/Controlled, recommendat,ions for
convention revisions were made, with the objective of

reducing sources of nonreliability inherent in the coding

scheme. A summarization of the characteristics of features

relating Èo methodological tools is presented in Table 1 
"

of

to
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predict i ve

appropr iate



Table 1

Features Relating to Methodologiial Tools

Feature Probl ema t ic
Aspect

Mea sure-
Spec i fic
Reliabitity

Study-Wide
Reliability

Pea rson
r

Cod ing
Revisions
Recommended

et aLn/
x clude

R

E

Ta sk
Struc ture

Emot iona I
Ton e

Ta sk
Cha rac te r-
istics

0ve rrepresen ta t i on
by High Structure
category.

Overuse of nonscorable
category. Reliability
problems Iinked to
nonscorable category.

0veruse of
ca fegory .

nonscorable 74.4%

g6 .1%

91.2%

60.5%

B4q" . 84

6B% .94

72% N/A

N/A .91

N/A N/A

N/A N/A

96l, N/A

Yes Retain

Yes Retain

Yes Retain

Yes Retain

Yes ReLain

Yes Retain

No Exclude

I nference
Lev eI

Process,/
Produc t

Globa 1
Ra ting

Setting

Naturalistic,/
Con tr o1 I ed

0ve rrepre sen ta t i on
by Process category.

0v e rrepresen ta t Íon
by No-rating category.
Reliability concerns
linked to inadequately
detailed coding
convenfions.

0v e rrepre sentat ion
by Laboratory Setting
ca fegory.

89.3%

64.4%

94.6%

N/A nonapplicable

89.6% 88% .79 No Retain
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Features Relatinq to Sample Composition

À. Diaqnostic Cateoorv

since investigators usuarly rabel their clinicar sampres as

either schizophrenic or nonschizophrenic disturbed, one

wourd expect that studies could readiry be crassified
according to diagnostic category. À number of problems,

however, precrude such easy organization of the riterature.
Leaving aside the issue of the appropriateness of the

traditional psychiatric nosology as a basis for crassifying
famiries I a revievrer can expect to confront reports of
sampling procedures and sample composition that are too
casuar for crassif ication purposes (nis¡<in & Faunce, 1972).

More of a híndrance is the fact that the composition of many

of the sampres utirized in family interaction research is
too heterogeneous to arrow anything but the apprication of
the broadest of crassification schemes. The issue of
diagnostíc heterogeneity wirr be discussed in some detair in
the section on methodorogicar rigour to forLow. At this
point the forlowing broad diagnostic divisions were

introduced as an initiat step to crassifying famiries
according to the composition of their crinicar sampres:

schizophrenia, nonpsychotic disturbance, and derinquency.
samples which incrude representatives from more than one of
the three broad diagnostic divisions were coded as mixed

diagnoses with the fol"Lowing exception; when information on

sample proportions clearry indicates that one diagnostic
category predominates (i.e", at leasl 90eo representation)r
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the study was crassi f ied in terms of the predorninant

category. Each outcome was coded for this feature according
to the diagnostic rabers provided by the primary researcher
in hisr/her description of clinicar samples" Thus, the
varidity of the assessment procedures used to assign
crinicar subjects to diagnostic aroups did not enter into
consideration.

The coding of Diagnostic category posed no particul-ar
problemr âs evidenced by the 100e" and 90eo agreement rates
that emerged respectivery from the study-wide and measure-
specific calcurations. An examination of the measure-
specifíc judgement matrix faired to revear any particurar
pattern to the divergent judgements, leading one to
attribute minor nonreliability to coder error anð,/or the
inadequate reporLing styres of primary researchers"

The frequency count of Diagnostic category yierded 381

instances (47.1>") of schizophrenic sampres, 300 instances
(37 .1eo) of nonpsychotic disturbed, gg instances ( 10.9eo) of
derinquent and 40 (4.9e,) instances of mixed samples" Two

aspects of this distribution need to be commenLed upon.
First, the fact that less than 5% of clinicar samples are of
mixed composition indicates that faniry researchers haver orì

the whore, been aÈ least minimarly attuned to the
possibirity that differences in clinicar expression can be

accounted for in terms of differences in interactional
patterns and communication styres. second, while the
wercomed broadening of the early systems focus to incrude
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irsamples other

falls somewhat

evident,

families.

E. composition of Famirv unit participatinq in Research

Arthough arr family systems proponents maintain that the
family is primary in the study and treatment of
psychopathorogy, there is no strict agreement as to its
composition. !.IhiIe it is common to equate 'famiry' with
'nuclear famíly', the definition has often been extended to
include a variety of sociar units. Family therapists, in
particurar, have been flexibre in their approach to famiry
composition. For instance, some therapists have treated
single adults and coupres withouÈ children arong with t,heir
families of origin (e.g., Framo , 1975¡ Olson , 1976¡

whitaker, 1975). others have invited rarge social networks

including members of the extended famiry, friends and

working colleagues into therapy, since they view arl members

of the network as participants in the dysfunctional
interactional patterns in which the symptom-bearing

individual is engaged (Àttneave, 1g76; Speck, 1967).

systems researchers have, in comparison, been conservative
in their approach to f amily composition. !,rhiLe their
objective has been to examine family units that are
representative of family systems within whích

psychopathorogy operates, concern with the comprexity of
interactionar networks has often placed rimits on the size
of the unit utilized in research.

than schizophrenics is clearly
short with respect to delinquent
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The family unit that has received the greatest critical

attention is the triad, generalIy consistíng of two parents

and a patient-chi}d. This unit is thought to adequately

represent the larger family system. In addition, its use

insures that the conplexity of interactional data is kept

within reasonable Iimits, a concern that is especially

relevant to those who analyze interactions sequentially

(Krahn, 1980).

The family quadrad, generally consisting of two parents'

a patient-chiId and a v¡ell sibling has also been studied,

though less extensively than the triad. Apart from changing

the quantitative aspect of interactíons, the addition of one

more member to the family triad a1lows for some qualitative

comparisons (nisf in .& Faunce , 1g72) . First ' comparisons can

be made between different pairs of triads within the same

family" Researchers have particularly been interested in

the extent to which parents respond differently to the

patient-child and the weIl-sibling (e.9", Mishler & Waxler,

1966, 1968; Sharon, 1966). Second' comparisons can be made

between triadic and quadradic interactions withín the same

family. It is possible t,hat the overall tone of family

interaction changes with. the composition of the

participating unit. Riskin & Faunce (1972) suggest that the

addition of the wetl-sibling to the standard family triad

could have an ameliorating effect on triadic interchange"

Tt is equally possible that the presence of the well-sibling
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exacerbates family disturbances. To my knowledge there are

no empirical comparisons of triadic and quadradic

interaction in the family literature. If such research was

to yield differential effects, it could no longer be assumed

that the standard triadic unit is representative of the

Iarger family system. This is not to say that information

concerning triadic interaction would not continue to be

valuable in its oyrn right. An additional unit to consider

in family research is one that is larger than the quadrad,

Primarily because of the practical complexities involved,

this unit has received very Iimited attention by family

researchers (nisXin & Faunce, 1972r.

The family Iiterature also refers to units smaller than

the family triad: namely the mother-child dyad, the

parental-dyad, and t.he individual family member. Given that

many family process theorists have rejected the study of

both the individual and the dyad outside the context of the

broader family system, and gíven that it is, in part'

precisely that family context thaL distinguishes the systems

approach from other models of psychopathology, there is some

question as to whether such studies qualify as systems

research. In response to such concerns, Jacob (1975) has

restricted his survey to studies that assess the

interactions of both parents and at least one childo A

number of counterarguments can, however, be brought to bear

against such a decision. First, it seems somewhat arbítrary
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to label dyadic interaction as nonsystems rnaterial and

triadic interaction as systems material. Except in the case

of the three-member family that has no ties with families of

origin or with any other kin, t,he fanily triad is as much an

incomplete subsystem as the family dyad. By the same token'

spouses who have no children constitute as complete a family

system as do spouses with children. Second, the assumption

thal the products of family interaction carry over to and

are reflected in the interactions of family subsystems

( including subsystems consisting of individual family

members) is accepted by many scholars who identify

themselves with systems thought. Acknowledging an interplay

beLween individual and interact,ional leve1s of analysis'

such scholars accept information on any subsystem of the

family as valuable in the study of psychopathology. A

number of critics can be identified with this perspective

insofar as they incorporate into their reviews a1f available

family units (u.g., Doane, 1978a, Fontana, 1966, Frank,

1965; Otson, 1g7O; Riskin & Faunce, 19721.33

what may in fact be reflected in the debate over the
appropriate size and composition of the family unit
pãitíãipating in research is the manner in which systems
þsycholãgistã respond to discrepancies between the
träaitioñaI intrapsychíe perspectíve and the
interactíonaI perspéctíve. Two broad categories of
theorists can bã idêntified in this regard. On the one
hand there are those theorists who maíntaín that there
are no inherent cont,radíctions between intrapsychic and
interactional perspectives' and that an understanding of
the farnily ís- enhánced through the use of both models
(ã.g., AcÎ<erman, Boszormenyi-Nãgi, Framo, .Lídz). on the
othãr hand are those theorists who maintain that the
contradictions are such that the interactional
perspective can only be viewed in terms of a paradigmatic

33
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Decisions relating to the appropriate composition of the

family unit utilized in family interaction research can be

arrived at in one of Lwo ways: 1 ) on the basis of

theoretical considerations and 2) on the basis of empirical

examination. It is the latter strategy ttrat was adopted ín

the present review. Thus, size and composition of the

family unit participating in research did not serve as

selection criteria. Rather all available units were

incorporated into the review: namely the family quadrad,

the family triad, the parental dyad, the mother-chiId dyad

and the individual family member. Studies were then

classified in terms of the composition of their research

units, thereby allowing for the examination of the effect of

FamiIy Composition on study outcome during later integrative

stages. This st,ategy, it is worth noting, is in keeping

with the spirit, of meta-analysís as outlined by Glass and

his colleagues insofar as ít protects against undue a priori

elimination of studies"

One final note regarding famíty unit,s smaller than the

triad: Apart, from concerns with insuring t'hat research

particípants respond within a family context, there are no

doubt historical reasons that can account for the degree of

acceptance afforded to such units, For example, the mother-

shif t in the Kuhnian sense of the v¡ord (e.9., Haley,
glatzlawick, Weakland, Wynne). I suggest that adherents
of the latter posítion would be more likely than those of
the former to restrict their attention to studíes that
utilize units at least as large as the triad.
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child dyad appears to be particularly poorly accepted as a

target for systems analysis, possibly because research on

that dyad has long been the domain of the child-development

field. The parental dyad has, in comparison' received a

notably wider acceptance. Such acceptance likely reflects

the etiological primacy afforded to the parental

relationship by numerous family interaction theorists (see

Mishler & Waxler, 1965, Olson' 1970, Satir, 19771.

Problems tt¡at arose during the coding of Family

Composition can be traced to the failure on my part to

anticipate a number of idiosyncracies in the Iiterature, and

to incorporate into the coding guidelines the appropriate

responses. The available definitions are not, for example'

appropriate for those anomofous cases in which a farnily

member other than the child is the identified patient, oE in

which the identíty of the focal índividual is either not

repgrted or not consiStent across familieS. In such cases'

I chose the 'other' code by default. In spite of lhe

incomplete coding convent ions ' reasonable 89. 3e" and 88eo

interrater agreement rates emerged from the measure-specifíc

and study-wide computation respectively. No particular

pat,tern regarding divergent judgements is evident.

The distribution of categories of FamiIy Composition is

in Iine vtith expectations. Of the 809 coding occurrences'

there are 488 instances ( 60.3e.) of f ami Iy tr iads ' 1 08

( 13,3eo) of tetrads, 80 (9.9>o) of spousal dyads ' and an

absence of mother-chiId dyads. The 132 instances (16.3e") of
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'other' judgements are difficult to interpret, given that I

unfortunately applied the 'other' code both to the

aforementioned anomolous famity compositions as weII as to

compositions larger than the tetrad. The relatively heavy

representation by this category suggests that improvements

in the coding conventions are needed.

g. nAmit¡¿ Unit on Which Measurement is Taken

Studies that utiLize a particular family unit often measure

the interactions of various subsets of that unit. For

instance, experimental situations in which the family triad

engages in an interactional task may generate outcome data

on the interactions of the spousal dyad, the two parent-

child dyads and/or the individual. Às suggested in the

previous section on family composition, there is some debate

about the degree to which such submeasures accurately

reflect systems principles. Particularly t,argeted for

attack have been measures taken on the individual" Such

measures have been described by critics as providing . the

basis for a quantitative rather than qualitative shift in

perspective from nonsystems thought ( see Jackson , 1977 ¡

Rabkin, 1965). Rather than excluding such measures, the

feature Unit of Measurement was incorporated into the

present research. Apart from allowing for the examination

of its overall effect on family interaction, the inclusion

of Unit of Measurement created the necessary framework for

testing the interaction between the features Family
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Composition and Unit of Measurement during later stages of

integration. This interaction is important insofar as it

can shed some light on the effect of family context on the

behavior of various family subsystems. Such an analysis

could, for inslance, generate comparisons between dyadic

exchanges that occur in the presence of a third family

member and those that occur in isolation'

Though in appearance a straightforward feature' more than

the usual number of problems were encountered during its

coding" These can be traced to two major sources. First,

coding guidelines are insufficiently detailed. In light of

the feature's apparent straightforward quality' I had

decided against the use of the Coding Appendix for details

in addition to those contained in the coding form in

retrospect ran unwise dec ision. Second, the feature

categories are not designed to readily accommodate those

atypical aggregate measures that manage to attend' to some

degree, to interactional seguences. For example, for cases

in which the researcher specifies the direction of an

exchange, by differentiating between father-Lo-child and

child-to-father interactions, f.or instance, codíng

albernatives are "less than ideal. By choosing the father-

child dyad as the appropriate unit of measurement for both

interactions, the coder muddles the dístinction between

operations that jointly reflect the behavior of father and

child and those that reflect the behavior of either father-

w i th-re fe rence-to-ch i Id or chi 1d-w i th-re f erence-to- father .
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On the other hand, bY choosing the individual-father code

for the first interaction and the individual-child code for

the second, the coder ignores the available interactional

information. In a similar vein, coding guidelines are

inadequate for those measures that have an interactional

quality buitt into them independent of the family unit to

which they are applied. For example, the measure

'successful intrusions' simultaneously reflects the

attributes of the sender and receiver of a communication.

In the absence of sufficiently detailed guidelines, the

coder is left uncertain whether to select a Unit of

Measurement category with respect to the receiver, the

sender, of the interacting dyad. Thus, revisíons in the

coding conventions are clearly called for. These could

either take form of an expanded set of categories or an

expanded set of instructions, pårticularly in reference to

anomolous measures and operations.

There is one additional problem associated with the

feature Unit of Measurement that came to light during the

course of coding. Resulting from the inappropriate

translation of systems tenets into measurement operations,

the problems impacts not so much on measurement reliability

as on the evaluatíon of the effect of Unit of Measurement on

study outcome during later stages of the meta-analysis.

Spec í f ically, a number of measures chosen by family

researchers because of theír presumed capacity to reflect
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the family-as-a-whole, are as likely to be sensitive to a

single family member (generatly the identified patient) as

to the entire family unit. In such cases, information

regarding the family unit râY, by and large, be equivalent

to that provided by the focal individual. For example'

measures of 'evenness of participation' are as Iikely to be

of large magnitude when a single family member (u.9., the

schizophrenic member) contributes very Iittle to family

exchange as when uneven participation is a more general

family characteristic. In response to this concern, it

might be worthwhile to complement the feature Unit of

Measurement with an additional feature that differentiates

between family measures that are aS likely to reflect the

behavior of the focal individual as of the entire unit and

those that more confidently reflect the shared authorship of

all family members.

The number of problems encountered during the course of

coding Unit of Measurement is mirrored in the relatively low

66"39" interrater agreement. Examination Ot t,he feature's

judgement matrix reveals no particular pattern to the

divergent judgements,most of which are distributed

throughout the matrix. The one exception is the presence of

a single well-populated cell accounting for 10.9e" of coding

occurreRces, that crosstabulates my indívidual-chiId
judgements with the triad ratings of the second coder. The

reason for this particular coding pattern is not, at this

point, apparent to me.
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with regard to the frequency distribution, family triad

is the most represenLed unit of measurement accounting for

1 8.5eo of the 809 outcome measures. Measures taken on the

individual are also relatively frequent, with father, mother

and child categories accounting f or 15.8eo, 16.6eo ârd 16.4e"

respectively. Three other categories account for greater

than 3eo of the disËribution. Measures taken on the family

tetrad account for 4.2eo, while those taken on the spousal

dyad account f or 11 .2eon FinalIy, t,he 'other' category Yras

relied upon for 8.Zeo of aII coding occurrences. As with the

feature Family Composition, the use of the 'other' code is

difficult to interpret insofar as I applied it both to units

of measurement greater t,han the tetrad and to anomolous

measures and operations that I had difficulty shoehorning

into the available codes. The remaining six categories each

contribute less than 3eo to the frequency distribution, with

percentages ranging from .5 to 2.3,

Ð. Developmental Staqe of the Familv

Systems theorists have conceptualized family life as a

series of stages (Hiff, 1964, 1965), each of whích can be

characterized in terms of unique developmental milestones

(e.g., marríage, birth of the first offspring, onset of

adolescence, onset of "empty-nest" period) and in terms of

unique demands associated with these milestones. Ì'tembers of

a family respond to such demands by eontinuali"y modifying

and adjusting the v¡ays in which ttrey interact with one
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another. The degree and appropriateness of such adjustments

are thought t,o determine to a large extent how weII the

family system meets the needs of its members (Haley, 1973).

There is furthermore the understanding that certain stages

in the family life cycle place particularly heavy demands on

the family system and as such require that relatively

extensive adjustments be made. Such stages may be

particularly vulnerable to disturbances in the family

insofar as they are associated with an increased likelihood

that needs for adjustment 90 unmet. The period of

offspring-adolescence has often been earmarked as one such

stage (see Mishler & Waxler, 1965)" A number of empirícal

studies have supported theoretical expectations regarding

the effects of developmental stage on patterns of

interaction (Ferreira, '1963a, 1963b, Ferreira & Winter,

1968a, Jacob, 1974, Murrell & St,achowiuk, 1967)" In keeping

with these empirical efforts, the feature Developmental

Stage was incorporated into the present research. Certain

coding diff iculties were, however r âDtic ipated"

Specifically, I anticipated that the identification of

developmental stage would often be problematic, particularly

for families with more than one offspring. In such cases it

is not clear whether developmental stage should be defined

in Lerms of the age of the focal child or that of the

sibling, or ín terms of some averaging of these ages. If an

averaging procedure is chosen' one must decide whether to

restrict the calculations to offspring that participate in
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research or to include in the calculation the ages of

nonparticipating offspring as wel1. When the ages of family

offspring span a wide range, âñY averaging procedure seems

inappropriate. In Iight of such ambiguities, I decided to

define the developmental stages of research families solely

in terms of the age of the focal child. The following age

categories were used as a basis for such classification:

2-4, 5-9, 1 0-1 3 , 14-17 and over 17 years of age. The

boundaries of these age categories are loosely based on

education levels (e.g., preschool, prinary school) and

culturally-defined developmental distinctions (e.9.,

preteen r teenager, young adult ) . Two methodological

conditions had to be met in order for a study to be

classified according to developmental stage¡ 1) research

samples had to be homogeneous with respect to this feature,

with homogeneity defined either in absolute terms or in

terms of at least gTeo representation by one age teveli 2',

clinical and nonclinical groups had to be equivalent with

respect to develoPmental stage.

It soon became apparent during the process of coding that

this f irst condition vras rarely met. Indeedr ârl examination

of the frequency dist,ribution reveals that samples that are

homogeneous with respect to the designated age-IeveIs

account fOr only 8.1eo of the coding occurrences" Mpreovert

the interrater agreement rates of 1 00eo and 99.9eo for study-

wide and measure-specific calculations respectively indicate
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that both coders were in agreement regarding this appraisal.

Thus, it is obvious that concerns with the impact of the

family's developmental stage on patterns of interaction

expressed by systems theorists have not been integrated into

methodological practice. Consequently, the viability of the

feature Developmental Stage for a meta-analysis of the

collected literature is highly questionable " Before

excluding the feature from consideration, however, it might

be worthwhile to first reexamine it in terms of a less

rigorous criterion for homogeneity.

E. Sex of the Focal Child

The effect of the sex of the child on the parent-child

relationship has long been examined on both theoretical and

empirical levels in the child development field. FamiIy

systems theorists have, in contrast, been negligenL in their

attention !o this factor" There have, however, been a

number of empirical studies on the effect of the sex of the

focal child on famíIy process. These studies have yielded

positive findingsr though only in reference to certain

diagnostic categories (Check, 1964, 1965i Ferreira, 1963¡

Ferreira & winter, 1965; Hetherington, Stouwie, & Ridberg'

19711. In the present review, studÍes were coded on the sex

of the focal child to provide the basis for the examination

of the feature's overall effect on family interaction as

well as of the interaction between sex and diagnostic

status" Tv¡o methodological criteria had to be met in order
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for studies to be incorporated into these procedures: 1 )

research samples had to be homogeneous with respect to the

sex of the focal child, vrith homogeneity being defined in

terms of at least 90e" representation by one sexi 2l

clinical and nonclinical groups had to equivalent with

respect to this feature. The fact that only 48.7e" of the

available 809 coding units met the first of these criteria

underscores the need for a greater methodological

consideration of the impact of the sex of the focal child on

patterns of interaction.

Of the 449 scorable coding occurrences, 68.8e" are male

and 18.geo f emale, with the remaining 12.Seo f alling either

under the unknown or the nonapplicable classification.

Thus, clinical families with male offspring are represented

more than three times as frequently as those with female

offspring. This can partially be accounted for in terms of

the difference in the average age of onset of schizophrenia

in male and female populations' and in terms of the effect

of such a difference on sample availability. WhiIe males

are Iikety to receive a díagnosis of schizophrenia during

the period of early-to-mid adolescence' females are more

Iikely to experience onset in early adulthood after they

have left home (Seeman, 1983). Given that the likelihood of

getting the ent.ire family to participate in research is

greater when aII members Iive together than when members

reside in separate households, and when the focal individual
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is a minor rather than an adutt, the imbalance in the sex

distribution becomes understandable'

with regard to the reliability of Sex of the Focal Child'

a '79.3e" interrater agreement f igure emerged f rom the data

an unexpectedly modest. figure in Iight of the

straightforward nature of Lhe feature. Examination of the

appropriate judgement mat,rix reveals that the single well-

populated divergent celI accounting for 15.6e" of all coding

occurrences crosstabulates my'nonscorable' judgements with

the 'unknown' judgements of the second coder. No

explanation for this coding pattern is immediately apparent.

To summarize, of the five features relating to sample

composition, three cause some concern for futher analyses;

two because of overrepresentation by the nonscorable

category, and one because of a relatively Iow level of

measurement reliability. with respect to the former

concern, nonscorable judgement.s on over 90e" of coding

oecurrences pertaining to Development Stage and on over 50e"

of coding occurrences pertaining to Sex of the Focal ChíId'

point to the faiLure on the part of family interaction

researchers to adequately take into account the potential

influence of the two demographic factors when determining

the composition of theír research samples. A suggestion was

made to exclude Development Stage from the feature set on

the grounds of ínsufficient variability of feature

categories. Sex of the Foca] Child was, orl the other hand'
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Measurement reliabitity is a concern with respect to the

feature Unit of Measurement, where a relatively low

interrater agreement figure of 66.3eo emerged from the data.

It was suggested that this retiability problem is as much

attributable to the nature of the research domain as to the

nature of the coding guidelines. A number of guideline

revisions were, however, recommended, both to clarify the

coding task and to introduce some relevant conceptual

distinctions into the guidelines. Reliability of the

remaining four features relating to sample composition is

high, with interrater agreement figures ranging in value

from 7g.3eo to 99.9eo for the measure-specific calculations

and f rom Egeo to 1 00eo f or the study-wide calculat ions. _ A

summarization of t,he characteristics of features relating to

sample composition is contained in Table 2"

Feat rlres Relat,inq to Methodqlcqical Rioour

In keeping with GIass's guidelines (see chapter on

Integrative Techniques), methodological rigour was not used

as a selection criterion in the present research.
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Features Relating to Sample Compositlon

Feature Problematic
As pect

Mea sure-
Speci fic
Reliabilify

Study-Wide
Reliability

Pea rson
r

Coding
Revisions
Recommended

Reta inl
Exclude

D iagnosti c
Category

FamÍ ly
Composition

Unit of
Mea suremen f

Dev eI opmental
Stage

Underrepresenta tion
by Selinquent categorY.

0veruse of other
category.

ReliablIity problem
linked to nature of
research domain as
much as to lnadequate
coding guidelines.

Overrepresenta tion
by nonscorable
category.

90Í

89.3%

66.3

99.9Í

7 9.3%

100Í N/A

8B% N/A

N/A N/A

100f N/A

N/A N/A

No Retain

Yes Reta in

ïes Retain

No Exclude

No RetainSex of Focal
chi td

Overrepresenta tion
by nonscorable
cabegory.

N/A nonapplicable
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Rather, studies vlere coded on how weII they adhere to some

elementary methodological standards, in order Lo prepare the

groundvrork for the empirical examination of the degree to

which family process data is sensitive to methodological

violat ions.

A. Demoqraphic Comparabilitv

The demographic comparability of clinical and nonclinical

families has been focused on as a particularly important

methodologicat feature in the field of family research

(nabkin, 1965; Fontana, 1956; Riskin & Faunce, 1972i Jacob'

1975'). A wide range of demographic variables are thought to

be related to patterns of interaction. (See Fox (1978) and

Jacob (1975) for comprehensive Iists. ) FamiIy process

researchers have acknowledged the potential ímportance of

such variables either by restricting their samples to one

level of the variable of concern or by matching

heterogeneous samples on demographic criteria. Attempts to

empirically examine the impact of demographic variables

have, however, been scarcer suggestíng however, been searcet

suggesting obvious limits to this acknowledgement.

As an initial attempt to address the issue of demographic

comparability, studies included in the present research were

differentiated according to whether they ignore demographic

considerations by relying on unmatched samplesr or conLrol

for demographic indices through the use of appropriate
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methodological or statistical strategies. OnIy t'he most

commonly controtled for indices were incorporated into this

assessment. These are aS foIIOws: a) sociOeconomic Status

(SpS), described in terms of the education and/or occupation

of the parent(s) or in terms of some composite score based

on these two features; b) family composition, described in

terms of the birth order of the focal child, the number of

sibtings, and/or the size of the family (ttre latter tvro

pieces of information are often equivalent insofar as most

researchers have restricted themselves to the assessment of

the intact nuclear family. ) i c ) family composition

described in terms of the sex of the focal child and d)

developmental st,age, most often described in terms of the

age of the focal child and more occasionally in terms of the

ages of parent s anð,/or of all participating of f spring.

The following rating scale

above demographic indices:

was applied to each of t,he

statemenL suggesting
index or statement ofScore of 1: no information g vague

Iikelihood of sample comparabiliLy on
statíst,ical support for nonequivalence.

Score of 2z statement that matching procedures
without any verbal or statisticat information ín
the effecLiveness of the procedure.

Score of 3; verbal statement indicating that statistical
resulLs support the successful contruction of matched
samples or ãiatistical data in the form of !. on F ratios or
*z iair.,uftnut supports such construction 9r restricted use
of only one valuä- of the demographic variable gg use of
statistical procedures that control for unmatched variables
(e.g., ÀNCOVA).

vJere used t
support of
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Thus, individual studies received ratings on each of the

four demographic indices thal ranged in value from 1 to 3'

When information on more than one feature of a demographic

index was reported (e.g., both education and occupational

leve1 of parent), only one such feature received a rating.3a

The resulting four ratings were combined into a composit,e

score of Demographic Comparability ranging in value from 4

to 12, with the higher scores representing greater degrees

of comparability.

A number of problems with the rating scheme for

Demographic Comparability were apparent during its

development. First, the equating of progressively more

adequate reports of demographic information with

progressively more adequate control for dernographic features

may be questioned. WhiIe I am reasonably comfortable with

equating "no information on a demographic feature" with

"failure to control for that feature" (a rating of 1), I am

less comfortable with the distinction between verbal and

numerical índicators of comparabifity (rating 2 vs" 3). In

a sense, the ratíng scheme as much reflects a concern with

comparability as actual comparability. The second problem

The decision to attend to only one aspect of a
demographic feature in cases of multiple aspects was_made
wíth-thä understanding that it would, ât times, result in
the coder ignoríng exþIicit evidence of noncomparability
regarding oñe aspãct of a demographic feature, that is
reþorted-alongsiãe evidence of comparability 9l g second
asþect of tha[ feature. As a consequence, high scores
fo? ¡emographic Comparability were occasionally assigned
to studies that fail to control for one or more
potentially influential demographic factors.

34
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concerns the use of a composite score. Specifically, the

assumption of the equivalent importance of the four features

that enter into it (reflected in equal weights) was not

empirically substantiated. Ðemands for task manageability

and for the economic use of study features during later

stages of the meta-analysis prompted the construction of a

composite score.

A number of additional problems only became apparent

during the course of coding. First, the wording of the

scoring criteria, particularly with respect to scores 1 and

2 , Iacks clarity. Spec i f icaIIy, it is di ff icult to

distinguish between the criterion of a "vague statement

suggesting the likelihood of sample comparability" (score of

1 ) , and that of a "statement that matching procedures were

used, in the absence of verbal or statistical information in

support of the effectiveness of the procedures" (score of

2) . Scoring criteria are, moreover, insuffÍciently

detailed. In particular, instructions are not provided for

those situations in which information pertaining to the

specified demographic feature is presented without reference

(either verbal or numerical) to sample comparability' For

instance, inf ormation pert,aining to the sex of the f ocal

chiId, often contained in reports of sample composition

rather than in reports of demographics' generally allows for

the coding of Demographic Comparability' However' in the

absence of explicit instructions regarding the use of such

information, the coder is left uncertain whether to conduct
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his/her oh'n significance test on the raw datar oE to accept

the reporting of the information as evidence of a moderate

IeveI of concern with demographic comparability (score of

2), or to adhere to the }etter of the coding guidelines with

a resulting judgement of noncomparability (score of 1 ).

Coding guidelines are incomplete in yet another respect

in that the distinction between the researcherfs señsitivity

to the issue of demographic control and the actual degree of

sample comparabil"ity is not sufficiently articulated. This

is particularly like1y to be a source of coding indecision

for studies in which the researcher demonstrates obvious

sensitivity to demographics by evaluating in a post hoc

fashion the impact of those demographic variables that went

uncontrolled on study f indings. Insofar as such an

evaluation does not, in and of itself, either alter or

compensate for t.he composition of unmatched research

samples, outcomes from such studies are appropriately coded

as noncomparablen Instructions to this effect should have

been incorporated into the coding conventions'

Some of the problems with Demographic Comparability just

discussed are reflected in the frequency and reliability

data. These resulLs wiIl first be presented with respect to

the individual feature components ' to be followed by

discussion of the composÍte feature.
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with the exception of FamiIy Composition, the

distributions of the component features are similar ín form.

Specifica1Iy, in over 60eo of the coding occurrences, with

values ranging f rom 61 .8e" to 74.4e", samples are matched on

the demographic f eature of interest. ,.Judgements of

noncomparability account for the remaining portions of the

distributions. Evidence of an intermediate leve1 of

comparability is negligable, with representation by scores

of 2 ranging f rom .7eo to 2.9eo. Family Composition dif f ers

from the other distributions insofar as only 42.4eo of its

distribution consists of ratings of demographic control.

Two comments can be made regarding these distributions.

First, contrary to lhe impression one gathers from critics

who focus on the failure to attend to demographic

comparability as a major source of outcome inconsistency, it

appears that a good portion of family interaction research

has incorporated such control inLo its methodological

practice. Room for improved control is of course stil}

indicated. Second, the negligible representation of scores

of 2 renders the three-category feature dichotomous. This

situation may reflect problems with the clarity of the

coding conventions, oE . the tendency on the part of

researchers to either futly ignore or full-y attend to a

particular demographic index when det,ermining the

composition of their research samples, On the basis of my

impressions of the literature I would argue against the
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Iatter account. Various levels of concern with demographic

comparability that cannot fully be captured by a yes/no

distinction do seem to be reflected in the literature.

Nevertheless, I do not feel that a revision of the codíng

guidelines would greatly alter the coding pattern of

Demographic Comparability, given the unclear manner in which

researchers convey their concern. Consequentlyr I recommend

that the three-level coding scheme be simplified into a

dichotomous form. With regard to the reliability of

Demographic Comparability, moderate to high levels emerged

from the analyses. Speci f ica1ly, the measure-speci fic

calculations yielded Pearson gs of .63, .84, and .93 for the

component indices'developmental stage'r'socioeconomic

statusr , and 'family composition' respectively, coupled with

interrater agreement rates of 77 .1>o, 909o and 95.4e". A

similar picture emerged from the study-wide calculations,

with interrater agreements ranging from 84e" to 92eo" An

examination of the appropriate judgement matrices suggests

that problems with reporting styles and coding guidelines

resulted not so much in idiosyncratic response patterns as

in a mutual discounting of the most troublesome element of

the coding scheme. More specifically, both coders made

scanty use of scores of 2,35

This coding pattern draws aLtention to a fact that is
often oveiloõked by critícs of measurement devisesi
namely that measurement reliability dges not necessarily
imply-measurement accuracy. Aft,anas (1983) has recently
pr-opõsed ân evaluat íve scheme that highl ights thí s
äistinction. He suggests that criteria of
'repeatability' and 'veridicality' replace the less

35
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As expected, sex-of-the-focal-chiId is the one index of

Demographic Comparability that yielded relatively poor

reliability results: specificalty a Pearson r of .43d an

interrater agreement f igures of 68.5eo and 68e" f rom measure-

specific and study-wide calculations respectively. This can

readily be accounted for by the absence in the coding

guidelines of specific instructions regarding the use of

information reported in a context other than that pertaining

to demographics"

With regard to the treatment of Demographic Comparability

as a composite feature, the intercorrelations between its

four indices were examined as an a priori test of its

appropriateness. With the exception of one negligible

relationship between the indices sex-of-the-focal-child and

developmental stage (r=.01 ), low to moderate levels of

interrelatedness emerged from t,he data, with the remaining

five correlations ranging in value from .27 to .66. Two

conclusions can be drawn from these fígures: 1 ) ttrat the

use of the composite score in subsequent analyses is

justifiable, given that each index contributes independent

information to the composite; and 2l that family interaction

researchers cannot be dívided ínto those-who-are and those-

who-are-not sensitive to the issue of demographic

comparability. Rather, empirical studies vary in the choice

and number of features that are controlled for across

specific criterion of reliability to insure that such a
distinction be made.
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research samples.

The frequency distribution of the composite score

provides further information about demographic control. Of

the 809 coding occurrences, only 57 judgements (7v") reflec!

the absence of control on aII four of the selected

demographic indices ( i .e. , composite score of 4) . rn

contrast, 234 judgements (28.9e") reflect the presence of

control on all four indices. Poor attention to demographic

comparability (i.e., scores of 4 to 8) is reflected in 40.4eo

of all coding judgements, while reasonable-to-excellent

attention (i.e., scores of 9 to 121 is reflected in the

remaining 59.6eo. Thus, the picture that emerges from the

composite frequency distribution is consistent wíth the one

that emerges from the distributions of the individual

indices. Of course a test of the relative utility of the

individual and composite features depends on the use of

regression procedures that are introduced during later

stages of integration.

E" Sample Spec i f ieily

Sample Specificity, (i.e., the degree to which a sample is

homogeneous in composition) is another methodological

feature of importance, though it has not been well attended

to in methodological crítiques' There are a number of

obvious disadvantages associated with the use of samples

that are heterogeneous with respect to influential factors"
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First, such usage may result in a within group variance of

Iarge enough magnitude Èo block the emergence of any

significant effect. Moreover, if such an effect does

emerge, the tevels of the sample characteristic to which it

can be appropriately generalized remain unknown. Three

aspects of sample specificity may be of particular relevance

in the family process literature¡ specificity of diagnostic

category, of developmental stage, and of sex-of-offspring.

a) Diaqnostic Specificitv. As already indicated in the

section on Diagnostic Category. samples utilized in family

research tend to be too heterogeneous to be classified in

terms of anything but the broadest of diagnostic divisions.

Às a partial antidote to problems resulting from such

imprecise coding and in order to more. fully address the

effects of diagnostic distinctions on family interaction,

studies vrere classified not only in terms of broad

diagnostic distinctions but also ín terms of the diagnostic

specificity of theír clinical samples.

Before presenting coding guidelines for Diagnostic

Specíficity I would like to first suggest a possible reason

for the continued use of heterogeneous samples in

interactional research. Given the general rejeetion in t,he

clinical field of unitary conceptualizations of both

schízophrenía and nonschizophrenic disturbanceso such usage

seems puzzling. It derives, I suspect, from a belief ín the

broad applicability of the systems model and from a fault,y
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underst,anding of what that implies. Although the pioneers

of family systems theory focused almost exclusively on the

schizophrenic family, their descriptions of family process

y¡ere thought to extend to a1t forms of disturbance. On both

an implicit and explicit level, systems proponents hetd (and

continue to hold) tf¡at the actual form of symptomatic

behavior manifested by a family member is a product of

adventitious circumstances and, as such' signifies very

Iittle about the overall patterns of disturbance within the

family (see Minuchen et êI., 1975).

Fortunately, some movement alray from this perspective can

be detected in the family interaction Iiterature. Às

evident from the feature Diagnostic Category, the focus on

the schizophrenic family has gradually been shifting within

the last decade to include a variety of other dist,urbed

populations. This shift reflects some acknowledgement of

the possibility that different psychopathologies are

associated with different patterns of family interaction.

Second, there are a number of inveStigators whO have managed

to narrow their focus to relatively tightly defined

populations. Steinglass (1976) and Marshall and Neill
(1977), for instance, have respectively examined alcoholics

and obese individuals and their families from a systems

perspective, and have offered case-study material to

substantiate their theoretical claims. Of the more

research-oriented reports, studies by Mishler and !{axler
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(1968) and Hetherington, Stouwie and Ridberg (19711 come to

mind. Mishler and Waxler divided schizophrenic familíes

into good and poor premorbid groups I a procedure that has

since been followed by a number of other researchers' while

Hetherington et. aI. differentiated delinquent families

into unsocialized-psychotic ' neurotic-dislurbed and

socialized-subcultural categories. The fact that both

groups of investigators provided empirical justification for

their use of homogeneous subgroups underscores the

importance of diagnostic spec i f ic ity in fami ly process

research. Finatlyr cEitics have done their part by strongly

advocating further differentiation of the major

schizophrenic/nonschizophrenic division in family research

(e.g., Jacob, 1975¡ Mishler & Waxler , 1965; Riskin & Faunce,

1972).

Favourable as these signs may be, the issue of diagnostic

heterogeneity remains to be addressed in the body of family

process research currently available for íntegration.

Effort,s were made in this regard in the present study by

classifying studies in terms of their diagnostíc

specificity, thereby preparíng the vray for the examination

of the effect of this feature on study outcome during later

stages of integration.

One final
composit ion

an issue as

point regarding Diagnostic Specificity: The

of the nonclinical control is of course as much

that of the clinical sample. Unfortunately, t,he
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reporting of information pertaining to the sampling and

composition of nonclinical groups is markedly casual in

family process research. Nonctinicat controls are defined

almost exclusively in terms of the absence of diagnostic

IabeIs and/or the absence of exposure to mental health

factilities rather than in terms of the presence of specific

characteristics. Hence the problem of diagnostic

specificity of control groups vtas not addressed in this

research.

Studies were assigned one point for each of the following

four criteria. Thus, each study received a rating of

diagnostic specificity ranging in value from 0 to 4, with

higher scores representing greater degrees of specificity.

1 ) Clinical samples are restricted to only one of !h"
three major diagnostic divísions schizophrenia,
nonpsychotic disturbance and delinquency.

Z) CIinical samples are further restricted to one
reasonably well-défÍned subgroup of a major diagnostic
division. Schizophrenic samples may be subdivided
according to any of a number of bases such qs premorbid
adjustmeñt, symÞtom chronícity, severiLy of presenting
syñrptoms and- ñosological subtype (e.g.J paranoid,
hebäphreníc, etc. ) . Delínquent samples may be
subdivided according to the nature of the }egal
infraction (e.g., aggressive vs. victimless act) or
according to nõsological subtype (..g., unsocialízed-
psvchothlc, nerotic:disturbed, and socialized-
äuËculturai). Nonpsychotic disturbed samples may be
subtyped into a varíety of diagnostic groups, namely
neurõ-t ics/true phobia, simple phobia, emotional-somatic
disorder,' and éubstance abuse. Examples of specifíc
diagnoses included under these headings are presented
in Appendix E.

3) Clinical families (or as is most often the case'
"identified patients") have been subjected to the same
or símílar diagnostic procedures. This condition can
be met in oñe of two vrays: a ) ttrrough the
researcherrs reliance on a single subject source even
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if that source is an entire institution, the Iikelihood
of diagnostic consistency is higher than in cases in
which the researcher has sampled from a varieLy of
hospitals I clinics and/or private practices; or b)
through the independent assessment of each
participating family by a member of the research team.

4', Clinical famil-ies are homôgeneous with respect to
the locus of t,he presenting problem. That is, the
symptom-bearer is- either the child, oi one of the
sþousesr oE (occasionally) ttre marital relationship.

A number of problems with the rating scheme were evident

prior to its apptication., First, the scheme fails to take

into account the proportions of the various categories of

subjects that make up a research sample. In this sense it

fails to differentiate between samples that consist

predominantly of one clinical subgroup with only marginal

representation from other subgroups, and samples in which a

range of subgroups are equally represented. The former type

of sample is of course more homogeneous than the labter.

While some studies do contain informatíon on specific sample

proportions, the general exclusion of such information from

research reports precluded incorporating ít into the rating

scheme" The second problem has already been discussed in

reference to the rating scheme for Demographic

Comparability, namely the untested assumption of the

equivalent importance of t,he four features that make up the

composite score" Again demands for task manageabilÍty and

for the economic use of study features in meLa-analytic

procedures prompted the construction of a composite score"

Third, with respect to the second criterion, there are no
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that the specified subtypes reflect

homogeneity, either within or across

Consequently, the criterion reflects a

than a precise level of diagnostic

Additional problems with the feature that became apparent

during the course of coding can be traced to the following

sources. First, the fact that diagnostic information is

often presented in general unelaborated terms (u.g.,

adolescent adjustment reaction, reactive behavior disorder)

makes it difficult to apply with a high degree of confidence

the first two criteria of the coding scheme. The fact that

these criteria are largely operationalized in terms

compatible with tradítional psychiatric nosology creates

additional coding problems, specifically wíth reference to

studies whose authors clearly reject the value of the

nosological approach to diagnosis. This situation can best

be illustrated through example. In a study by Bugental,

Love, Kaswan and April (1971), the whole gamut of child-

related problems are described with reference to t.he school

environment in a manner consistent with the behaviorist,

approach to assessment" In accordance with the decision to

base diagnostic dist,inctions on the labels provided by

primary researchers, the coder is forced to ignore the

sample's obvious heterogeneous quality and classify it in

terms of 'students with behavioral problems', a subgroup of
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the major diagnostic category 'nonpsychotic disturbed.' (see

Appendix C). Even if coding guidelines v¡ere modif ied to

take into account differences in researchersr approaches to

psychiatric nosology, the general poverty of diagnostic

details in the famiì.y process Iiterature would preclude an

accurate coding of Diagnostic Specificity. The reporting

styles of primary researchers also cause problems with

respect to the third coding criteríon' more because of

incornplete (hence ambiguous) information regarding the

nature of diagnostic assessment than because of the absence

of such information.

Apart from the reporting styles of family process

researchers, coding diff iculties can be linked to an

omission ín the coding conventions' specifically to the

absence of instructions pertaining to cases in which

elements of the provided diagnostic information are not

consistent with regard to Diagnostic Specificity. For

example, clinical subjects may be described in terms of a

variety of nosologica]- subtypes ( indicative of

nonspecificity) at the same time as being equated on sympLom

severity or chronicity (indicative of specificity). In such

cases, I relíed on a liberal scoring standard by attending

to the most 'specific' element of the diagnostíc

informatíon. Instructions pertaíning to 'inconsistent'

diagnostic information should be incorporated into the

coding conventíons.
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Calls for a more dramatic revision of the coding scheme

for Diagnostic Specificity come from the frequency and

reliablity data. These result,s, in fact, jointly suggest

t,hat alt but the second criterion of the feature be dropped

from consideration. with respect to the fírst and fourth

criteria, both coders agree (interrater agreement ratios of

99.8e" and 100e"). that there is insuf f icient variability in

the data to warrant their inclusion, with specificity
judgements accounting for over 95eo of coding occurrences in

both cases. with respect to the third criterion, its

exclusion is being recommended on the grounds of inadequate

reliability, attributabLe mainly to the reporting styles of

the primary researchers rather than to inadequate coding

conventions. Interrater agreement figures of 51.8e" and 64e"

emerged from the measure-specific and study-wide

calculations, respectively.

Dat,a on the second criterion, on the other hand, supports

its potential utility for the purposes of integration" The

distribution of feature categories is adequately balanced'

with specificity judgements accounting for 34.1eo of codíng

occurrences and nonspecificity judgements accounting for lhe

remaining 65.geo. Moreover, adequate interrater agreement

ratíos of 84,Leo and 84eo f rom the measure-specif ic and study-

wide cal-culations respectively suggest that the coding

conventions are serviceable in their present form.
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þ) Developmental-Staqe SpecificiLy. As already

indicated in the section on Developmental Stage, there is

some speculation that each developmental stage in the family

1i fe cycle may be assoc iated with unique" forms of

interactíon. If such is the case, families at different

stages in the cycle ought to be assessed separately (see

HiIt , 1965). Confusing results might well emerge if

families with preschoolers and families with adolescents

vlere treated as equivalent in, for ínstancet a study on

parental intrusiveness. In acknowledgment of this concern'

studies included in the present thesis were coded for degree

of developmental specificity of their samples. The number

of the following age levels (defined in reference !o the

focal child) included in study saniples provided the basis

for such ratingsz 2-4, 5-9, 10-13' 14-17 and over 17 years

of age. Thus, for instance, a study that includes subjects

ranging in age from 5 to 16 years received a rating of 3.

In the case of a discrepancy between the developmental

specificity of clinical and nonclinical samples, the study

y¡as assigned the rating of the least specifíc sample" As in

the case of Diagnostic Specificity, Lhe coding scheme for

Developmenal Specificity fails to attend to specific

proportions of age leveIs included in research samples.

Again, reporLs of sample compositíon are generally not

sufficiently detailed to allow for such distinctions.
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The application of the coding scheme for Developmental

Specificity posed no particular problemr â5 is evident in

the adequate interrater agreement figures of 92e" and 96e" for

measure-specific and study-wide calculations respectively.

With respect to the freguency distribution of the feature's

categories, it presents a slightly more positive picture

than the one that emerged from Developmental Stage, where

the scarcity of homogeneous samples resulted in a

predominance of nonscorable judgements. glhiIe samples of

homogeneous composition are indeed poorly represented,

samples restricted to only two age levels account for 49.9e"

of the coding occurrences. This mild1y, redeeming fact is,

unfortunately undermined by the relatively common use of

samples with representation from more than two age levels,

with three-Ievel samples accounting for 10.4e" and four-Ievel

samples for 23.5eo of the distribution'

The reliability and frequency results pertaining to

Developmental Specificity by and large support Lhe viability

of the feature for integrative purposes. However, given t'he

imbalances in the frequency distribution, a collapsing of

the categories into a dichotomous scheme, based on a less-

than and greater-than-two-age-levels distinction should be

considered 
"

c) Sex Specificitv. As a final aspect of Sample

Specífícíty, studies were coded according to whether lheir

samples are homogeneous with respect to the sex of the focal

child. Homogeneity can be achieved in one of two Yrays: by
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restricting samples to one sex or by analyzing data

separately according to sex. Studies were evaluated in

terms of the presence or absence of sex specificitiy rather

than in terms of degree of specificity with one exception;

when information on sample proportions clearly indicates

that one sex predominates ( i . e. , at least 90e"

representation) the study was classified as homogeneous. In

cases in which clinical and nonclinical samples differ on

sex spec i f ic i ty, the study was coded in terms of t,he

nonspecific sample.

Much of the information pertaining to Sex Specificity is

identical to, or readily derivable from, inf.ormation

pertaining to Sex of the Focal Child. Coding problems for

both features are evident in the presence of one weII-

populated divergent ceII that accounts for 15'6e" of coding

occurrences. Again, no explanation for the ceIl's

crosstabulation of my nonspecific judgements with the

unknown judgements of the second coder is readily apparent"

The reliabílity of Sex Specificity is nonetheless adequate,

as reflected in the interrater agreement figures of 81'seo

and 96eo for measure-specific and study-wide computations

respectively" Moreover, the frequency distribution of the

feature is weIl-balanced, with nonspecific judgements

account ing f or 44 . Seo and spec i f ic judgements f or 48 "7eo of.

coding occurrences. Unknown and nonapplicable judgements

make up the remaining 6"8eo of the distributÍon. Thus, Sex
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to be a good candidate for meta-analytic

c Observer Exoect ânc les

Given the poy¡er of diagnostic labels, control for observer

expectanc ies may be an important feature on which Lo

differentiat,e family interaction studies. Consequently'

studies were classified according to whether they

incorporate such control through the use of blind rating

procedures. Two conditions of blind rating are specified in

the coding conventions: 1 ) alI information regarding

diagnostic and treatment status must be withheld from the

individual who observes and codes the behavior of family

members; and 2, for interaction material whose coding format

contains information pertaining to setting ( i .e. , ongoing

interact ion and videotape vs o audiotape and wr ítt,en

transcript), the experimental setting must be equivalent for

all diagnostic groups.

The coding scheme for Observer Expectancies consists of

three categor ies: yes-control , no-control, and

nonapplicable, for use with noninferential measures' The

decision to exclude noninferential measures from

consideration during the coding of Observer Expectancies was

based on the assumption that noninferential measurement is

immune to distortive influence. In retrospect this was a

poor decision, particularLy in tight of the fact that

researchers who most strongly advocate the use of
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noninferentials precisely on the grounds of such immunity

(i.e., behaviorists), have recently subjected the assumption

to careful scrutiny and found it wanting (see Kent & Foster,

1977). Moreover, during t.he course of coding it became

apparent that family process researchers also reject the

assumption, insofar as they are as Iike1y to present

information pertaining to Observer Expectancies with

reference to noninferential measures as to inferential oneso

Perhaps because it was difficult to keep the exclusion of

noninferential measures in mind whi'le coding outcomes on

Observer Expectancies, particularly in the presence of

relevant information, the nonapplicable category proved to

be a source of nonreliability, accounting for 45.6e" of the

divergent judgements. A second IikeIy source of

nonreliability was the lack of sufficient coding details,
specifically with reference t,o those situations in which

both a blind rater and an informed criterion rater are

jointly responsible for the measurement of the interactional
material. In such cases the divergent judgements of the two

raters are generally first negotiated and then incorporated

into the study's data base in the form of compromise-

raLings. In the absence of explícit instructions perLaining

to these situations, the coder is left uncertain whether to

code Observer Expectancies wíth respect to the blind rater

or the inf ormed criterion rater r oF to base t,hat decision on

the degree to which the two sets of judgements converge.
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In spite of problems with the coding conventions, they

allowed for a reasonable level of interrater reliability'

wit,h an interrater agreement ratio of 80.7eo emerging f rom

the measure-specific calculations and an agreement ratio of

8Oeo emerging from the study-wide calculation. With regard

to the frequency distribution of the categories of Observer

Expectancies, of the 539 applicable coding occurrences 45.seo

received a yes-control judgement and 54.Zeo a no-conbrol

judgement. Thus, Observer Expectancies seems to be a

potentialty useful feature for integration, particularly if

its boundaries are extended to incorporate noninferential

oufcomes.

Ð. Subiect Expectancies

The degree to which the expectancies of those being observed

are controlled for is yet another potentially influential

methodological feature. Subject expectancies can be

influenced in a variety of ways, The manner in which

subjects are solicited may have a profound effect on their

response to t,he experimenal context, as may the purported

rationale of the study and the nature of payment for

research participation, be it monetary remuneration' access

to therapyr oF access to research findings" As already

indicated, the setting in r*hich the experiment is conducted

also Iikely impacts on subjects' expectancíes and

consequently on the nature of their responses.
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A point worth noting: whatever the measures taken to

control for subject expectancies' some differential

reactivity to observation must be expected. CIinical and

nonclinical families come to a study with markedly different

visions of themselves, both self and/ot other-imposed, and

these visions no doubt affect the manner in which they

participate in research (Haley, 1963t Riskin & Faunce,

1972).

Studies were coded on Subject Expectancies according to

the degree t,o which clinical and nonclinical groups are

equated on the above four 'demand' indices, with a score of

1 assigned to each controlled index. Thus, each study

received a rating on Subject Expectancies that ranged in

value from 0 to 4, with higher scores representing greater

degrees of control.

Impressions gathered during coding point to the

elimination of Subject Expectancies from further

consideration, largely because of the scarcíty of relevant

information coupled with the lack of clarity of the

available informa!ion. It also became apparent during

coding that the choice of Manner of Subject as a demand

index was inappropriate t given that control on the index is

generally not possibte in clinical research, This is due to

the fact that the researchersr contact with clinical

subjects is largely dependent on the solicitation efforts of

mental health ytorkers, while contact with nonclinical
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subjects is dependent on the solicitation efforts of those

who work outside of the mental health profession (e.9.,

neighbours, school personnel, newspaper advertisements).

There is only one set of circumstances in the family process

literature in which c1ínica1 and nonclinical subjects are

equated on Manner of Subject Solicitation; namely when the

t,otal research sample is selected from the general

population and then divided into clinical and nonclincial

subgroups on the basis of responses to a researcher-provided

diagnostic measure (generalty a self-report measure). There

is a problem with this method of sample construction.

UnIess the researcher assumes that clinical and nonclinical

families are equally represented in the general population,

s/ne must be content to research a 'cIinical' sample that is

likely not comparable to the typical clinical sample

constructed on the basis of psychiatric criteria.

The data on Subject Expectancies is consistent with the

above impressions. wíth regard to the manner of subject

solicitation, both insufficient variability and Iow

retiability constitute grounds for its exclusion. As

expected, a hef ty 84,1eo of. t,hose coding occurrences on which

information is available received a no-control judgement.

This imbalance in the distribution could perhaps be worked

with duríng later states of integration were it not for the

unacceptable reliability rates of 60e" and 53.7eo for the

study-wide and measure-specific computatíons respectively.
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Moreover, the fact that the inadequate presentation of

relevant information by primary researchers is Iikely the

Iargest contributor to the index's nonreliability' argues

against attempts to revise the coding conventions for the

purposes of retaining the índex. The index Settíng also

presents a highly imbalanced distribution, with g0.Seo of

coding occurrences consisting of yes-control judgements,

16 "6eo of no-control- judgements and the remaining 3eo of

unknown judgements. In this case, however, interrater

agreement rates of 83.9e" and 88eo suggest adequate

rel iabi 1i ty. However , t,he usef ulness of Sett ing as an index

of Subject Expectancies depends on its joint consideration

with other relevant indices. By itself it adds no

information that cannot readily be extracted from the

feature Setting. I^lith regard to the index Nature of Payment

the unavailability of relevant information undermines its

viabilit,y, with unknown ratings accounting for a hefty 68eo

of aII coding occurrences. A similar though less extreme

picture emerges with respect to the index Purported

Rationale vrhere 4g,3eo ot coding occurrences received an

'unknown' judgement. Of the remaining occurrences' 40"7>"

were coded as yes-control and 59 " 3eo as no-control 
"

Reliabilit,y assessmenL of the index yielded moderate

results: a 70.2>o interrater agreement ratio from the

measure-specific calculation and a 64e" interrater agreement

from the study-wide calculation.
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To summaríze, the feat,ure Subject Expectancies does not

appear to be suitable for the purposes of integration for a

number of reasons: the scarcity of relevant information,

the inadequate nature of available information resulting in

poor measurement reliability, and the insufficient

variability of index categories.

E. ReI iabi I itv of Mea-Sgle8e-nt

As in any research that involves the use of rating scales

and coding schemes, the issue of reliability looms large in

the area of family interaction. There are a variety of vrays

of defining reliability: it can refer to the stability of

measurement over time, the internal consistency of the

measurement inStrument, the extent of agreement between two

separate ratings by a single ob5erver (i.e., intrarater

reliability) and the extent of agreement between the ratings

of. two independent observers (i.e., interrater reliability).

FamiIy researchers who have been concerned with reliability

have by and large restricted their attention to the

Iattermost form.

Some criticism has been extended against the

reliability approach Èo interactional data. Pointing

relationship between high interrater ratings and the

rigorous training procedures to teach observers how

behavioral coding schemes, HaIey (1964, 1972) has

that the dependency on such training defeats the

rater-
to the

use of

to use

argued

whole
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purpose of using more than one observer. The training of

observers to view the data in the same way is, according to

Haley, tantamount to collapsing multiple observers into one

observer. He furthermore has questioned whether the data

generated from any behavioral coding scheme reflects lhe

realities of the process under study or merely a shared

perspect,ive ( i.e. , "construct" vs. "consensus" validity) 
"

Hence, Haley's reliance on low inference measures lha! are

less vulnerable to reliability concerns.

Ha1ey's arguments are, I feeI, important, because they

underscore a common tendency to confuse reliability with

validity; that is, to accept a demonstration of reliable
group differences as evidence of group differences that are

both theory-relevant and meaningful. In reference to family

process research, it is worth pointing out that the

detection of reliable differences between diagnostic groups

does not inform us about the underlying nature of those

differences or about the relevance of those differences to
psychopathology. Riskin and Faunce (1972) make a similar
point about process research, while Olson (1970) extends the

argument to the family therapy outcome literature"

while aware of the drawbacks inherent in the rater-

agreement approach, I accept its utility in family

interaction research insofar as I accept, the position that

reliability must be viewed as a fírst and necessary (though

by no means sufficient) requirement for valid ínformation on
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family process. Consequently, studies included in the

present research vtere differentiated according to whether or

not they contain reliability data. In addition, the nature

of the reported reliability coefficients and their values

were recorded, in order to prepare the groundvrork for

examining the effect of measurement reliabitity on the

magnitude of study outcome during later stages of

integration. During the process of developing the coding

scheme, it became apparent that this objective would only be

met with some difficulty. While a prelíminary examination

of the literature suggested that a good portion of family

st.udies do report reliability figures, differences in the

nature of the computations (..g., Pearson gs, percentage of

agreement, Winer MS within scores/'ts between scores ratio),

in the bases of the computations (i.e., total score vs"

act-by-act) and in the terms in which results are reported

(i.e., probability levels vs. magnitude of effect) interfere

with meaningful comparisons.

As a compromise to this dilemma, I decided to restrict

the scope of the examination of the effect of the feature

Reliability to the coefficient(s) that had the largest

representation in the Iiterature, and at the same time

attempt to translate as many as possible of the remaÍníng

coefficients into equivalent, terms. In addition, I decided

to ignore aII other sources of dÍscrepency among reliability

f i gures .
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The coding scheme for Reliability consists of three

categories: coefficient-present, coefficient-absent, and

nonapplicable, for use with noninferential measures. For

the same reasons that were discussed with respect to

Observer Expectancies, the decision to exclude

noninferential measures from consideration during the coding

of Reliability vtas, in retrospect, inappropriate. Not only

do family process researchers report reliability information

pertaining to noninferential measures, but the values of

such coefficients more than occasionally exceed those

pertaining to inferential measures an observation that

struck both coders as a worthy topic for future

consideration,

Th.e frequency count of Reliability yielded the following

information. Of the 473 applicable coding occurrences,

there are 335 instances (68.7e") of coeff icient-present and

148 (31.3eo) of coefficient-absent. Thus, a concern with

measurement reliability is reflected in a good portion of

the family process Iiterature. In sludies that report'

reliability data, only two coefficients are represented to

any substantial degree: percentage of agreement ratios and

pearson ËS, wíth the former accounting for 61,2e" of

applicable coding occurrences and the latter for 30.3e"" The

percentage of agreement figures range in value from 66eo to

97so with a mean of 75"5eo" With the exception of one value

of .|Ot the Pearson gs range from .64 to .98, with a mean of
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.80. Thus, in studies that do report measurement

reliability, adequate levels are by and large achieved.

with regard to the reliability of this study's coding

scheme, high levels were anticipated for the feature

Reliability r given that the coding task involves a

straightforward recording of reported information without

need of interpret.ation. Data on the feature bore out this

expectation. Interrater agreements of 91e" and 98.99" emerged

with regard to the presence/absence of the reliability

information and the nature of the information respectively.

g. Control for OveralI Freguencv

One final feature relating to methodological control entered

into consideration in the present thesis. Study outcomes

vrere evaluated according to whether or not they control for

overall frequency of interactions. À simple tally of an

aspect of interaction $tithout any consideration of the

extent to which ít is represented in an entire interactional

sequence, precludes the untangling of differences in the

frequency of occurrence of the interactional feature of

inÈerest from differences in overall interactional

frequency. (Ot course' overall interactional frequency may

be a legitimate substantive focus of a study. )

The coding scheme for Control for Overall Frequency

consists of three categories; control-present, for cases ín

which the number of targeted interactional units is divided
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by the total number of units; control-absent; and

nonapplicable, f.or use in the following cases: 1) with

global rating scales i 2) with noninferential measures that

focus either on productivity or duration (e.9., turns to

completion, decision time ' eveness of rates of

participation, numbers of initiated actions); and 3) in

measurement situations in which the number of instances of a

targeted behavior is fixed (e.g., number of wins in a game

consisting of a fixed number of plays; number of tímes a

person speaks first when the number of issues under

discussion is fixedr ês in the RDT).

In retrospect, it may not have been appropriate to

distinguish between the control-present and nonapplicable

categoríes" Although specific steps are not taken to

control for overall frequency in the nonapplicable cases'

the fact that overall frequency does not act as a confound

in such cases may be sufficient to equate them with control-

present cases 
"

The second problem with the coding scheme has already

been discussed with reference to the feature Demographic

Comparability; namely the failure to include instructions

for cases in which a sensitivity to the issue of control is

demonstrated through a post-hoc analysis of the effect of

overall frequency on study findings. Again, while assessing

t,he vulnerabíIity of the targeted measures to the absence of

control, such an evaluation does not alter the actual
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coding scheme, a

ratio emerged from

The frequency count of Control for Overall F'requency

yielded the following distribution" Of the 809 coding

occurrences, there are 287 (35.5eo) control-present and 332

(41.0e") nonapplicable judgements, along with 190 (23.5e"')

control-absent judgements. I f control-present and

nonapplicable measures are combined into a single category,

one can conclude that a large portion of the available

literature, specifícaIly 76.5e", has incorporated control for

overall frequency into its methodological practice.

Representation by the control-absent category is, aL the

same time, of large enough magnitude to warrant the

retention of Control for Overall Frequency in the feature

set.

To summarize, of the seventeen features relating to

methodological control, seven appear to be inappropriaLe for

the purposes of further analyses. Of these, four are

indices of the composite feature Subject Expectancies and

three are indices of the composite feature DiagnostÍc

Specificity" Grounds for rejection include insufficient

variability of feature categories, scarcity of relevant

information, and inadequate reliability. The viability of

the remaining Len features for the purposes of integration

isn on the other handr supported by the frequency and
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relíability data. While imbalances in Èhe distributions of

feature categories are evident, the less well-represented

categories in all cases provide enough data to justify an

empirical examination of the relationship between feature

and study outcome. Reliability of the feature subset,

moreover, tends to be high, with measure-specifíc

calculations ranging in value from 76.6eo to 98eo, and study-

wide calculations f rom 84e" to 100e"" Only in t,he case of one

index of Demographic Comparabilíty ( i.e., Sex-of-the-Focal-

ChiId) is relíability poor, prêimaríly because of

insufficiently detailed coding conventions. A summarizatíon

of the characteristics of features relating to

methodological rigor is contained in Table 3.

FeaÈures Relatinq to Regearch Focus

Substantive domainss t_he reclags:LjtLç¡lEion of studies. In

designing a study on family process, the researcher

generally chooses a particular aspect(s) of interaction on

which to focus his/her investígation. This choice is
directed by theoretieal expectations about dimensions of

interaction considered to be most closely related to

psychological well-being and psychopathology in the family.

Many of these expectations vrere first introduced into the

field by four influential groups of investigators led by

Bateson, Líd.2, Wynne, and Bowen. Although extensions and

refinements have emerged with regularity in the literature,
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Features Relating t,o Methodological Region

ProblemaLic
Aspec f

Fea ture

Demogra phi c
Comparability

SES
Family Comp-

os I tion
Sex of Focal

child

Dev eI opmen ta I
Stage

D i agnostic
Specificit,y

Criterion 1

Criterion 2
Criterion 3

Criterion 4

Developmenta I
Specificity

2-leveI scheme
more approprlafe
then 3-level.

Poor reIiablllty
attributed to
coding guidellnes.

Insufficient varia-
bility of categories.

Poor reliabilily
attributed fo
reporting styles of
primary researchers.
Insufficlent varla-
bility of categories.

Imbalances in
distribution.

Mea su r e-
Specific
Reliability

Study-Wide Pearson
ReIlability r

Cod ing
Revisions
Recommended

Yes

No

Retain/
Exclude

Reta i n

Reta in
criterion 2
Ex c1 ude
criteria 1 , 3 '

90í

95.4%

68.5%

77 .1Í

51 .8%

99.8r

84%

92%

6B%

84%

.84

.93

.43

.63

99.81
84.4f

1 00f
B4Í /A

6U% N/A

100Í N/A

N

N

A

N/A nonapplicable

921 96% .93 Yes Reta i n
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N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

96% N/A

Inappropr 1a t,e
choice of index.
Overrepresenta tlon
by unknown code.
0verrepresenbation
by unknown code.
Imbalanced distributlon.

88Í
8B%

Inappropriate excluslon
of noninference measures.

91%

98.91

Distinctlon between
Control-Present and N/A
categories questionable . 76.6%

Yes

N/A nonapplicable

N/A N/A Yes Reta in
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is these initial expectations that have directed much of

research.

One obvious way of categorizing studies in a review is

in t,erms of their chosen dimension ( s) of interaction.

Disaggregating studies according to this feature aIlows the

review to go beyond the most general level of questioning

( i .e. , Can clinical and nonclinical families be

differentiated in terms of their patterns of interaction?)

and enter into more specific levels of inquiry such as: Do

a1l dimensions of interaction that have received theoretical

atLention support empirical assoc iations with

psychopathology of equivalent magnituder oF does research

point to the primacy of some dimensions over others? Do all

diagnostic categories exhibit dysfunction within the same

dimensions of interaction or can diagnostic categories be

differentiated in terms of specífic areas of dysfunction?

I{hile it is a relatively straightforward task to identify

dimensions of interaction that have been emphasized in

theory, the task of identifying the substantive foci of

individual research efforls presents some discouraging

hurdles. First and foremost are the notable lack of

correspondences between operations, labels, designs and

constructs of interest. Apart from t,he unnecessarily

Iíbera} application of labels to relatively Iimited sets of

operations and constructs, !his lack of correspondence takes

the following forms: 1) identical operational procedures
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have been used to measure what seem to be distinc!

constructsi and 2) researchers have at times failed to

incorporate int,o their work appropriate correspondences

between research designs and theoret ical- const,ructs.

Studies that ostensibly examine the Þtays in which power is

distributed and coalitions formed within the family system

are particularly vulnerable to this latter criticism. In

light of the problems relating to terminology and

operational specification, it seemed inappropriate in this

review Lo use the designations of primary researchers as lhe

basis from which to categorize studies according to their

substantive focus. Consequently, I decided to rely on my

own designations for this purpose, in accordance with

Doane' s (1978a) recommendations.

The task of reclassifying study constructs entails a

number of requirements" The reviewer must be able to 1)

recognize equivalent forms of operations independent of

Iabels i 2) identify equivalent functions of operations

t,hrough a clear assessment of research designs; and 3 )

attach theoretical labels to studies by evaluating the

nature of the information produced, and by Iinking that

informatíon to constructs associated with theoretical work

on famij"y interaetion. The success of my reclassification

ef fort can be evaluated on logical grounds in terms of t,he

extent to which it improves correspondences between labels'

operations, and constructs' More important, however, i5 an
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empirical test of its capacity to ferret out from the

literature meaningful findings about dimensions of

interaction. To establish optimal conditions for such an

assessment, I decided t,o record the substantive designations

of thg primary researchers along with my own. This would

allow me to compare the predictive utility of the two sets

of designations during later stages of integration.

Problems with implementation. However sound the logic

behind the reclassification strategy, I encountered enormous

difficulty during my attempts to devise serviceable

classification guidelines. What became apparent to me is

that there are a number of impediments to substantive

classification that can be linked not so much to issues of

correspondencer ês to the nature of the measures used by

family researchers to index interactíonal constructs" To

begin with there are those measures t,hat are too dif fuse to

be readily tied to any theoretical notion of family life. A

good example of such a measure is the nine-poinL scale

designed by Shapiro and wild (1976) to index the "consensus,

clarity and complexity" of family Rorschachs. More of a

problem because of their prevalence, are those measures that

are insufficiently explicit in focus to clearly relect any

one dimension of interaction. !{hat the prevalence of such

measures clearly points to is a willingness on the part of

interactional researchers to sacrifice interactional
pithiness in an effort to attain scientific rigor. Examples
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of such troublesome measures are the widely used indices of

verbal activity or word productivity, that quantify verbal

output without any attention whatsoever to the information

conveyed on either a content or a relatíonal level. When

computed on the family as a whole, such measures are meant

to reflect the extent of a systems-wide communication

breakdown (wittr an inverse relationship between verbal

output and communication breakdown being postulated). I

would argue that measures of verbal output used in this

manner may relay very little information about the family

but for its garrulousness I a characteristic that has no

obvious Iink to systems tenets. Measure of verbal activity

have also involved comparisons between family subsystems.

Used thusly, they are meant to reflect the relative

dominance of family members. Again, whether quantity of

speech, independent of its informational functionr reflects

relative dominance or merely relative garrulousness is open

to question. Concerns with relegating too much of the data

base to a nonscorable status on t.he grounds of conceptual

ambiguity and imprecision necessitated the consLruction of

coding guidelines less rigorous than I had hoped. In other

words, quidelines v¡ere designed to link as many of the

inexplicit measures as possible to specific interaction

dimensions while restricting the use of the nonscorable

category.
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An additional impediment to reclassification is created

by a variety of measures that seem to index more than one

substantive domain. While such measures may reflect

problems on the level of theory anô,/or operations, they may

also point to conceptual overlap among domains. Examples of

multi-domain measures are those that assess the degree to

which family members acknowledge each other's communications

orr conversely, the degree to which members fail to

acknowledge each other's communications t,hrough the use of

evasions, deflections, tangentializations and the Iike. Two

theoretically important substantive areas may be equally

implied by such measures, namely communication disturbance

and family cohesion. À multiple classification option was

incorporated into the reclassífcation scheme to be used with

measures that relect conceptually overlapping interactional

dimensions. Guidelines for multiple classifications are

contained in Appendix C.

Given that the above coding impediments can only be

"strategized away" to a limited degree, the reviewer of the

family interaction literat,ure must be content to apply an

imprecise classification of substantive domains to an

imprecise set of operations and designs. From this somewhat

compromised position, descriptions of a number of dimensíons

of interaction, along with guidelines for the allocation of

studies under substantíve headings, wiIl now be presented.

These dimensions vtere chosen first because they have
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received a good deal of theoretical attention and second,

because a preliminary examination of the Iiterature

suggested that a sufficient number of studies that reflect
these dimensions were available for coding. The

descriptions to follow are broad and general in tone, and

focus on ídeas that have achieved wide acceptance among

famíly interactionists. !{hiIe specific theorists are on

occasion cited, there are no references made to constructs

that are uniquely associated with any one theorist. It is
at this point worth noting that the family interaction field
is not characterized by a high level of conflict among the

ranks (at least in regards to theory as opposed to

methodology) " In spite of divergent opinions concerning the

interplay between intrapsychic and interactional
perspectives, scholars who work within the systems paradigm

tend on the whole to acknowledge the validity of each

other's formulations. Moreover, they have tended over time

to expand their own formulations to include the

interactional f oci of f ellow theorists. This I'strain

tov¡ards comprehensiveness", which was first noted by Míshler

and Waxler (1965) and more recently by Okun and Rappaport.

(1980,p. 73), affords a certain cohesion to the area that

was not evident during its early development. Thus,

theoretical distínctions in the family systems field can

better be understood in terms of emphasis than in terms of

kind,
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A. Substantive Ðg$ei¡E

As previously pointed out, the early family investigators

wedded systems principles both to psychiatric principles and

to a range of largely interdisciplinary formulations

concerning human relationships: specifically role theory'

communication theory, and information theory. Particular

blends of these formulatíons suggest unique vantage points

from which to conceptualize the family. Haley (1967 ) has

proposed three such vantage poínts; the family can be

examined in terms of its structure and the roles of its

members, ín terms of the processes between members, and as a

productive unit responsible for specific tasks. Okun and

Rappaport (1980) have examined family interaction along

similar Lines insofar as they have grouped family theories

into two major categories that coincide with the first two

vantage points proposed by Haley (referred to respectively

as Structural and Communication theories).

Familv structure: pþ. distribution. In addition to

relying on psychiatric principles, the early investigators

of family structure borrowed heavily from sociological role

theory. In particular, the Parsonian modet of normatively

correct role-behaviour was explicitely acknowledged (see

Lidz | 1963) and the psychological health of the family was,

and continues to be, assessed according to its terms. The

Parsonian model defines normality Iargely in reference to

gender-appropriate behaviour, The picture of t,he normal
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family that emerges is one in which the father assumes

family leadership and much of the responsibility for the

family's instrumental needs, whereas the mother assumes a

secondary position and much of the responsibility for the

family's affective needs, In addition to maintaining these

gender-línked roles, spouses establish a strong parental

coalition as the basis from which to transmit modes of

behaviour and thought appropriate to the age and gender of

their offspring. Thus, the soundness of family structure,

in Parsonian terms, rests on the establishment of

appropriate boundaries between the Sexes and between

generations. Deviations from this prescribed normative

structure are regarded as evidence of abnOrmality. In

particular, a structure marked by sex-ro1e reversal has been

singted out as a strong indicator of psychopathology. This

structure is characterized by an intrusive and dominant

mother and a passive and ineffectual father.

Though it continues to be an influential force in theory

and research, the traditíonal Parsonian model of family role

distribution has been criticized on a number of grounds;

first, for its faílure to take into account inter-famiIiaI

and inter-cultural variations (Mish1er & Waxler, 1965), and

second, for its emphasis on role distinctions rather than

role complementarity. In regards to this }atter criticism,

both Guttman (1977 ) and ilackson (lgll ) have argued that the

extensive collaboration between spouses may be more
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important than who does what in insuring that family needs

are consistently met, a view that has received some popular

support in this age of Women's and Men's Liberatíon.36

Familv Structure: emotional boundaries. While the

importance of gender-related boundaries has been thus

questioned, the notion of boundaries remains central to all

family theorists that emphasize structure (Okun & Rappaport,

1980). Much attention has, for instance, been dírected at

the emotional boundaries that are established between the

family system and its individual members. Implied in many

of the constructs utilized by structural theorists (u.g.,

Bowen's fusi on/aifferentiation of self , Minuchin's

emeshmen E/dîsengagement , Re i ss' s consensus sens ítíve/

environment sensitive families) is the notion that the

psychological weIl-being of the family can be defined in

terms of the capacity of its members to experience (and to

permit others to experience) Uott¡ feelings of autonomy and

of group cohesion. In contrast, individual /system

boundaries associated with dysfuncÈional families have been

characterized eiLher by inappropriate emotional fusion

between family members which Iimits the experience and

36 Rather than establishing separate allocation quidelines
for Role Distríbution, I Íncorporated them into the
quidelines for the domain Boundaries of Authority" While
distinct theoretical origins prompted me to separate the
t,wo domains f or the purposes of discussion, a shared
central concern wíth distribution of power resulted in
sets of measures that dif f er only wit.h respect to the
focus of the comparison; husband-wife for role
distribution and parent-chiId for boundaries of
author ity,
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by inappropriate emotional

Iimits the experience and

Allocation ouidetines for FamiIv Cohesign¡ Thg
following cãtegories of measures are included
under thls subsiantive heading: 1 ) measures that
reflect the degree to which family members
communicate with one another (e.9., time spent in
and out of mutual button pushing in coalition
games, total interaction time, number of initiated
aetions) ¡ 2) measures that reflect the extent to
which values, oPinions are shared among family
members (e.g., spontaneous agreement scores on
RDT, explÍclt agréements and disagreements)t 3)
measures that reflect the responsiveness of family
members to one another, expressed either through
the incorporation of individuals' choices into
joínt family choices (e.g., choice fulfiLlment on
nnf) or ttrough signs of attentiveness during
communication (e.g., direct responses to
questions, amplification of others' comments,
visual contact during direct address' nonverbal
digressions such as whistllng and. newspaper
reãaing during family exchange); and 4) measures
that rãflect the degree to which family members
explicitly declare their own opinions and fgelings
anä allow and encourage other members to likewise
express themselves (e.g., explicit exchange of
opinions, requests for such declarations from
others, ratio of person-oriented communication
concerning the wishes, opinions and beliefs of
other family members to total number of person-
oriented communications) .

Familv structure: boundaries of authoritv. If only

because of the spousal subsystem's chronological supremacy

in t,he famíly Iife cycIe, most family theorists would agree

that in order for functional individual/system boundaries to

The labels of substantive domains that appear in the
altocation guidelines were chosen on the basis of theír
aeeessibility to coders, who may or may not be familiar
with family éystems constructs. These labe}s do not, in
all cases, match those used in the presentation of
theory.

37
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be established for alI family members, such boundaries must

first be successfully negotiated between spouses. Failure

to do so can result in any of the following dysfunctions:

1) marital conflict; 2) symptom formation in one spouse; and

3) symptom formation in one or more of the children. While

there is no epidemiological data of which I'm aware that

suggests different rates of occurrences for these

dysfunctions, much of the theoretical work and most of the

empirical work on famíIy process focuses on families in

which the chitd is the symptom bearer. Views of child

symptomatology that have been advanced by interactiona]

theorists have been highly consistent. For such theorists,

the notion of boundaries is again considered of pivotal

importance, in this case the boundaries of authority or

povrer that exist between generations. The type of boundary

associated with healthy functioning is described as

hierarchical in form. Such a structure is thought to be

anchored in a strong parental coalition which provides t'he

basis for a judicious allotment of power to the family

offspring during the various stages of their development'

The structure associated with dysfunctional families is, in

con|rast, described eit.her aS egalitarian or authoritarian.

The egalitarian structure is characterized by an

ínconsístent or relatively equal distribution of po!{er among

famíly members regardless of â9ê, with a resulting blurring

of inter-generational distinct,ions, while the authoritarian

structure is marked by a complete usurpation of control by
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the parents with a resulting rigidification of generational

dist,inctions, Both dysfunctional power structures are

thought to be anchored in a troubled marital relationship

that is unable to contain within its boundaries the

dissatisfaction of the spouses. In the face of chronic

marital discord and escalating conflict, coupled with an

inability to communicate dissatisfaction directly' husband

and wife begin to involve their child as a go-between.

Three characteristic patterns of invoLvement have been

described in the Iiterature, the first two associated with

egalitarian power structures and the Iatter with

authoritarian povfer structures (see Minuchin et" âI., 1975),

The first pattern is marked by a split spousal dyad and a

child who is openly pressed to serve as a spokesman for both

parents. The second pattern is also marked by a split

spousal dyad, but the child in this case forms a stable

cross-generational alliance with one parent against the

oLher. The extent to which the excluded parent tríes to

upset this alliance varíes. In some instances, the parent

may simply disengage from family Iife. The third pattern is

distinguished by an ostensibly united spousal dyad that

fails to acknowledge any underlying marital strife. Husband

and wife instead channel aII communication into parental

concern for and frustration with their unmanageable or

"mentalIy-iI1" child and become involved in various forms of

scapegoating. In the fírst two patterns the child is



allotted excessive power insofar as s/ne is

the place of the disenfranchised spouse.

pattern the child is allotted insufficient

s/ne assumes a handicapped or "bad" role.

quidel ines for Boundaries of

¿04

invited to take

In the latler
power insofar as

AI Iocat i on
Aulhp_sjl_y:
identified

Two categories of measures can
that fit under this substanti

be
ve

heading. The first consists of attempts to detect
the piesence of cross-generational alliances .by
means of measures that reflect the relative
strengths of parent-parent and parent-chiId bonds
(".g., differãntiaI rates of communication between
hus6and and wife and parent and child'
differential rates of agreement and disagreement,
differential rates of support, differential rates
of who-foIlows-whom in speech seguence). Measures
that compare diagnostic categories in terms of
Iines of alliances must base such comparisons on
within-group differences between parent-chiId and
husband-wi fe interactions.

The second category consists of those measures
that attempt to assess the relative dominance of
family memLers. rhis can be expressed in any of
the -f ollowing v¡ays: 1 ) relative capac ity- to
influence otñers or to be influenced by others
(..g., changes in opinion to match that of anot'her
famí1y member, êxtent to which individual
preferences are incorporated into group
þreferences) ¡ 2) relative capacity to direct the
iIo" and content of family exchange (e.9',
successful interruptions, defined in Lerms of
entrance of third party into a two-party
interaction that leads to a change in topic, being
successfully ínterrupted, speaks first, speaks
Iast); 3) relative use of controlling and being
controlled forms of communication (e.9., ratings
of explicit attempts to direct or limit the
behaviõr of another person, behavíorally-focused
iopíc change concerning deportment demands); 1l
ieiative pãrformance on a cómpetitive game; and.5)
relaÈive amount of participation in family
exchange, either of an active or passive nature
(e.g.r-talking time, statement length, number of
statements received).

Measures that examine relative
dominancer/passivity must base any comparisons that
are made bétween diagnostic categories on within-
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l

group comparisons, the nature of which varies from
measure to measure. There are f irst those
measures that focus on husband-wife comparisons,
often in an attempt to tap the theoretical
construct of role-reversal. In addition, there
are those measures that focus on parent-chiId
comparisons, the concern in such cases being the
appropriat,eness of the positions assumed by family
members in the family power structure. The
results of such sLudies are often presented in
terms of dominance hierarchies which serve as the
basis for cross-diagnostic comparisons. Finally,
there are those measures that focus on individual-
group comparisons by assessing the indivídual's
communication relaÈive to that of the family unit
(i.e., through the calculation of Lhe proportion
of the family's use of a dominance-related measure
attr ibuted to the individual- ) .

Familv structure: boundaries with external social

systems. Apart from the boundaries that exist within the

family system, there are those that exist between the family

system and external social systems. WhiIe these latter

boundaries have received rather Iimited theoretical

attention and virtually no empirical attentionr 3s an

observation that frequently appears Ín the Iit'erature is

that high levels of family dysfunction are associated with

relatively impermeable between-systems boundaries. Reasons

for restricted interaction with the external social

environment are thought to be two-fo1d' On the one hand, it

fulfills a defensive function insofar as it permits the

famity to avoid information that might challenge its status

3 8 I n a 1966 paper t itted New Staqe in Fa¡n.i Iy Sett inqs,
Lyman $lynne cal"Ied for more conceptualization and
hypotheses-formation in relation to the problem of
boundaries between nuclear family units and external
social structures. This call has not, as Yet, been
answered.



quo. On the other hand, restricted interaction

imposed on the highly dysfunctional family to the

that its members (at least its symptom-bearers) are

ín self-maintenance and social skilIs,
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may be

extent

impai red

A number of ideological mechanisms seem to be utilized by

family members that support such an isolationist policy.

For instance, members often share the myth of a dangerous

and hostile extra-familiaI environment' coupled with the

myth of a harmonious, satisfying and self-sufficient family

environment. When one family member comes to be labelled as

a problem by extra-familial social structures (e.g., school

system, juvenile court, etc. ) , these myt,hs may undergo

slight modification. Family life ßây, in such instances, be

characterized as normal and untroubled save for the

presenting symptom. Alternatively, extra-familial social

structures may be held totally responsible for the problem'

thereby sparing the family unit any discredit ( see

Ferreira's (1977 ) short paper on family myths). Given the

absence of empirical attention to the boundaries between the

family and external social systems, rto attempt was made to

devise coding guidelines for this domain.

In sum, theorists who have focused on the internal

structure of family systems have earmarked gender, age and

degree of individual autonomy as the important parametres of

such structure. Those theorists who have attended to

between-systems structures, have identified the degree of
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as an important indicator of family
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external social systems

functioning.

FamiIv process. The process view of families was derived

from the merging of communication theory and systems theory

principles. Scholars who work from this vantage point are

primarily concerned with the bits and pieces of

communication that make up an ínteraction rather than with

the structural context within which communication occurs

(Okun & Rappaport, 1980, p. 731. Moreover, they share the

premise that communication between family members funclions

primarily to establish the structural context of family

Iife, by containing within it the rules of that context.

This premise is articulated in terms of a distinction

between two aspects of communication¡ 1 ) the content/

report aspect through which the speaker conveys facts '
thoughts, beliefs, feelings and the like and 2l the

relationship/command aspect through which the speaker

simultaneously conveys information about, and brings into

play the rules of the family system' CommunicaLion or

process theorists maintain that it is the latter function,

generally referred to as met,a-communicational, that holds

the key to the understanding of family life. Thus I a

primary research objective is to ferret out and articulate

the interactional rules contained within the meta-

communication of famÍly members.
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rules. As in the case of

structural t.heorists, process theorists do differ in regards

t,o the substantive domains within which they promote this

Search for ruleS. A number of theorists, fgr instance, have

focused on ways in which the emotional system of the family

is expressed through communication (e.9. , Wynne, Rychoff,

Day & Hirsch, 1958i Satir, 1972; Minuchin, 1975). These

theorists have differentiated families according to how they

modulate affective expression. Healthy functioning is

defined by them in terms of a family's capacity to express a

wide range of emotions wit,hout experienc ing excessive

anxiety and without feeling that the durability of the

famity unit is threatened. In contrast., poorly functioning

families are characterized by a highly restrictive range of

emotional expression and by the experience of marked anxiety

when the limits of that range are approached" The quality

of a restricted emotional climate may vary from family to

family. I.Thile some families permit only nurturing and

pacifying expression, others cannot deal with tenderness of

any sort and use anger and blame as the sole currencies of

exchange. Such di f ferences are not , by and large,

considered to be particularly important or profound by

family theorists" What is considered important is that both

modes of affect are inflexible and moreover essentially

false. In families in whictr negative affect is prohibited,

much of the emotional energy of their members is directed at

perpetuating a myth of family harmony. This myth is
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repeatedly invoked as a means of softening or suppressing

signs of impending distress. Instances of genuine positive

affect such as the exchange of support, validation, and the

like are in short suppty" In families in which positive

affect is prohibited, chronic discord' persistent efforts to

undermine the worLh of fellow members, and recurrent threats

of the dissolution of the family unit similarly serve as

collectíve defensesn À reliance of such modes of exchange

Ieaves IittIe room for family members to express

dissatisfaction directly or to engage in genuine

confrontat ion.

The restrictive affective patterns that have just been

described have been conceptualized both in terms of systems-

wide constructs and in terms of emotional styles adopted by

family members. Of the former category, the construct,s

pseudomutuality and pseudohostility, f.irst introduced by

!{ynne and his colLeagues (1958)' are the most weII known in

the field. of the latter category, Satir's (1972) four-

class typology of dysfunctional affectíve styles is

consistent with many of the clinical descriptions contained

in the literature. The styles described by Satir are

restrictive in one of t.wo wayst 1) they do not incorporate

the personal into communication to a sufficient degree

(i.e. r t'reasonable analyzingtt and "distracting" styles); and

2) they do incorporate the personal into communication but

maínly in reference to the other rather than the self (í.e.,

"blamingtt and "placating" styles.
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AIIocat ion quidel ines for Affective Expression¡
Three categories of measures can be identified
that fit under this substantive heading: 1 )
measures that reflect the amount or int.ensity or
range of affective expression without regard to
style or valence (e.9., ratings of strength of
feelings or alternatively of Iack of feeling,
inter-personal expressivenessr range of evaluative
communications, relative amount of expressive as
opposed to instrumental exchange); 2l measures
that reflect positive affective expression (e.9.,
ratings of support, reciprocal reinforcement,
tension release, laughter, jokes); and 3) measures
that reflect negative affective expression (u.g.,
ratings of conflict, ratings of'depressive mood,
sarcastic disagreements, criticisms, reactions of
shock to proposed solutions, ratings of inability
or unwillingness to engage in supportive
communication).

Communication of rules relatinq to authoritv. Apart from

focusing on affect, communication theorists have also been

interested in the ways in which famiJ-y members express povrer

relationships through communication. Two approaches to the

issue can be identified. The first approach invol-ves

evaluating family relationshíps according to the frequency

of "controlling" and "being controlled" communications. In

contrast, the second approach does not define pov¡er in terms

of the actual exercise of control, but rather in terms of a

family member's success in defining the power structure
(regardless of his/her position that structure) and in terms

of a member's acceptance or rejection of the definitions

ímposed on him/her by other family members. In regards to

this latter approach, theorists (e.g., Haley, lg6gi Jackson,

1959; Watzlawick, 1964) have distinguished between two kinds

of communicationi 1 ) symmetrical communication in which two
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interactants exchange the same kinds of behaviour (e.9.,

instruction/counterinstruction, assertion/assertion),

thereby demanding that equality mark the exchange; and 2')

complementary communication in which two interactant's

exchange different types of behavior (e.9. , quest ion/

ansv¡er, assertíon/agreement) ' thereby establishing a "one-

up" and "one-dgwn" position between them. OnIy the first of

the approaches has received sufficient empirical attention

to warrant its inclusion in a classification scheme.

Allocation quidelines for Ðomineering
nxpression: Measures that assess the frequency of
"controtfing" and "being controlled" forms of
communicatiõn are included under this heading
(e.g., behaviorally focused topig changg
conðerning deportment demands; dictatorial
decisions, aefined as instances in which one
family member's decision is chosen to represent
the family group .in the face of an opposing
majority decision; ratings of explicit attenpts to
diiect or limit the behavior of another personi
intrusiveness, defined as instances in which one
person speaks when another has been explicitly
invited tõ speaki proportion of person-oriented
communications concerning the motives, feelings,
wishes and experience of other rather than of
self ).

Communication claritv. There is a final dimension of

communication that, if itself dysfunctional in form, ffiâY

compound the effects of communication that is dysfunctionaf

along other dimensions, namely its clarity. Disturbances in

communÍcation clarity have been described in a variety of

waysi in terms, for instance, of poorly integrated messag€S,

frequent shifts in attention, absence of a shared focus of

attention, frequent use of cryptic referents, frequent use
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precision orr alternativelY'

and precision.
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Iack of clarity and

insistence or claritY
general

a rigid

A form of communication disturbance that warrants

particular attention is one in which there is a habitual

lack of congruence between different elements or leveIs of

messages. Such incongruence can take a number of forms and

can involve either single or multiple channels of

communication. For instance I a message may contain

conflicting IíteraI and metaphoric elements. Or a message

conveyed by verbal content may be contradicted by its

pg5tural, tonal Or gestural cues. Mgregver, each leve] Of

an incongruent message contains within it a negative

injunction. Given the contradictory nature of the message

levels, âD appropriate response to one negative injunction

insures an inappropriate response to a second injunction.

This form of communication has been labelled the "double

bind" (see Bateson, Jackson, Haley & Weakland, 1956)"

Incongruence in communication does not in and of itself

generate disturbancei it can in fact mark some híghly

satisfying forms of exchange such as humor, play and ritual.

It's impact only becomes damaging when a number of

conditions operate concurrently. To begin with , it must

occur within the context of a vitat ongoing relationship in

which the receíver of contradíctory communication is

dependent on ¡ ot at least perceives him/herself to be
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dependent on, the sender (e.g., the child-parent

relationship). Second, the receiver of double binds is

prohibited from pointing to hisr/her dilemma and from

attempting to clarify a message by commenting on its

contradictory nature. Àny such attempts are met with

disqualifications that bake a variety of forms such as

evasions, sleights-of-hand, Iiteralizations, status

disqualifications and redundant questions (see Sluzki,

Beavin, Tornopolsky and Veron, 1967). The acceptance of

such disqualifications serves to consolidate the double

bind. Finally, the receiver of the double bind does not

have the optíon of ignoring the message by failing to

respond or by extracting him/herself from the relatíonship

in which it, occurs. Consequently s/ne must respond in what

is necessarily an inappropriate way. In pathogenic

circumstances, the conseguences of such inappropríate

responses are highly punishing.

Two broad forms of behavíoraI disturbances result from

repeated exposure to such forms of communication. Firsto

the receiver stops trying to decipher messages directed at

him/her. Second, s/ne opts for the only available means of

escaping punishment, by communicating in a manner that is

not readily deciphered by others; that is, by responding in

kind. Thus t,he distinction between sender and receiver of

double binds becomes blurred as the two members of an

interacting dyad come to assume both roles'
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Apart from wreaking psychological havoc on the

individual, double-bind communication undermines the

capacity of the entire family to function as an effective

unit. Since members both receive and send out ambiguous

messages, there is minimal exchange of useful information.

Consequently, the group is unabLe to engage in problem

solving, decision making, and other forms of productive

activity in a very eff icient or effective manner.

The theory of the double bind has attracted a great deal

of attention and has generated a sizable body of literat.ure.

In the words of one of its original authors, it has

precipitated "if not a scientific earthquake, at least a

fair amount of commotion (Weak1and, 1974). In spite of this

kind of influence, the most recent review of the double bind

(Olson, 1972) as well as the present íntegrative effort

suggest that very little of the Iiterature is directed at an

empirical substantitation of the theory' A Iikely reason

for this is that the double bind theory may not be a

"theory" at all, or if sor it is a theory that in Batesonrs

own words is "so slippery that perhaps no imaginable set of

empirical facts could contradict it (Bateson , 1966) " In

this sense, its influence rests noL so much on any immediate

explanatory power r âs on the fact that it offers an

alternative language or possibly an alternative

epistimology, along with an alternative set of premíses

about human behavior (Bateson, 1966, weakland, 1974). The
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most important of these premises, insofar as it locates the

study of psychopathotogy squarely wíthin the interactional

reaIm, is that communication and psychopathological behavior

are intimately linked. As to the actual incorporation of

the double bind into research efforts, far more common than

attempts at theory-testing are attempts to operationalize

features of communication that are consistent with double

bind premises (e.g., various forms of communication

di squal i f icat ion ) .

Allocation quidelines for Communication
Claritv: Four categories of measures can be
iaentifiea that fit under this substantive
heading: 1 ) measures that assess the extent to
r¡hich the communication of famity members is
unintelligible because of its bizarre or
"schizophrenese-Iike" quality; 2) measures that
assess the extent to which information is clearly
and explicitly exchanged among family members
(e.g., explicit agreements and disagreements,
expticit declarations of ideas and opíníons,
identification of unclear or bizarre communication
in others, requests for clarífication); 3)
measures that assess not so much the clarity of
distinct bits of communication as the extent to
which those bits are cohesively Iinked (e.9.,
shifts in themes, parallel messages, approprÍate
and inappropriate tôpic change); and 4) measures
that assess the extent Lo which family members
disqualify either their own communication (e.9.,
self-contradictory sÈatements, lack of affective
congruence betweeñ communication channels) or that
of other family members (e.9., verbal
tangentializations or evasions, change of subject
that are labelled as answers, redundant questions
implying doubt or disagreement without openly
stating it ) "

In sum,

reference to

have focused

theorists who have studied the family in

the communication that occurs between members

on the ways in which emotional structures and
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power structures are expressed through communication,

wetl as on the clarity and accuracy of such expression.

as

The familv æ. a task-oriented S.i-!.. This perspective,

which has borrowed from both information and general system

theory, is primarily concerned with differentiating familíes

according to how effective they are in accomplishing those

tasks that insure t,hat the needs of their members are

consistently met. Two views of family effectiveness can be

identified, one clinical and the other informational. The

clinicat view is concerned wíth the capacity of the spousal

dyad to meet demands related to love-makin9, parenting,

social Iife, housekeeping, money-making and the Iike, and

the capacity of the offspring to acquire social and

instrumental skiIIs appropriate to their stages of

development. Famity effectiveness from this perspective is
judged by how harmoniously the family functions as a unit

and, more often, by the absence of the expression of

psychopathology in any of iLs members. The informational

view, which is more "microanalytic" in focus, is concerned

with the capacity of family members to transmit bits of

task-related information among themselves without excess

noise and confusion. Of the two views it is the latter that

is more closely reflected in research efforts. Brought inLo

the experimental sett,ing, famÍIies are presented with an

interactional task and their effectiveness in fulfilling its

requirêments is then judged in terms of energy expended
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(e.g., time to completion, number of turns to completion)

and in terms of the quality and quantity of the product of

the interaction (e.g., number Of correct responses, number

of requested task components included in the product '
quantity of output) " Thus, once brought into the

experimental context, the notion of family effectiveness is

narrowed down to one of efficiency and productivity. This

may present Some problems insofar âSr at some levelS,

experimental efficiency and ctinical effectivensss may not

go hand in hand. Put into other words, apects of a family's

communication, essential to effective functioning, ñêY not

be particularly eff icient.

Allocation ouidelines for The Familv-as-a-Tas-F-
orientea:Únit:-Four categories o! measures f it
under thlã-substantive heading: 1 ) measures that
index the energy expended during an experimental
task of,r phrased somewhat differently, measures
that, index famity efficiency at meeting task
requirements (..g., decision time on joint RD!r
turns to complãtion on laboratory games); 2l
measures that index the quantity of a task product
independent of quality considerations (e"9.,
numbèr of adjectives incorporated into.a story'
word productión on joint family TAT); 3) measures
that -index the quality of a task producL (e.9",
claríty and cohesíveness of family TAT, number of
correcl responses in referentíal communicatíon
task, extent to which family members are able to
manipulate chosen outcome in coalition game) and
4) measures that index families' ability to work
within a task set to a sufficient degree to meet
basic task requírements (e.g., opening gamit scale
that measures extent to which family members
accept task set, number of times family fails to
agreê on solution or come to a decision, number of
flve requested story components included in famíly
TAT).
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Flexibilitv/riqiditv of interaction patterns. Apart from

the three perspectives just described, there is one other

aspect of family interaction that can be identified in the

literature, namely its flexibility. It is important to

point out that the dysfunctional patterns of interaction

that, have been discussed in reference to a variety of

substantive areas are not the exclusive property of poorly

functioning famiLies. Effectively functioning families no

doubt demonstrate any or all of these same patterns from

time to time" They can, however, be distinguished by their

ability to shift into more adaptive modes of exchange when

circumstances demand it. Poorly functioning families, in

contrast, pêfsist in maintaining maladaptive patterns

regardless of the pressing nature of their members' needs

and in spite of the pervasive distress that characterizes

family Iífe. A body of family rules that are either overly

blurred or overly rigid operates to protect this

inflexibitity. Àn insufficiently articulated or blurred

body of rules fails to provide a basis around which to

negotiate change, while an overly rigid body of rules is by

definition resistant to modification. The distribution of

roles in the dysfunctional family is simitarly described as

eit,her overly rigid or overly blurred. Again, this prevents

family members from assuming patterns of relating that

adjust in accordance with changing circumstances. Doane's

classification scheme (1978r PP. 362-363) was relied upon to

allocate studies under the substantive heading of

FlexibiI iq/nigidity"
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Àllocation quidelines for
Measures that demand no inf

Fl-exibilit v/níoirlitv
erences about content

and that are to a large extent concerned with the
distribution of family exchange are placed in this
category (e.g., evenness of distribution of who-
follows-whom, degree to which distribution of who-
speaks-to-whom is balanced, predictability of
speakers in sequence' correlation between amount
of silence across experimental tasks, rates of
balanced triadic interaction relative to dyadic
interaction, degree to which rates of frequency of
speech among members are balance, frequencies of
sbeech disruptions).

During the process of coding, it became apparent Lhat the

classification guidelines for the feature Substantive Domain

can not be applied without considerable difficulty. To

begin with, operational specifications are often presented

in what seem to be incomplete terms. It is, in fact,

difficult at times to determine whether the specifications

provided by the primary researcher are those that were

actually used to measure interactional material or whether

they are versions that have been edited for journal

presentation. When standard coding instrument,s are involved

(e.g., the IPA), it is of course easy to access original

specifications, reçtardless of the degree of detail provided

in any paarticular study. When r oD the other hand,

idiosyncratic operations are involved, the problem of

incomplete or ambiguous specifications is less easily

addressed. In light of the fact that many of the

troublesome specifications are contained in studies

published ten t,o fifteen years â9o, it seemed unrealistic to

attempt, to obtain original specifications"
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Confronted with a large number of observations that are

insufficiently detailed, the coder may find him/herself

relying to some extent on a strategy that has been rejected

for the purpose of a review of the family interaction

Iiteraturei namely, to use the labe1s of operations provided

by the primary researchers as substantive cues. Duríng the

course of coding I found myself referring to Èhe labe1s in

the case of particularly difficult substantive decisions, in

an effort to avoid overuse of the 'nonscorable' code.

Apart from the form of operational specifications, coding

difficul!ies can also be Iinked to the nature of the

measures. Specifically, more often than anticipated'

measures seem to reflect as much one substantive dOmain as

another. The inclusion of the multiple-classificalion

option in the coding guidelines for Substantive Domain did

Iíttle to alleviate the problem insofar as it was not relied

on to any substantial degree. It is uncertain whether such

limited usage can be attributed to a lack of clarity in the

guidelines, oÊ to the fact that the option can not be

expected to operate effectively within the context of a ten-

category scheme that already taxes the decision-making

capacities of the coder"

There ís one

that the coder

efforts to code

the task itself

further way of accounting for the problems

can expect to experience during his/her

the feature Substantive Domain, namely that

may be mísquided. The task was íncorporated
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into the present thesis in response to Doane's ( 1 978a )

argument that the conceptual thrust of family interaction

studies can only be revealed to the reviewer through his/her

own efforts at tightening up the correspondences among

substantive labels r corlstrucLs and operations, The

appropriateness of the task, therefore, rests on the

correctness of the assumption that the major problem

regarding the classification of t.he interactional Iiterature

into substantive area5 is one of correspondences. Íf,

however, the problem goes beyond correspondences to a dirth

of appropriate links between operations and constructs, the

task of establishing such links through the use of the

coding conventions for Substantive Domain is rendered not

only åifficult but ultimately unprofitable. Put into other

words, in order that the task of classifying Substantive

Domain be seen as feasible, the coder must have some

confidence that the family interaction literature meets some

standard of conceptual adequacY.

My orün confidence in the conceptual status of the

literature was clearly t,hreatened during the course of

coding Substantive Domain, not only because of the

difficultíes I encountered in making substantive decisions,

but also because of the problems I experienced when

attempt,ing Lo record lhe substantive desÍgnations of the

primary researchers, in an effort to build into the

procedures some protection against the subjectivity of
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Doane's reclassification strategy. Interestingly, both

coders abandoned this task about half-way through the

process of coding, after independently deciding that it

could not be accomplished with any degree of reliability.

Attempts to read between t,he lines of researcher's weak

efforts to link their operations to a theoretical context

were largely unsuccessful. It is often the case, moreover,

that researchers simply fail to specify any such context.

In light of the many coding difficulties' I did not

expect high levels of interrater agreement to emerge from

the reliability assessment of Substantive Domain. Moreover,

I had some concern regarding the meaningfulness of such an

assessment, insofar as I expected some degree of agreement

to arise out of a joint reliance on the labels of operations

rather than out of convergent appraisals of conceptual foci.

Nevertheless, it was important to determine which, if âDY,

of the substantive categories can be classifÍed with a

reasonable degree of rel iabi 1" it,y.

The reliability assessment of the feature Substantive

Domain can be distinguished from the assessmenLs of the

other study features in a number of ways. To begin with,

because of the dif f icult and time-consuming nature of t,he

classifícation task, it was restricted to 278 rather than to

410 judgements, Second, the ínclusion of the multíple-

classification option resulted in an unequal number of

judgements per coder. The following rule was consequently
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introduced to equalize judgements for the purposes of the

assessments !.fhen only one of the two coders applied a

multiple-classification to a particular outcome, the case

r,¡as treated as a single classification. More specifically,

a match between the single judgement of one coder and any

one element of the multiple judgement of the second coder

v¡aS entered into the interrater agreement ratio as an

agreement. The absence of a matchr orl Èhe other hand' YIaS

entered in as a disagreement. Thust a liberal standard of

partial rather than absolute agreement pertained in the

assessment. The inclusion of the multiple-classification

option had another effect in that it interfered with the

capacity of the assessment to track down the exact nature of

divergent judgements. Specifically, in those cases in which

the single substantive judgement of one coder fails to match

any element of the multiple judgement of the second coder'

there is no basis for selecting one particular element of

the multiple judgement over another as the source of t'he

descrepancy. Similarly, in cases in which no match exists

among the elements of two sets of multiple judgements' there

is no basis for selecting out pairs of divergent judgements"

Fifty-three percent, of a1t divergent judgements regarding

Substantive Domain are'nonspecifyable' .

the reliability assessment of

distinguished from other such

results are more logicallY

A final
Substant ive

assessments

way in which

Domain can be

ís that its
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interpreted in reference to its ten distinct substantive

codes than in reference to a single dimension. Agreement

ratios were computed for each substantive domain by dividing

the number of times both coders applied the domain to an

identical outcome by the total number of times coders made

use of t,he domain. Of the ten domains only f ive generated

ínterrater aggreement ratios that exceed 65e", namely

Boundaries of Authority, Affective Expression, Communication

CIarity, Quantity of Communication, and Communication

Continuity. Agreement leveIs for these five categories

range in value f rom g0eo to 100eo. In contrast, Domineering

Expression, FamiIy Cohesion, Flexibilíty/aigidity, Family-

as-a-Task-Oriented-Unit, and Nonscorable generated values

ranging f rom 16.7eo to 64.7eo.

It is interesting to speculate on the nature of such

differences. That high level-s of agreement emerged for the

two codes that are defined in terms of morphological

distinctions is not surprizing, insofar as the relevant

measures did not have to be linked to abstract theoretical

constructs either during the construct,ion or application of

the coding conventions" The high level of agreement for

Communication Clarity is also understandable, in that it is

consistent with the relatively favorable appraisal that the

domain has received by the more pessimistic as weII as the

more optimistic among the ranks of family process critics
(see Doane , 1978a; Goldsteín & Rodnick, 1975i ,,Iacob, 1975').
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The high level of agreement for Boundaries of Authority, on

the ot,her hand, is surprizing, insof ar as the substantive

domain has been singled out as one in which family

interactionists have had particular problems in achieving

conceptual clarity (tiem, 1980i Turk & BeII, 1972). As to

the remaining reliability differences' they my reflect

differences in may grasp of areas of theory ot ¡ differences

in the conceptual clarity and/or methodological adequacy of

the various substantive areas.

There are a number of ways of responding to the

reliability data pertaining to Substantive Domain. One

could decide to eIíminate the feature from further

consideration on the grounds of reliability concerns. In

Iight of the centrality of the feature, such a decision

would, in my opinion, be tantamount to rejecting the

suitabitity of the family interaction Iiterature for

integration on conceptual grounds. Alternatively' a

decision could be made to restrict the integration to those

substantive areas that can be coded with a reasonable degree

of reliability. Such a decisíon could of course result in a

serious reduction of the data basen Examination of the

frequency distribution of the categories of Substantíve

Domain provides some indication of the extent of such a

reduction. Of the 1004 coding occurrences' there are 252

(25.1e") instances of FamiIy Cohesion, followed by 167

(16.6eo) ínstances of Affective Expression and 125 (12"5e") of
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Communication CIarity. The remaining eight substantíve

categories are represented more or less equivalently, with

contributions ranging f rom 4.1eo to 7.Seo. This distribution

suggests that large data losses would likely result from the

elimination of the Iess reliable substantive categories from

the integration. Finally, a decision can be made to rework

the less serviceable of the coding conventions with the

objective of improving measurement reliability. On the

basis of my impressions of the family interaction

Iiterature, I wqould not expect such efforts to be very

fruitful.

E. Mode of Communication

One aspect of interaclion that greatly adds to the

complexity of the family systems field is that it occurs

across a variety of verbal and nonverbal channels. Apart

from a concern with thoroughness, there are a number of

reasons for examining as wide a range of channels as

possible in family research. First, and most obvious, is

the fact that any restriction on the range of channels

results at best in a reduction in the amount of available

information and at worst in a distorted pattern. Second,

the observation that information conveyed on one channel of

communication need not correspond to information conveyed on

a second channel has been made repeatedly, particularly by

st,udents of communication disturbances. FuII exploration of

the expression of such incongruence demands that comparisons

be made across as wide a range of channels as possible.
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In spite of such considerations, methodological critics

have supported the tendency of family process researchers to

examine patterns of interactions largely from a verbal

perspective. Such support has at its basis the belief that

nonverbal behavior is inherently too complex and unreliable

for scoring purposes (see Ha1ey, 1967¡ Riskin & Faunce,

19721. Nonverbal behavior may indeed be difficult to score

because of its subtle and fleeting nature. However, the use

of videotapes during data collection mitigates these

concerns to a large extent insofar as it allows for multiple

viewing of the data. As to the issue of complexity, it of

course increases when nonverbal as weIl as verbal behaviours

are taken into account which is not to say that the

independent assessment of either behavioral category is

inherently more complex than the other. Of course, when

both categories are included in a single study, the question

of congruence between channels of communication enters in as

an additional vantage point from which to examine the

interactional material.

There are a number of available observational scales that

include both verbal and nonverbal behavioral categories,

most of which have emerged out of the child development

field¡ the ParenL Child rnteraction Code (lytton, 1973), the

Human rnteraction Code (white & watts, 1978) and the

BehavÍor Coding System (Patterson, Ray, Shaw and Cobb,

1969). The reader is referred to Fox (1978) for a
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discussion of the respective advantages and disadvantages of

these scales" Unfortunately, family systems researchers

have not made use of these multi-channel scales. The one

multi-channel scale that they have made use of emerged out

of the field of sociology, namely the Bales Interactional

Process Analysis (tpa). Apart from the fact that the IPA

has been the target of extensive criticism (see Winter &

Ferreíra, 1967), it. is often used by family researchers in

conjunction with recording formats that strip its

observational definit,ions of their multi-channel properties.

By, for example, transfering aII interactional information

on to a typed transcript, the researcher often presents the

coder with only the verbal aspects of the IPA definitions.

The feature Mode of Communication was incorporated into

the present research effort to prepare the groundvtork for

comparing the informational value of the various channels of

communication, as weII as for examining the differential

effect of multi-channel and single-channel data during later

stages of integration. The coding scheme for Mode of

Communication consists of the following categories: 1 )

verbal¡ 2) verbal/tonal; 3) postualì 4)

verbaL/Eonal/postural; 5) nonapplicable, f.or measures that

focus on the duration of an interaction (""9., tíme to

completion) and for those 'artificial' measures associated

with highly structured measurement situations (e.9., button

pushes); and 6) nonscorable, for composite measures that are
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Communication. Rather

the Coding Appendix to

of

ín

facilítate the coding task. They are as follows:

Studies are classified in terms of the mode of
communication used by the researcher as a source
of interactional information. Two features of
studíes can direct this classification: 1 ) the
definition of the outcome measure and 2) the
device used to record interactional material
(e.g., typescript., audiotape' videotape). In
cases in which the definition of the outcome
measure is restricted to a consideration of one
mode of communicatíon, information about the
recording device is immaterial. For instance' a
measure of "interruptions" defined in terms of
instances of simultaneous speech is restricted to
a consideration of the verbal mode of
communícation, regardless of the choice of
recording device. On the other hand, in cases in
which the definition of the outcome measure or
coding category incorporates aspects relating-to
more than oñe mode of communication, the recording
device must be relied upon to provide information
about the researcher's choice of mode. For
instance I a researcher who uses those IPA
categories that incorporate postural, tonal and
verbal aspects of communication, may either attend
to all three aspects by using videotape during
data coLlection, or may restrict attention to a
specific aspect of the definition, for instance
the verbal aspect ' by recording interactional
maÈerial on typescript.

The following guidelines can be applied to the
codíng of the study feature Mode of Communication¡
FirsL, examine the definitíon of the outcome
measure to determine whether or not it
incorporates more than one mode of communication.
If only one mode is under consideration, code the
measure in terms of that mode . Íf, however ' more
than one mode enters into the definition' refer to
the recording device (typescript, audiotape or
videotape) to determine which aspect of the
definition is actually being incorporated into the
data

During the course of coding Mode of Communication,

problems with the guidelines became apparent. Firstn

two

they
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fail to incorporate a verbal/postural category, to be used

specifically with reference to who-speaks-to-whom kinds of

measures. Second, the assumption that the typed transcript
automatically implies the verbal mode of communication is
not always correct. There are a number of cases in ¡vhich

the researcher transfers interactional information from

videotape to typed transcript while retaining postural

and/or tonal information in the form of verbal description.

WhiIe such second-hand information may not be equivalent to

the postural and tonal information contained on the actual

videotape, the coding scheme should allow for a record of

its inclusion on the typed transcrípt.

rn spite of problems with the coding guidelines, the

feature Mode of Communication was coded with a reasonable

leve} of measurement reliability, with an interrater
agreement figure of 77,6eo emerging from the data. The only

divergent ce11 of the judgement matrix that could possibly

be described as well-populated (accounting for 9.4eo of

coding occurrences), crosstabu'Iates my verbaL/tonal/postural
judgements with the verbal judgements of the second coder.

This coding pattern can Iike1y be attributed to the fact

that I took into account the presence of postural and tonal

information on typed t,ranscripts, while the second coder

more like1y responded according to the letter of Èhe coding

guidelines.
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As to the frequency count of the categories of Mode of

Communication, as expected the verbal category proved to be

the most heavily represented, accounting for 37.5e" of the

809 coding occurrences. The vetbal/tonal and

verbaL/tonal/postural categories are also adequately

represented, accounting respectively for 28.7e" and 19.8e" of

the distribution, while the nonapplicable category accounts

for 11.Leo. Since the remaining three categories combined

account for less then 3eo, they should be collapsed into a

s ingle ' other ' category, What t,hi s di str ibut ion indicates

is that, while faiting to explore the differential effects

of modes of communication on interactional data, family

researchers havae not been a restrictive in their use of the

modes as critics have suggested.

g. Subqroup Compar i son

Two final features relating to research focus were

incorporated into the present thesis, both of which are

concerned with the bases against which diagnostic

comparisons are made. The first of these¡ F€ferred to as

Subgroup Comparison, applies only to those measures that are

taken on subgroups of the family unit participating in

research. Such measures can be differentiated into two

categories; 1 ) those that compare diagnostic categories in

terms of calculations derived from comparisons between

family subgroups and 2, those that compare diagnostic

categories in terms of measures taken on particular
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subgroups independent of their relationship to other

subgroups. An example of the former category would be a

measure that first compares mother-child interactions with

father-chiId interactions within each diagnostic category

and then compares diagnostic categories in terms of the

resulting ratios. An example of the second category would

be a measure that compares diagnostic categories in terms of

t,he behavior of a specif ic family member (e.9., normal

father vs. clinical father). This distinction may be

important insofar as it may to some degree reflect the

extent to which the notion of the interrelatedness of the

family system is incorporated into a research design.

The frequency distribution of the feature Subgroup

Comparison suggests that it be excluded from the feature set

on the grounds of insufficient variability. Of the 547

applicable coding occurrences ' only 47 ( 8.6eo) involve

subgroup comparisons.

As to the feature's reliability, coders were unable to

differentiate measures with any reasonable degree of

consistency according to whether or not they involve

subgroups of the family unit. An interrater agreement ratio

of only 61eo emerged from the data in spite of the

straightforward nature of the study feature. This strongly

suggests that the codíng quidelines, presented on the coding

form without explanation or elaboration, are too spartan for

coding purposes. Of the 214 coding occurrences that v¡ere



consistently judged as relevant to the

Comparison, coders had no trouble agreeing

the subgroup comparison¡ âs is evident in

agreement figure.
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feature Subgroup

on the nature of

the healthy 92"5e"

D. Response Cateqory Compar i son

The second comparison feature also groups measures into two

categories: 1) those that involve comparisons between more

than one response category (e.9., ratio of positive social-
emotional to negative social-emotional communicatíons) i and

2) those that involve a single or composite response

category independent of its relationship to other

categories. Thís feature was incorporated into the research

on the grounds of its intuitive appeal. Underlying the use

of measures that incorporate response-category comparisons

is an inchoate understanding of the desirability of

examining constellations or profiles of interactional

attributes rather than single attributes extracted from

their interactional context"

The coding of Response Category Comparison presenLed no

problem as is evident from the interrater agreement figure

of 91.8e". The frequency count of the feature yielded the

following information. Of the 809 coding occurrences, there

are 139 (17.2>") comparison-present judgements, 622 (76"9%)

comparison-absent judgements, and 48 (5"9eo) nonapplicable

judgements. Thus, family researchers have tended on the
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t imewhole

dur i ng

to focus on

stat i st ical
one interactional

analysis of family

attribute at a

process data.

To summarize, of the four features relating to research

focus, both Mode of Communication and Response Category

Comparison were judged to be acceptable candidates for the

purposes of further integrative procedures. Subgroup

Comparisonr oD the other hand, was rejected on the grounds

of insufficient variability. The feasibility of classifyíng

the interaction literature into substantive domains is

uncertain, given that the associated problems present no

clear-cut sotution. A summarization of features relating to

research focus is conLained in Table 4.

Assessment of Redundancv

In the present research, 35 features were selected for this

potentíaI utility as predictors for a meta-analysis of the

famity interaction Iiterature. Of these, 25 vtere judged to

be suitable for such procedures with respect to the críteria

of information availability, feature category variability'

and measurement reliabíIity. As a final assessment of the

feature set an effort was made to determine the degree to

which the f eatures are interdependent , with t,he ob ject ive of

weeding out from the set highly redundant elements'



Table 4

Features Relating to Research Focus

Fea bure Problematic
Aspec f

Measure-
Spec i fic
ReliabilitY

Cod ing
Revisions
Recomme nd ed

ReLa inl
Exlude

Subsfantive
Doma i n

Mode of Com-
mun ica tion

Subgroup
Comparison

Response
Ca tegory
Comparison

Bounda r ies
of Authority

Domineering
Expression

Family Cohesion
Affective

Expression
Commun icatlon

Clarity
Flex ibil íLy /

Rigidity
Fami I y-a s-a-Ta sk

0riented-Unit
Quantity of

Commun lca fi on
Communication

Continuity
Nonsc orabl e

B1%

39%
63.6%

98. B,6

B0%

16.7%

64.7%

1 00Í

83. 3Í
40f

77.6% Yes

92.5% No

g1.B%

Uncerbain

No

UncerLain

Rebain

ExcJude

Retain

ReliabiliLy concerns
atbributed as much
to probl-ems inherenb
in the literaLure as
to inadequate coding
convenbions.

0ve r re presen ta t i on
by No-Comparison
ca tegory .

0verrepresentation
by No-Comparison
category.
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Àn intercorrelation matrix was constructed for the

purposes of this assessment into which was entered study

features that 1 ) satisfy the aforementioned suitability

standards, and 2) assume either dichotomous or continuous

numerical formats. with respect to this later criteria, an

attempt was made to increase the number of entries into the

matrix by excluding the nonscorable and nonapplicable coding

categories from calculations involving features that are

otherwise defined in dichotomous terms (".g., Sex-of-the-

Focal-ChiId, Control (Ho Control) for observer Expectancies,

Presence (Àbsence) of Reliability Coefficient). While this

manipulatíon likely affected the accuracy of the data' I

felt that the increase in the amount of relevant information

justified its use.

Examination of the correlational matrix reveals nine

relationships of moderate size, with absolute values ranging

from .51 to .67 " Pairs of features relating to

methodological rigor are involved in seven of these

relatíonships, What these moderate correlations suggest is

that, to some degree, concern with experimental control

dictates methodological choices across a varieLy of study

features" A lack of such concern is of course reflected

across the same set of features' In two of the nine cases,

the feature Díagnostic CaLegory is shown to be moderately

related to indices of methodological rigor, namely Observer

Expectancies and Presence of Reliability Coefficient. The
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observation that methodological adequacy differs as a

function of the diagnostic status of experimental families
has already been made by Jacob (1975) who accounts for the

relationshíp in terms of changes in methodological practice.
Specifically, the more recenL family studies are more tikety
than the earlier ones to utilize nonpsychotic samples rather

than schizophrenic samples, and to incorporate protection

against methodologícaI violations into theÍr designs.

In addition to the nine moderate relationships one other

relationship emerged out of the intercorrelation procedures

that. is, in my opinion, of large enough magnitude to justify
the exclusion on the grounds of redundancy, namely the -"92
correlation between the composite feature
Naturalistíc/Controlled and one of its component features,
Inference Level. Given that alI of the information

contained in the composite feature is represented elsewheren

a decision vras made to exclude it from the feature set.



DI SCUSSION

The present thesis incorporated a number of tasks, each

of which was linked to a specific objective of research

integration. The following discussion wiIl be organized

around these tasks and objectives.

Feature selection for the Þurposes of descriptive

summary. À major task of the thesis was to select a set of

features characteristic of the family process Iiterature

that would aI1ow, f.irst, for the catagorization and

summarization of methodological and procedural aspects of

interest and, second, for the establishment of a set of

predictor variables suitable for use during later stages of

integration. The importance of the first of these functions

lay in its capacity to reveal the methodological preferences

of family process researchers' as we1I as to pinpoint

aspects of research t,hat have been both over and underused"

Such information was readily extracted from the frequency

distributions of feature categories. On the basis of these

distributions, t,he f amily process literature can be

characterized in the following Lerms; 1 ) an overreliance on

moderately structured tasks that assume the form either of

variations of the RDT or the ConsensuaL Projective ¡ 2) an

overreliance on the laboratory as a setting within which to

238
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conduct interactional research; 3) a strong preference for

molecular, single-attribute aggregate measures' coupled with

infrequent use of molar rating scales, of measures that

incorporate sequential information, and of measures that

involve comparisons of behavioural categories and of family

subgroups; 4, a heavy reliance on process measures as the

primary source of interactional information to the neglect

of product measures; and 5) a strong preference for the

family triad as the participating unit of research, coupled

with some attention to both the spousal dyad and the famíIy

tetrad. The family process literature can in addition be

characterized in terms of its attention to a number of modes

of communication (though not to comparisons between modes)

as well as to a number of diagnostic categories.

What is suggested by the frequency data is a literature

decidedly uniform in its choice of methodological and

procedural practices, though less so in choice of research

foci. Such uniformity is suprising, in light of the fact

that critics of the literature have consistently described

it in terms of its nonuniformity. Such discrepant

impressions may simpty reflect differences in foci, with

critícs havíng emphasized relatively subtle procedural and

methodological detaíIs, and I' the broad boundaries of the

research fietd (i,e., the choice of interactional task and

of measurement instrument ) .
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Regardless of the degree of uniformity, what is obvious

is that, family process researchers have been decidedly rigid

in their use of methodology and paradigm. Such rígidity can

like1y be attributed to a number of factors. An emphasis on

'scientificism' that has held sv¡ay throughout the history of

family interaction research may account for the overuse of

molecular measures aS weII aS for the reluctance to move

outside of the controlled laboratory setting. As already

indicated in the discussion on FamiIy Composition,

inadequate exploration of the fuII range of family

subsystems is suggestive of a misunderstanding of

interactional principles. FinaIIy, the failure of the

domain to evolve a varied and flexible research practice may

reflect a protective response against the full weight of the

demands imposed by the nature of the research. Confronted

with the complexity of the subject matter, the highly

abstract level of the theoretical context, and the absence

of an appropriate methodotogícal tradition, the individual

engaged in interactional research may (understandably) shun

the risks of experimentation in favor of 'known' procedures.

That no evidence has yet emerged supporting the utility of

any particular research practice underscores the

inappropriateness of this response" Moreover, it is

particularly itl-suited to the existing developmental st,age

of family interaction research.
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FeaLlt!-e select ion f or the establ i shment of a set of

predictor variahlge. In order to evaluate the

appropriateness of the selected study features for use as

predictor variables, three criteria were brought into

effect. First, a sufficient amount of relevant information

had to be available from the collected studies. To a large

degree, protection against undue missing information was

built into the present research effort. Coding guidetines

were at times manipulated to a1low the coder to estimate

feature values from ambiguous and/or incomplete reports.

For example, the conventions for the feature Developmental

Stage atlow t.he coder to estimate age ranges from central

tendency data. An additional protection against missing

information derived from the method of selecting both

features and feature categoriesi namely one t,hat was based

as much on what was known to be represented in the

Iiterature as on met,hodolocial and t,heoretical concerns'

Whether because of the availability of relevant information

and/or such protective measures, only two of the 35 features

initially selected for consideration were excluded on the

grounds of information scarcity. Both are indices of the

composite feature Subject Expectancies.

Sufficient variablility was the second criterion against

which features were judged as suitable for the purposes of

integration. WhiIe imbalances in frequency distributions

are more the rule than the exception, only four of the 35
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features meet the exclusion standard of at least 90e"

representation by a single feature category; namely,

Setting, Developmental Stage, and two of the indices the

composite feature of Diagnostic Specificity.

Feature redundancy, expressed in terms of a high level of

interrelatedness between features, constituted the third

criterion for exclusion. While sizable correlations of the

magnitude of .5 to .6 are not uncommon, there is only one

correlation that I consider of large enough magnitude to

warrant exclusion on t.he grounds of feature redundancy;

namely the -.92 correlation between the features

Naturalístic/Contro1led and Inference LeveI. On the basis

of this figure, a decision was made to eliminate the

composite feature Natural ístic/Contro1led from the set of

potential predictor variables. In terms of the three

designated criteria, the seleetion of study features for the

purposes of integration proved to be essentially sound,

resulting in the retentíon of ?8 of the 35 features

initially brought under consideration"

Serviceablilitv of th-e codinq conventions. A second

major task of the present research was to create a coding

system that would allow for the operationalization of study

featuresr êS well as for their translation into numerical

terms. The serviceability of the system vras assessed with

reference to measurement reliability by examining the degree

to which the judgements of two independent coders converged.
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Measurement reliability in the present research was jointly

dependent on three factors, the first of which was the

clarity and comprehensiveness of the information provided by

the primary researcher. In cases in which ínadequat'e

information could be attributed to the sloppy reporting

style of the researcher, the inclusion of any relevant

detaíls in a study often allowed the coder to estimate

feature values. More problematic were the cases in which

inadequate information was suggestive of conceptual

confusion.

Measurement reliability was also dependent on the

clarity and comprehensiveness of the coding conventions,

determined not only by my skiII in developing unambiguous

operational definitions but also by the ease with which the

selected study features lent t,hemselves to numerical

translations. 1n some cases the clarity of the feature's

conceptual underpinnings influenced my capacíty t,o

incorporate nonambiguous distinctions into the conventions.

Whenever nonreliability was attributed to my fack of skill'

suggestions for coding revisions were offered, with the

object.ive of facilitating the coding task and of improving

reliability leve1s. Of course I had no such povrer of

remediation over problems inherent in the l"iterature.

FinaIly, measurement reIíabitity was dependent on the

degree to which the coding conventions were appropríateIy

applied to the literature. !,tith regard to this factor, it
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was obvious during training sessions that measures taken to

insure the consistent application of the coding conventions

were less than adequate. To begin with, the unavailability

of established criterion protocols resulted in training

sessions that were not sufficiently systematic. The absense

of such protocols in addition brought into question the

meaningfulness of the reliability assessment, insofar as no

standards existed against which to evaluate the adequacy of

either coders' judgements. The meaningf uJ.ness of the

assessment !¡as also somewhat compromised by the fact thal

the second coder yras involved in the construction of the

coding scheme, and that a 'naive' coder was at no point

introduced into the procedures. Finally, the fact that no

retraining sessions were introduced at any point to protect

àgainst observer drift may have reduced measurement

reliability.

WhiIe ay¡are of alI of these limitations, I had

anticipated t,hat. the reliability assessment would be helpful

in pinpointing weaknesses both in the literature and in the

coding conventions, ês well as in providing a reasonable

estimation of the serviceability of the conventions in their

present, form. These expectations, in my opinion, vtere

adequately met" As to the reliability of the coding scheme,

moderate t,o hígh levels emerged from the assessment for most

of the study features " OnIy two of the 35 features were

excluded on the grounds of inadequate reliability.
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of the familv process

IiteraLulg for guantitative inteqration. The final major

objective of the present thesis vtas to evaluate the

preparedness of t,he f ami Iy process I iterature f or

integration, and more specifically, the appropriateness of

meta-analysis as the integrative strategy of choice.

Serving as guidelines f.or thís evaluation ytere the criteria

for meta-analysis suggested by Cook and Leviton (1980) and

Strube and Hartmann (1983); namely, that of sufficient

complexity, and of methodological, statistical, and

conceptual adequacY.

Given that methodological and procedural rather than

conceptual considerations were emphasized in the selected

set of study features, there was limited data available with

which to evaluate Lhe conceptual adequacy of the family

interaction Iiterature. Conseguently, impressions that

emerged during the coding process played an important role

in the evaluation. Furthermore, gíven that no attempt Ftas

made to disaggregate the Iiterature on the basis of

statistical considerations, the evaluation of the

literature's statistical status was based entirely on

impressions, Thus, both guantítatíve and qualitative

components entered into an evaluatíve conclusion; namely one

that questioned the appropriateness of futher meta-analytic

procedures on the grounds of both statist,ical and conceputal

concerns. Each of the four specified criteria wiII now be

commented upon in turn.
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Complexity of the literature. In spite of an overall

restricted use of research strategy, it is my opinion that

sufficient variability in methodological detail exists in

the family literature to warrant the use of complex

gualitative approaches to integration. That family

interaction research is marked by variation in

methodological features is to be expected. To begin with,

the fact that the research is of a clinical naature insures

that certain methodological choices (e.g., subject

characterístics, control for expectancy effects, setting)

are as much dictated by prevailing practical exigencies as

by research-based considerations. To the exLent that these

exigencies vary from study to study, so do the affected

methodological features. Moreover, in Iight of the breadth

of the subject matter, investigators can only incorporate a

sma1I number of the relevant factors into their research

designs. Given t,he absence of facilities that coordinate

family interact.íon research, such choices are bound to vary

considerably from study to study. As to the restricted use

of research strategy and paradigm, it impacts more on the

generalizability of fíndings that emerge from any

integrative effort than on the complexity of the integrative

task.

Methodoloq ical êd.gg¡Lry.

feature categories provided

evaluate Lhe methodological

The frequency distributions of

the information needed to

adequacy of the Iiterature.
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Methodological inadequacy, defined in terms of violations

that pervade the data base, are readily detected in the form

of highly ínvariabte distributions that consist

predominantly of coding judgements indicative of

methodological inadequacy. Of the 17 features chosen to

index methological rigour, only four yielded highly

invariable distributions, Of these, only one feature was

consistently judged as methodologically inadequate: namely,

Manner of Solicitation, an index of the composite feature

Subject Expectancies" Thusr oD the basis of the frequency

information, there is nothing to suggest methodological

weakness pervasive enough to disqualify the family process

literature for integration. It is important to note that

this conclusion does not in any way contradict the frequency

data that clearly points to a need for improved

methodological cont.rol on many of the selected dimensions.

The degree to which family interaction researchers

should focus on methodological rigor is a source of debate

at the present time, That high levels of rigor can strip

research of its validity by focusing on relatíonships that

bear Iitt,te resemblance to the subject matter of interest

has alsways been a source of concern among students of

family process. At the same time, however, lhe appeal of

scientific rigor (and hence respectability) has exerted a

strong force among indíviduals who have been anxious to

substantiate their deeply held convictions. The fact that
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the possibility of rejecting the scientific study of family

interaction on the grounds of it being unamenable to

empirical techniques vras raised soon after the emergence of

the research domain (see Frank, 1965; Lennard, êt. â1. ¡

1965) may have tipped the balance in favor of "scientifism".

The recen! questioning of the appropriateness of the

prevailing balance is expressed largely in terms of its

unsuitability to the current stage of development of the

research area. More specifically, there is some concern

that the emphasis on rigor has interfered both with the

development of conceptual clarity and with the creation of

research tools appropriate for generating and measuríng

interactional material (see Liem, 1980; OIson' 1983; Riskin'

1983 Turk, & BelI, 1972). In response to such concern'

there is emerging evidence of attempts to redirect family

int,eraction research into paths more in keeping with an

exploratory stage of a research hi story t'han wi th a

hypothesis-testing stage. At a recent conference on family

interaction held at t,he University of Manitoba (l{ay, 1983)

both Riskin and Olson recommended the use of lhe following

'regressive strategies: 1 ) lhe use of the case-study

approach to research rat,her than the standard large N

design i 2l a reliance on relatively nonrigorous measurement

tools such as the "quick and dirty" rating scale and the

self-report inventory; 3) a rejection of "safe" established

interactionatr tasks and coding schemes, in favor of rigorous



experimentation with alternatives created specifically
meet the needs of idiosyncratic research objectives; and

an examination of t'normal" family processes independenl

any comparisons with clinical processes. Reflected in

of these recommendations is a primary emphasis

methodological development coupled with a willingness

compromise on methodological rigor"
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Statistical adequacv. A number of impressions emerged

during the course of coding the family interaction

I i terature that jointly point to pervasive stat i st ical
weakness in the data base. Such weakness can first of aII
be attributed to the practices of the primary researchers.

Particularly vulnerable to attack are the numerous studies

that apply inferential techniques to data derived from

multiple-measure coding schemes, yrithout introducing any

protection against experiment-wise error. Given that

statistically significant inferential statistics generally

provide the data for ES estimations, one can expect, such

studies to yield ESs that are highly inflated in magnitude.

While a trend towards more rigorous statistical practice
yüas apparent to me during my survey of the literature, the

manner in which the more competent. st.atisticians report

their findings does not always allow the meta-analyst to

take advantage of the statistical advances in the field"

Particularly troublesome are those studies that report

inferential statistics derived from multifactorial designs
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Unworkable reporting styles are not only restricted to

multifaclorial designs oEr for that matter' to any

particular set of family process studies. Rather, studies

typically contain both usable and nonusable f indings.

Particularly irksome are those studies that yield only a

small portion of their outcomes to a meta-analytic data

base. Though perhaps somewhat extreme, a study by Haley

(1967) tfrat yields onty 3 of its 75 f indings cannot be

viewed as atypical. The fact that a large number of the

published findings of family process research are excluded

from a meta-analytic data base on statistical grounds

insures an inaccurate integration"

Another related feature of data report,ing that generates

statistical concern is strong tendency on the part of family

process researchers to restrict their treatment of

nonsÍgnificant findings to verbal statements. A meta-

analyst can respond to this situation in one of Lwo ways,

both of which introduce bias into the inLegrative

procedures. S/he can exclude nonsignificant findings from

the data base and, in so doing, insure average ES

calculations of inflated magnitude" 'AIternativeIy, s/he can

assign to each nonsignificant finding an ES value of '0'

and, in so doing, insure average ES value of conservative

magnitude -- highly conservative, I would guesst given the
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nonsigni f icant f indings in the collected

There is one final aspect of the family process data base

that must be considered in an evaluation of its statistical

adequacy; namely, the degree to which its data points are

independent of one another. As indicated in the chapter on

Integrative Techniques (see p. 73), a meta-analyst working

with a psychological literature can routinely expect some

degree of nonindependence to plague hisr/her efforts. While

no guidelines have emerged regarding the degree to which

nonindependence can be tolerated, it is reasonable Lo assume

that, ât a certain point, the interpretability of any

inferential statistic performed during integration becomes

seriously compromised. WhíIe the clinical nature of family

process research Ied me to anticipate considerable overuse

of both samples and measures, the degree to which

nonindependence in fact characterizes the data base possibly

exceeds any workable timit,. Focusing only on t,he overuse of

measures as a source of nonindependence, the 45 collected

studies can be characterized in the following termsl The

number of outcomes per study ranges in value from 1 to 98,

with 31 of the 46 studies contrÍbuting at least 10 outcomes

each to the data base. The average number of outcomes per

study is 18. It is worth pointing out that the degree of

nonindependence in Smith and GIassr s meta-analysis of the

therapy outcome literature that promted Landman and Dawes
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was of the magnitude

To conclude, ffiY impressions of lhe statisLical status of

the family process data base lead me to question the

appropriatenss of meta-analysis as the integrative strategy

of choice for the family interaction literature. Such

questioning primarily arises from my perception of a marked

mismatch between the characteristics of the data base (i.e.,

unavailability of precise information, high degree of

nonindependence) and the characteristics of meta-analytic

techniques (i.e. dependence on specific statistical

information, vulnerability to violation of assumption of

independence). WhiIe there is lit.tIe that any integrative

strategy could do to override the statistical invalidity

generated by the practices of the primary researcher short

of gaining access to much of the original data, ôñ

integrative strategy less exact than meta-analysis would be

better able to circumvent some of the other statistical

concerns that have been discussed. Such a strategy would,

of course, have to improve upon those relied upon in past

reviews to justify another 'go' at the literature, by

incorporating as many as possible of the relatively rigorous

procedures available to tradit,ional reviews that are

outlined by Cook and Levíton. Of course in choosing a more

traditional integrative strategy for the family interaction

Iiterature, the revíewer must be willing to balance out
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in the amount and representativeness of the useable

with a restricted capacity regarding the number of

features that can be brought into consideration.

Conceptual adequacv" WhiIe my familiarity with critiques

of the literature had prepared me to expect some level of

conceptual weakness to mark the family Iiterature, the

extent of the weakness only became apprarent during my own

efforts to develop and appty the coding guídelines for the

study feature that bears most directly on conceptual

concerns, that is Substantive Domain. As previously

indicated, Doane's recommended reclassification strategy did

less to facilitate this effort than I had anticipated.

Limitations to her stategy may reside in the inaccuracy of

its undertying assumption; specifically that correspondences

between instructional operations and construct,s need only be

teased out through the appropriate reorganization of the

Iiterature. Concerns with the conceptual status of the

family literature ytere further strengthed during my attempt

to apply the coding guídelines for the other two features

that bear on conceptual adequacy (i.e., Unit of Measurement

and Subgroup Comparisons), as well as during my efforts to

record the conceptual designation of the primary

researchers.

In Spite of the above indicatíons of conceptual weakness'

a number of the categoríes of Substantive Domain vrere coded

with high levels of retiability regarding the coding of any

one such domain is not to be confused with the domain's
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capacity to differentiate clinical and nonclinical families.
Nonetheless, the fact that I was able to devise coding

conventions that can reliably order portions of the family

interaction Iiterature on the basis of conceptual

considerations suggests that some degree of conceptual

clarity is operating. Whether that degree is sufficient to

warrant futher integrative procedures must be left to the

judgement of lhe individual reviev¡er.

In conclusion, much of the impetus for the present

integrative effort arose out of a hope of being able to

support my ideological committment to family systems theory

with empirical evidence. Given my understanding of the

level of methodological development in the field, I did not

expect definitive patterns linking clinical status to family

interaction to emerge from the data. What I did expect hras

to be able to provide confident direction to future research

by initiating meta-analyt,ic procedures that would aIlow me

to ernpirically isolate those aspects of past research that

have been particularly productive. I had furthermore hoped

that such direction would generate renewed interest in a

putatively moribund research domain, and in so doing, allow

for the possiblity of narrowing the gap between systems

research and clinical practice,

In tight of the breadth of the inLegrative objective, the

present research effort was restricted to a number of

preliminary tasks designed Lo prepare the groundwork for

futher stages of integration" By and large this objective
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was successfully met; t,he research yielded both useful

descriptive information and a set of serviceable codíng

conventions. However r cofìcerns with statitical and

conceptual adequacy generated some questions regarding the

choice of integrative strategy most appropriate for the

family interaction Iiterature.
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I

Coding Form for Family InEeractlon Meta-Analysls

General Informa tl-on

Date Coded

SEudy ldentificaEion No.

ArÈicle TlEle

Author ( s)

Journal

Year of Publlcatlon

Tocal No. of ComParisons

No. of thls ComParison

Name of this ConParison

No. of OuËcome Measures Per ComparÍson

No. of rhis Outcome Measure

Name of thls Outcome Measure

Total N of Study (only lndicate for lsE outcome of lst comparison) 

-Coder

FEATURES REI,ATING TO METHODOLOG ICAL TOOLS

(see codtng supplement Pp. L-4 for addltional detaiLs)

A. lasks Used co Generate Interactfonal Data

e task structure: 1) hfgh; 2) medlun; 3) low

emotlonal tone of taskî 1) hlghly emotlonaL; 2) moderately emotlonal;

3) neutral

"irrr."t..istLcs 
of task etinuli: L) verbal eEfnull ueed to generate

verbally expressed differences; 2) proJectlve eËlmuli used to generate

verbally expressed dlfferences; 3) genãral verbal exerclsee; 4) gane

I ltuatlon

b

c)

If more Ëhan one measure ls recorded on Èhis fonm, list features
that are coded seParately 

,

)
)



B

II

OuËcome Measures
a) lnference level: 1) inferenCial; 2) noninferential; 3) nonscorable

for composite measures Ëhat are noc unlform with respect Eo Èhls
feature

b) process/product distlnction: 1) process of lnteractlon; 2) product
of lngeractfon; 3) nonscorable for composiEe measures that are noË

uniform wlÈh respect t,o this feature
c) If inferentlal rneasure is used, ls iE in Ehe form of a global rating

scale? 1) yes; 2) no; 3) nonapplicable for nonlnferentlal measures

Experfmental settlng: 1) home; 2) laboratory based in research setËing;
3) hospltal-based laboratory; 4) nonscorable - cllnical and nonclinlcal
samples are tested in differenË setËings; 5) unknown.

Naturalls tic/ ConErol Led Cont lnuum
1) controll.ed (if at Least 2 of the following apply)

- high structure
- nonlnferential
- laboratory setting, elÈher hospital or laboraEory based

2) naturallsÈlc (if at least 2 of the following aPPly)
- rnedium/low strucËure
- - inferent ial
- home settlng

3) unknown (tf lñference and structure coded under different conErol
categoriee and setEing 1s unknown).

4) nonsãorable (lf inferãnce and structure coded under dlfferent control
categorfes and seEÈing fg nonscorable).

FEATI]RES REIA TO LE COMPO ONS

c.

D

A Diagnosric caregory of clinlcal. sample (ac least^?o7: l:presentaEion):
1) schlzophrenÍc; 2) nonpsychotic disturbances; 3) dellnquency; 4) mfxed

diagnos 1s



III

ComposiÈlon of Famlly Unlt Participating in Research: 1) rno-chlld dyad;
2) ãpousal dyad;3) farnlly triad conslstlng of parents, and focal chlld;
4) fàm{ly teÈrad conslsElng of parenÈs, focal chtld and well-sfbllng;
5) other.

Fanily Unir, on Which Measuremenc ls Taken: f) lndividual-mo; 2) individual-
fa; ¡) in¿rvtduat-child; 4) mo-child dyad; 5) fa-child dyad; 6) spousal
¿yá¿;7) famtly Eriad;8) fanily tetrad;9) sPousal comparlson;10) no-

"-ttft¿ 
comparlson; 11) fa-child comparison; 12) mo-fanily comparlson;

13) fa-family comparlson; 14) chlld-fam1Ly comparlson; 15) oCher

Can sÈudy be scored on developmenËal stage (defined 1n terms of Che

age of the focal chlld): _Yes, if affir¡naElve response to all three
oi the following quesClons. 

-No, 

,Lf arry one response is negative.
Nonapplicable when chlld not IP.

1, Is clinfcal sample homogenous wiCh respecÈ to the age of rhe focal
chlld (ar least 90% representation by one of the followíng age

categorles: L) 2'4 yrs.;2) 5-9 yrs.;3) 10-13 yrs.;4) L4-L7 yrs';
5) 7 17 yrs. ) ? Yes- No- Unkncrun-

2. Is noncllnícal sample homogenous vtlth resPect to the age of the focal
chlld? Yes No- Unknown-

3. If yes Ëo questlons 1 and 2: Are clinical and noncllnical samples

equivalent $tith resPect to Èhis study feature? Yes No-

Developmental Stage of Family (deffned in Eerms of age of focal child):
L) 2-4' yrs.; 2) 5I9 yrs.; 3) 10-13 vrs.; 4) L4-L7 vrs.; 5) >L7 vrs';
6) unknown; 7) nonscorable; 8) nonappllcable

can study be scored on 8ex of the focal child? 

-Yes, 

Lf .aff.LrmaLfve
response to all three of the followlng questions._ --t19, lf any one

r""por,"" ls negative. Nonappllcable when chlld not' IP.

1. Ie cLinical sample homogenous wlth resPect t'o the sex of Ehe focal
chlld (ac leasc 90% represenEatlon by one sex): Yes No-
Unknowq-

2. Is noncllnlcal sample homogenous v¡iEh resPect Eo Che sex of the

focal chlld? Yes- No- Unknown-

3. If yes to quesÈions I and 2:'Are cllnlcal and nonclini cal samples
NoequlvalenC wlth resPect Eo Ehls study feature? Yes-

Sex of Focal ChlLd: 1) feroale;
5) nonappllcable

c.

D.

2) nale; 3) unknown; 4) nonscorable;



IV

A

FEATT]RES REI,ATING TO METHODOLOGICAL RIGOI'R

Demographlc Comparabll I tY

Score of 1: no lnformat.ion or vague staCemenË suggesÈlng likelihood
of sample comparabiliry on fndex or stat,emenE of sEatisElcal supporc
for nonequivalence.

Score of 2z statemenE
verbal or sÈatfstical
the procedure.

that Elat,ching procedures were used, wlt.hout any
lnformaLion Ín support of the effectlveness of

B

Score of 3: verbal staEement indlcating Ehat statlsLfcal results suPPorL
the successful const.ructfon of matched samples or statisEfcal data that
supports such construction g restrlcted use of only one value of the
demographlc varlable or use of sEatistlcal procedures Ehat conËro1 for
unmat,ched variables (e.g.' ANCOVA)

Assign Eo each of the following dernographic variables one of Èhe above
gcoreg:
1) socioeconomic sÈaEus. .. ... .. . o... ....

(defined in Eerms of educaEion or occupation of parenr(s)
or in Eerms of some composice score based on these 2

Eatures).

2) famlly compositiorlo..
(defined fn terms of birÈh order of focal ch1ld, number
of eibllngsr I size of fanilY).

3) eex of focal chlld

4) developmental stage of famlly .. ............... '.. " -
(defined ln terms of age of focal chlld g age of Parent(s)
or ages of all ParticiPating offspring)

lotal Score

Sample SpeclflcltY

a) dfagnostlc speclfictty (see coding supplement for details regarding
questlon 2, P.4).

1) the Ehree maJor
hoÈic dieturbance

Is cllnlcaL sample restricted to only one of
dlagnostlc dlvislone: schlzophrenÍc, nonPsyc

or ãellnquency (at least 907. repreeencatlon)?
Yes (ecore 1)- No- Unknown

\
Z) Is clinical sample\urther resÈricEed Èo a more PreclseLy defined

'eubset of the maJor diagnostlc dlvlsfon (at leaet 90% representatlon)?

Yes (score 1)- No- Unknown-

Total Score



v

3) Dld Ehe cllnical famllies undergo sinllar/ldentical dlagnostic
procedures (slngle subJect source or independent, assessment by
members of research team)?,... ....................o.
Yes (score 1)- No- Unknowç

4

ToËal Score

b) developmenÈal speciflcity (defined in Eerms of age of focal child)

l) Whlch of the following age levels are represenÈed in Ehe clinical
sample? When age range is Che only informeËion reported, score
for all age levels contained within its boundarles. When lnformatíon
consisEs of lower llnit plus mean or medium value, begin count at
lovler limft, t,hen score until mean or median category and add 1 to
final score.

Are clÍnlcal families homogenous with resPecË Eo

t,he presenting problem (symPton bearer ls eiEher
o.t. òf Ehe spouses g Lhe m¿rital relat'ionship) ?

Yes (score 1)- No- Unknown-

the locus of
the chlld or

2-4
5-9

10-13
L4-L7

:L7

vears . Score I
vears . Score 1

years................ 

-S"ore 

1

vears . Score 1

vears ...... Score 1

Score I
years . 

-Score
years ...... 

-score
years..... . 

-Score
years... .............'-Score

2>

Total Score

I{hich of the following age Leve1s are represented ln the nonclinfcal
samples? tJhen age rañge is the only lnformatfon reported, score for
all age levels cont,ained wlthln iCe boundarles. When fnformaEion
conslsts .of lower llmit plus mean or median value, begln count,at
læ¡er llnit, then score unEll ureen or nedian category and add 11 to
final score.

2-4
5-9

10-13
L4.L7

7L7

Total Score Unknown

when discrepanclee exlst between the developmenEal speclflciEy of
clfnlcal and noncllnical samples, score in terms of the least
speciflc sample. Tocal Score- Unknown- Nonapplicable when

chlld not IP-.

I
1

L

1
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c) sex speclficfEy (defined Ln terms of sex of focal chlld)

1) Does one sex predomlnate ln clÍnical sample (at least 90% represen-
Èatlon) ? : Yes No Unknown

2) Does one sex predominate in nonclinícal sample (at least 90%
represenËaËion) ? : Yes_ No_ Unknown_

In cases in which clinical and noncllnlcal samples differ on sex
speclflcity, score sÈudy ln Eerms of nonspecffic sample.

_sex specificf ty: 1) yes; 2) no; 3) unknown; 4) nonapplicable when
chlld not IP.

C. Control for Obeerver ExpecÈancles

1) Is all informatlon regarding diagnostic and EreatmenË status withheld
from observer and coder?: Yes No

2) Are settlngs eguivalent for diagnostic groups?: Yes
Unknown

No

ConErol for Observer Expectancies: 1) Yes, 1f affirm¿tive response
to boËh of t,he preceding questions;2) No, lf negative response Eo

elEher of the precedlng questions; 3) Unknown, lf answer.. to setting
question ls unknown where the lnformaÈion quesÈion fs responded Eo

affirmatively; 4) nonapplicable for noninferential measures.

D ConLrol for Subjtsc-t Eipecbencles
4 denand lndices: 1) method of subJect soliclcaËfon

2) purported racionale of study
3) naEure of paymenÈ for pårLicipêtlon
4) experimental settf.ng

1) Hor¿ were'clÍnical subJeets solicited?
in response Ëo an advertisemenE or a request from an lnsÊftuÈion
(e.g., school) th¿t ls noc engaged 1n roental health work.
in response Èo a request from a menÈal health worker wlth whon the
subJect has entered into Eherapy on a self-referred basls
in response to a rrrequestrt from a menËa1 health worker Èo whon the
subJecË has been referred for Ereacment that research partlcipaElon
be lncorporated lnto therapy
unknown
oEher

Ilovr were noncllnlcal subJects soliclted?
in response to an adverEÍsement or a requeet from an insEituÈion
(e.g., school) Èhat ls noÈ engaged ln menEal health work
unknown
other

Were clinlcal and nonclfnlcal subJecEs eollctted in an equfvalent
Unknownmanner? Yes (score 1)_ No
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2, WhaË research ratlonale dld clinfcal subJeccs receive?

I{haE research rationale dÍd nonclínlcal subJects receive?

Did clinlcal and nonclÍnical subJecËs receive equivalenE raEÍonale?
Yes (score 1)_ No- Unknown

3) How were clfnical subjects paid for research partÍcÍpatfon?
monetary remuneration_, access Ëo research findings-,
access to Eherapy , no paymeot_, unknown_,
other

How were noncllnical subJects pafd
monecary remuneratÍon_, access

for research particfpation?
to research flndlngs--,

E

no paymenÈ_, unknown_, oËher

Did cllnical and nonclinical subJects receive equivalent payment?
Yes (score 1)_ No_ Unknown_

4) Are clfnlcal and nonclínical subJecËs tested wÍthin Ehe same
experlmental settfng? Yes (score 1)_ No_ Unknown_

Total Score 7. Unknov¡n

ReliablllEy of Measurement: Does study report a relÍabllity sËatistic?
Yes No_ Nonapplicable (for noninferenËfal measures)

1. If yes, statÍstfc refers _epeciflcally to outcome measure of
lrwrediate interesti _Ëo an entlre set of outcome Eeêsures Èo

which the measure of lnt,erest belongs.

2, If study reports a Pearson r, indlcate lt,s value

3. If study reports a probablllty value associated with r 1n Ehe absence
of the coefflcient, translate tnÈo conservative estlmate of r

4 If study reports alternate rellabllity coefflcient, indicate naEure
and value

Control for Overall Frequency: l) yes, 2) no, 3) nonapplicable (see
codfng suppJ-ement p. 4 f.or criterla).

F



VIII

FEATURES RELATING TO RESEARCH FOCUS

I

c.,\ttode of Cosmunlcatlon: t) verbal; 2) verbal/tonal; 3) postural;
\4) verbal/Conal/postural; 5) nonapplfcable (see coding supplement
' pp. 4-5 for crlËeria); 6) nonscorable for composite measures thac are
not unlform with resPect Eo chis feaËure.

l

H. rsubstantive domain (see coding supplement pP. 7-I7 for allocation
, guidellnes): 1) boundarles of authority; 2) donineering expressÍon;
3) fanlly coheslo,n; 4) affecEive expresslon; 5) couununication
clarity; 6) fLexibillcy/rigldfty; 7) famlly-as-a-Eask-orienEed-unit;
B) quantity of coumunicatton; 9) communication contlnuity; 10) nonscorable.

Reason for use of ttnonscorablett code

Does researcher explicitly link dependenE measure Eo a ÈheoreËical
construct? Yes No-

If yes, whaE ls the construcE?

Under what
number:

substantlve domaln does Ehe construct belong? Specify

r

J

Ie subsÈantlve dornain ldentified by researcher conslstent with Ehat
ldentlfied by coder? Yes No-

Subgroup Comparison: Does measure lnvolve subgroup (lncluding
lndividual) of the famtly unÍt Ëhat participates ín research? (see
Famíly UnÍt on Which Measurement is Taken, p. II): Yes- No-

If yes, 1) measure involves comparisons betvreen famlly subgroups;
2) rneasure is taken on a slngle subgroups independent of fts relatíon-
shlp to other subgrouPs.

Response Category Comparison: 1) Measure involves comparlson of more

than one response category (e.g., ratÍo of posltl-ve social-emotional
communications to negailvâ socíal-emotfonal- communÍcations) ; 2) measure

lnvolves a single or composfte response category Índependent of íts
relationship to other caËegorles.

Addltional commenEs:
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Àppendix C

SUPPLEMENT TO CODING FORM FOR FÀMILY INTERACTION
META-ÀNALYSI S

Tasks Used to Generate Interactional Data

a) Task Structure see page 1 of coding form.

Hiqh Structure. Tasks are coded as high structure when a
variety of restrictions placed on family participants result
in a type of. interaction quite unlike that which occurs in
the family's everyday life, both in terms of its form and
content. Restrictions may be placed on the physical
positioning or movement of family members by, for instance,
prescribing seating arrangements. Or the number of channels
of communication generally availalbe to human interactants
may be Iimited. Visual communication, for instance, ffiây be
blocked by the appropriate placement of visual barriers or
by having family members communicate from separate rooms by
microphone and receiver. Alternativelyr vêrbaI
communication may be prohibited, or restricted to only one
aspect of speech such as questions or yes/no responses.
Strict control over family interactions may also take the
form of directives concerning the number of family members
able to participate at any one point during the experimental
proceedings or the order in which they participate.

Medium Structure. Tasks that are coded as medium
structure are characterized by a spec i f ic set of
instructions that direct lhe content of family exchanges and
by a specific set of stimuLi that provide a basis around
which to focus exchanges. Such tasks do not, however, apply
any restrictions on the form of family exchange.

Low Structure. Tasks are coded as low structure when
they leave research subjects free to direct both the form
and content of family interactions. Lf. experimental stimuli
are introduced (..g., toys, juice and cookies, blackboard),
they serve largely to "naturalize" the experimental context
rather than to provide a basis around which to direct
exchanges.

b) Emotional Tone see page 1 of coding form.



Hiqhlv Emotional. Tasks are coded as highly emotional if
they engage research families in interactions around issues
that are profoundly important in family life: issues
concerning parental control, children's compliance, spousal
roles and the like. Such tasks can also be identified in
terms of their emphasis on interpersonal and affective
issues relating to family life as opposed to instrumental-
issues. Moreover, the relevance of these issues to the
research families is explicitely acknowledged in task
instructions.

Moderatelv Emotional. Tasks are coded as moderately
emotional if, l-ike highly emotional tasks, they engage
research families in interactions around interpersonal and
affective concerns. Moderately emotional tasks can be
distinguished from highly emotional tasks insofar as their
instructions a1low respondents to distance themselves from
the issues in hand. That is, the personal relevance of such
issues to the research families is neither directly
acknowledged in task instructions nor directly reflected in
task stimuli. Examples of moderately emotional tasks are
ones that use projective stimuli depicting family
experiences, and tasks that require subjects to comment on
norms and values relating to family life rather than on
their actual experiences.

Emotionallv Neutral. Tasks are coded as emotionally
neutral if they focus on experiences and issues that are not
generally thought, of as central to family life (u.g.,
questionnaire items that request subjects' opinions on car
colors, dinner menus and the I ike, games involving
identification of visual designs).

Outcome Measures

a) Inference Level see page 2 of. coding form.

Noninferential. Outcome measures are classified as
noninferential if they require the observer to simply
conduct a frequency count of an objective event $¡ithout
making any decisions as to its nature (..g., interruptions,
statements received, talking time, number of correspondences
between individual members' questionnaire responses and
Eroup responses, numbers of adjectives incorporated into a
story).



I nferent iaI . Outcome measures are classified as
inferential if they require the observer not only to
determine the occurrence of an event but also to evaluate
its nature subjectively (u.9., agreements, yielding,
empathy, degree of vagueness and confusion by joint family
TAT).

b) Process/Product Distinction see page 2 of coding form.
Outcome measures are classi f ied as "process" i f they
evaluate the nature of the interaction that occurs while the
family is engaged in an experimental task. Such measures
can be contrasted with those that evaluate the end product
of a family interaction. This distinction may be important
insofar as the two types of measures may yield very
different sorts of information. Though it can be taken for
granted that the process of an interaction has an effect on
t,he product , the f orm of the ef f ect may not be readi Iy
predictable. For example, a family interaction that is not
characterized by frequent disagreements need not result in a
group-product whose form directly mirrors those
disagreements. The product of such an interaction may be
one that can best be described as a "nonproduct" due to the
failure on the part of family members to reach any
agreement, or one that can be described as "dictatorial"
insofar as it reflects the opinions and decisions of only
one member of the family, or one that can be described as
"democratic" in that it closely reflects the opinions and
decisions of the majority of family members, etc. Note that
while all interactional tasks yield process-related measures
(which may or may not be translated into an outcome
measure(s) by the primary researcher), some do not yield
product-related information, in particular those that
incorporate very open-ended task requirements (e.g., general
verbal exercises that require the family to simply discuss a
topic provided by the researcher ) .

When coding the product/process feature it may be helpful to
verbalize the following question: Is it some aspect of the
interaction or some aspect of the product that is being
reflected in the measure?

Exampl es of process measures:
yielding, acknowledgement,
received, talking time, button

agreements, disagreements,
interruptions, statements

pushes.

number of correspondences
questionnaire responses and
jectives incorporated into a
confusion of family TAT.

Examples of product
between individual

meas ures:
members t

group responses; number of ad
story, degree of vagueness and



Sample Specificitv

a) Diagnosbic Specificity
question 2.

see page 4 of coding form re

CIinical samples are further restricted to one reasonably
weIl-defined subgroup of a major diagnostic division.
Schizophrenic samples may be subdivided according to any of
a number of bases such as premorbid adjustment, symptom
chronicity, severity of presenting symptoms and nosological
subtype (..g. , paranoid, hebephrenic, etc. ). Delinquent
samples may be subdivided according to the nature of the
1egal infraction (u.g., aggressive vs. victimless act) or
according to nosological subtype (".9., socialized
psychopathic r n€urotic-disturbedr âDd socialized
subcultural ) . Nonpsychotic disturbed samples may be
subtyped into a variety of diagnostic groups, namely
neurotics/true phobia, simple phobia, emotional-somatic
disorder and substance abuse. Examples of spec if ic
diagnoses included under these headings are presented in the
following chart



Examples of Nonsvchotic Distrubed Diaqnoses Orqanized into
Specified Subqroups*

Neurot i c - True (Complex) Phobic

Neurot i c
Complex Phobic
Poorly adjusted
Underachi evers
Low Àchievers
Students with Behavioral Problems
Hyperactive Children

Simple (Monosvmptomatic) phobics

Dog Phobia
Acrophobia

Emotional - Somatic Disordered

Asthmat ic
I nsomn ia
Anorex ia
Overwe i ght
Enures i s

Habi tue

AIchohoI i c s
Drug Addicts

Depress i ves

*These subgroup headings and most of the diagnoses were
selected from the diagnostic coding scheme used by Smith,
GIass and MiIIer (1980, pp. 195-196) in their integration
of the therapy outcome literature.



All-ocation quiderines for Boundaries of Authoritv: Two
categories of measures can be identified that fit t¡nder thissubstantive heading. The first consists of attempts to
deLect the presence of cross-generational alriances by meansof measures that refrect the rerative strengths of parent-
parent and parent-chird bonds (..g., differentiar rãtes of
communication between husband and wife and parent and child,
di fferential rates of agreement anâ disagreement,
differentiar rates of support, differentiar rates of who-
forrows-whom in speech sequence). Measures that comparediagnostic categories in terms of lines of arriances must
base such comparisons on within-group differences betweenparent-child and husband-wife interactions.
The second category consists of those measures that attempt
to assess the relative dominance of famíly members. This
can be expressed in any of the following ways: 1) relative
capacity to infruence others or to be infruenced by others(u.g., changes in opinion to match that of anothei family
member, extent to which individual preferences areincorporated into group preferences); 2) ierative capacityto direct the flow and content of. family exchange (".g.,
successful interruptions, defined in terms of entrance-of
third party into a two-party interaction that reads to a
change in topic, being .successfully interrupted, speaks
f irst, speaks last); 3) rel-ative use of côntrorring and
being controrred forms of communication (".g., ratinls ofexplicit attempts to direct or rimit the behávior of anõtherperson, behavioralry-focused topic change concerning
deportment demands) i 4) rerative perfórmance on acompetitive game; and 5) rerative amount of participation infamily exchange, either of an active or- passivè nature(".g., tarking time, statement rength, number of stat,ements
received).

Measures that examine rerative dominance/passivity must base
any comparisons that are made betv¡een diagnostic categories
on within-group comparisons, the nature of which varieã from
measure to measure. There are first those measures that
focus on husband-wife comparisons, often in an attempt totap the theoretical construct of role-reversal. Inaddition, there are those measures that focus on parent-
child comparisons, the concern in such cases beiñg the
appropriateness of the positions assumed by family mãmbersin the family power structure. The resultè of such studiesare often presented in terms of dominance hierarchies which
serve as the basis for cross-diagnostic comparisons.
Finally, there are those measures that focus on inãividual-group comparisons by assessing the individuail s
communication rerative to that of the family unit (i.e.,
through the calculation of the proportion of the famiry's
use of a dominance-related measure attributed to ltreindividual ) .



Al locat i on quidelines for Domineerinq Expression:
that assess the frequency of "controlIing" and
controlled" forms of communication are included un

Measures
"being

der this
heading (".g., behaviorally focused topic change concerning
deportment demands; dictatorial decisions, defined as
instances in which one family member's decision is chosen to
represent the family group in the face of an opposing
majority decision; ratings of explicit attempts to direct or
limit the behavior of another person; intrusiveness, defined
as instances in which one person speaks when another has
been explicitly invited to speak; proportion of person-
oriented communications concerning the motives, feelings,
wishes and experience of other rather than of self).
Allocation quidelines for FamiIv Cohesion: The following
categories of measures are included under this substantive
heading: 1 ) measures that reflect the degree to which family
members communicate with one another (..g., time spent in
and out of mutual button pushing in coalition games, total
interaction time, number of initiated actions); 2) measures
that reflect the extent to which values, ideas, and opinions
are shared among family members, (..g., spont,aneous (e.g,,
spontaneous agreement scores on RDT, explicit agreements and
disagreements); 3) measures that reflect the responsiveness
of family members to one another, expressed either Lhrough
the incorporation of individuals' choices into joint family
choices (..g., choice fulfillment on RDT) or through signs
of attentiveness during communication (".g., direct
responses to questions, amplification of others' comments,
visual contact during direct address, nonverbal digressions
such as whistling and newspaper reading during family
exchange); and 4) measures that reflect the degree-to which
family members explicitty declare their oy¡n opinions and
feelings and allow and encourage other members to tikewise
express themselves (u.g., explicit exchange of opinions,
requests for such declarations from others, ratio of person-
oriented communication concerning the wishes, opinions and
beliefs of other family members to total number of person-
oriented communications) .

Allocation ouidelines for Affective Expression: Three
categories of measures can be identified that fit under this
substantive heading: 1 ) measures that reflect the amount or
intensity or range of affective expression without regard to
style or valence (e.g., ratings of strength of feelings or
alternat ively of lack of feeling, inter-personal
expressiveness, range of evaluative communications, relative
amount of expressive as opposed to instrumental exchange);
2l measures that reflect positive affective expresõion(e.g., ratings of support, reciprocal reinforcement, tension
release, laughter, jokes); and 3) measures that reflect
negative affective expression (u.g. , ratings of conflict,
ratings of depressive mood¡ sâEcastic disagreements,



criticisms, reactions
ratings of inability
supportive communication.

shock to proposed
unwi 1I ingness to

of
or

solut ions,
engage in

AI Iocat i on quidel ines for Communication Clarity: Four
categories of measures can be identified that fit under this
substantive heading: 1 ) measures that assess the extent to
which the communication of family members is unintelligible
because of its bizarre or "schizophrenese-1ike" quality; 2)
measures that assess the extent to which information is
clearly and explicitly exchanged among family members (".g,,
explicit agreements and disagreements, explicit declarations
of ideas and opinions, identification of unclear or bizarre
communication in others, requests for clarification); 3)
measures that assess not so much the clarity of distinct
bits of communication as the extent to which those bits are
cohesively linked (..g., shifts in themes, paralIeI
messages, appropriate and inappropriate topic change); and
4) measures that assess the extent to which family members
disgualify either their own communication (..g., self-
contradictory statements, lack of affective congruence
between communication channels) or that of other family
members (e.g., verbal tangentializations or evasions, change
of subject that are labe1led as answers, redundant questions
implying doubt or disagreement without openly stating it).
AI locat i on quidelines for f'lexibilitv/Riqiditv: Measures
that demand no inferences about content and that are to a
large extent concerned with the distribution of fámity
exchange are placed in this category (".g., evenness of
dístribution of who-fol-Iows-whom, degree to which
distribution of who-speaks-to-whom is balanced,
predictability of speakers in seguence, correlation between
amount of silence across experimental tasks, rates of
balanced triadic interaction relative to dyadic interaction,
degree to which rates of frequency of speech among members
are balance, freguencies of speech disruptions).
Allocation quideLines for The Fami Iy-as-a-Task-Or iented-
Unit; Four categories of measures fit under this
substantive heading: 1 ) measures that index the energy
expended during an experimental task orr phrased somewhat
differently, measures that index family efficiency at
meeting task requirements (e.g., decision time on joint RDT,
turns to completion on laboratory games); 2) measures that
index the quantity of a task product independent of guality
considerations (u.g., number of adjectives incorporated into
a story, word production on joint family TAT) ¡ 3) measures
that index the quality of a task product (e.g., clariLy and
cohesiveness of family TAT, number of correct responses in
referential communication task, extent to which family
members are able to manipulate chosen outcome in coal-ition
game) and 4) measures that index families' ability to work



within a task set to a sufficient degree to meet basic task
requirements (e.g., opening gamit scale that measures extent
to which family members accept task set, number of times
family fails to agree on solution or come to a decision,
number of five requested story components included in family
TAT).

AI locat i on
theoret ical

quidel ines tor morpholoqical rather than
similaritv: Two categories of measures are

constructed on the basis of similarity of form rather than
on the basis of common theoretical underpinnings. The first
can be referred to as "quantity of communication" and
consists of the following sorts of measures: total words
spoken, total number of initiated actions as defined by
Bales IPA categories, total number of speeches, amount of
time spent in audible speech and amount of time spent in
silence. The second category can be referred to as
"communication continuity" and consists of measures such as
interruptions, simultaneous speech and pauses. It is worth
noting that measures classified under morphologically-based
headings are generally classified under other substantive
headings as we11. For instance, studies that compare family
members within each diagnostic category in terms of their
communication output are classified under "boundaries of
authority" as well as under "quantity of communication".

Al Iocation quide I ines for "nonscorables": The code
nonscorable is appropriate in the following cases: 1

the operational specification provided by the researc
) when
her is

insufficiently detailed ¡ 2) wittr "diffuse" measures that
consist of a number of loosely connected elements, the
composite of which can best be subsumed under a very general
label such as "globa1 dysfunction" rather than under one of
the more specific substantive headings contained in the
coding scheme ¡ 3 ) with anomalous measures that cannot be
readily shoehorned into any one of the specified substantive
codes; the coding scheme for substantive categories was not
deEigned to be exhaustivei and 4) when the allocation
guidelines are insufficiently clear and/or detailed. Space
is provided on the coding form for the coder !o specify why
the nonscorable cÌassification is being used.

Guidelines for multiple classifications: There are two
circumstances in which a measure can be classified under
more than one substantive heading: 1 ) when the nature of
the measure is such that it reflects more than one
substantive domain, suggesting that the domains may
conceptually overlap. For example, measures of explicit
declarations of opinions, beliefs and wishes reflect both
the clarity of family communication and the degree to which
self-expression is tolerated/encouraged in the family.
Consequently, such measures should be coded under both
"communication cl-arity" and "family cohesion"; and 2) when a



composite measure is derived by combining a number of
previously scored response categories, all of which do not
fit under a common substantive heading. When, however, a
composite measure seems to consist of diverse behavioral
categories that, when combined, form a measure whose sum is
conceptually distinct from any one of its parts, it sould be
treated as a single-category measure and coded according to
its overall conceptual thrusL.
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Appendf x I)

Judgement. Ifatrlx for Feature Emotlonal Tone

Second Coder

CounE
Row Z
Column Z

TotaL 7"

HlghtY
EmoEfonal

ModerarelY
Emo cl-onal

Row
ToraI

t{lghly
Erootl-onaI

ModeratelY
EmocLonal

Neut,ral

Nontcorable

Coltmn
Total

3
2.O
2.9
0.7

0
I
6

I
r.1
1.0
o.2

2
2.2
l.l
0.5

53

Neutral Nonscorable

35
38.5
62.5
8.5

2L
14.2
37.5
5.1

91
22.258.2

86.9
L2.9

Fl-rst
Coder

123
83. I
64.7
30 .0

63
65
33
15

72
96.
69.

148
36. I

75
1B

3
B

5

I
o.7
1.6
o.2

6
6
9
I

I
1.3
1.6
o.2

2
2.7
I.I
0.5

.6
.2
.4

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3

L7

27

61
L4.9

190
46.3

28.L
26.2
6.6

103
25.L

56
13.7

96
23.4

410
100
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Appendix E

Lisb of Measure-Speclfic and Study-Wide Features

Studv-hli¡þMea sure-Spec i fis

Inference Level

Process/ Produc t

GlobaI RaLing

Unlt of Measuremenb

Sex of Focal- Child

ReIlabllity

Control for Observer Expectancies

Substanflve Domafn

Mode of Communicatlon

Subgroup Comparison

Response Category Comparison

Task Sbructure

Emotional Tone

Task Characterfstics

Sett I ng

Na tura I I s b tc / Control led

Dlagnosblc Category

FamlIy Compositfon

Developmental Stage

Demographlc Comparabll iby

Dlagnostic Speclflclty

Developmental Specificlty

Sex Speci.ficlty

Subject Expectancies




